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Message from the Executive Director of CAWEE
It is an honor and a privilege for me to serve
Ethiopian women in export, particularly
CAWEE members, in my past 16 years,
since the establishment of CAWEE in 2004.
CAWEE in its journey of the past years was
very instrumental in building the capacities
of its members through the provision of
different kinds of support services. Beyond
building the capacities of its members,
the Center was also involved in providing
marketable skills to grassroots women, the
poorest of the poor, vulnerable women and
connecting them to high end domestic as
well as export markets through CAWEE members, where those members have
continued being very instrumental in the market linkages.
1DEO>KKGHAP?KRANO>NEABLNKłHAOKB 4""OIAI>ANOEJOET@EBBANAJPOA?PKNOġ
Agribusiness, Textiles/Garment/Hand-weaving, Leather, Gemstones & Jewellery,
Furniture Manufacturing and Services.
I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank the Swedish International
!ARAHKLIAJP CAJ?U Ġ0&!  BKN EPO CAJANKQO łJ=J?E=H OQLLKNP EJ LNAL=NEJC 
?KILEHEJC=J@LNEJPEJC 4""IAI>AN?KIL=JEAOLNKłHAO*UPD=JGO=OSAHH
goes to Initiative Africa, that manages this project, for the guidance and support.
1DA AJPAN BKN ??AHAN=PA@ 4KIAJO "?KJKIE? "ILKSANIAJP Ġ 4"" 
S=OAOP=>HEODA@EJAEJCKJAKBPDALEKJAAN JKJLNKłP PN=@ALNKIKPEKJ 
membership organization operating in the country, it provides promotional and
capacity building support service targeting women exporters (existing and potential/
emerging women exporters) involved in Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) through
the provision of different support services.(www.cawee-ethiopia.com).
As a trade promotion organization, the Center provides trainings on basic business
skills & life skills, trainings in international trade using its internationally accredited
trainers. Beyond providing trainings in those mentioned areas, CAWEE as well
LNKRE@AOQOEJAOO!ARAHKLIAJP0ANRE?AOĠ!0 QOEJCEPO?ANPEłA@>QOEJAOO?KQJOAHHKNO
#QNPDANIKNA EPB=?EHEP=PAO=??AOOPKłJ=J?A ?KJ@Q?PO=?PEKJKNEAJPA@NAOA=N?DAO=J@
organizes policy dialogue forums and organizes trade missions and trade shows.
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CAWEE has eighty (80) members, where those member companies are operating
in six different sectors at different levels, as existing, potential and emerging
exporters. While close to 85 percent of the members are involved in export, the
rest are striving to prepare their companies for export. The six sectors members
EJRKHRA@EJ?HQ@Aġ
| Agribusiness [(green/roasted/ground coffee, honey, milk and milk products),
food (gluten-free and enriched foods and spices)]
| Textiles/Garment/Hand-weaving;
| Leather;
| Gemstones and Jewellery;
| Furniture Manufacturing and
| Services.
&JP=GEJCPDAHA=@NKHAEJKNC=JEVEJC KJPEJAJP=HARAJP PDAłNOPKBEPOGEJ@ SEPD=
BK?QOPKPDALNKIKPEKJKBEJPN=BNE?=JPN=@A=J@PK>AJAłPBNKIPDALNKREOEKJO
of the African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA), the lead organizer
CAWEE, in partnership with the African Union Commission (AUC) and the
2+4KIAJ"PDEKLE=,Bł?A PDA?KKNC=JEVANO=J@KPDANL=NPJANKNC=JEV=PEKJO 
D=O OQ??AOOBQHHU KNC=JEVA@ PDA łNOP A@EPEKJ KB PDA KJPEJAJP=H "RAJP ļKKOPEJC
&JPN=BNE?=J 1N=@Aġ BNE?=J 4KIAJ 1=GEJC PDA )A=@  PD=P PKKG LH=?A =P PDA
AUC, December 3-5, 2019, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,(www.womenboostingintraafricantrade.org). In targeting the expansion of export bases of its members,
KNC=JEVEJCOQ?DGEJ@OKBARAJPOSEHH?KJPEJQAPK>A 4""OŃ=CODELLNKCN=I
The preparation and dissemination of such kind of booklet is considered very
instrumental in promoting member companies and in introducing them to
potential Continental and International buyers.
Nigest Haile
Founder & Executive Director of CAWEE

Agribusiness
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Twenty one (21) CAWEE members
are involved in the Agribusiness sector.
Member companies involved in the
Agribusiness sector are engaged in the
BKHHKSEJC@EBBANAJPOQ>OA?PKNOġ
|Coffee (green/roasted/ground coffee),

AGRIBUSINESS

|Food (gluten free and enriched foods),
|Spices,
|Honey,
|Milk & Milk Products
|Horticulture products and
|Flowers.
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Added Value/Social Responsibility:
| Aster Bunna has helped the surrounding community by creating permanent and
temporary jobs for more than 30 residents;
| Aster Bunna also helped in building houses and laying water lines to some of the
residents of the community;
Aster Bunna
KJP=?Pġ
Aster Mengesha
Owner & Manager, Aster Bunna
1AHġ 
"I=EHġ=OPAN>QJJ=ĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS=OPAN>QJJ=?KI

| It is actively engaged in keeping the community clean and supporting the youth
soccer team of the community, which is fully funded by Aster Bunna.

Aster Bunna is an Ethiopian coffee roaster and distributor founded by Aster
Mengesha in 1998. The company is organized under the sole proprietorship legal
form and operates within the agro-processing industry. It operates in the coffee
roasting, grinding, and/or coffee distribution sector of the industry. The company
supplies roasted and/or ground Ethiopian coffee for local consumption, mainly in
@@EO>=>=LLNKTEI=PAHUKBOPANQJJ=OPKP=HLNK@Q?PEKJEOATLKNPA@
overseas.
The major products of Aster Bunna are roasted coffee beans and ground coffee.
These coffees are available in different forms (washed and unwashed coffee),
grounded or whole bean coffee, and multiple forms of coffee blends.
Aster Bunna employs a total of 17 permanent employees, out of which 12
=NA BAI=HA #AI=HA AILHKUAAO =??KQJP BKN KRAN  KB PDA ?KIL=JUO DQI=J
resources. Key positions in the company such as the General Manager and
ownership, Accounting, Roasting and Packaging positions are hold by female
employees. Thus, of the 12 female employees, 5 hold the aforementioned key
positions in the company.
The target market of Aster Bunna includes cafes, restaurants, government and nonCKRANJIAJP=H KBł?AO  "I>=OOEAO =J@ ?KJOQH=PAO  DKOLEP=HO  łJ=J?E=H EJOPEPQPEKJO 
Ministries, and private businesses. In addition, Aster Bunna began exporting roasted
Ethiopian Arabica coffee three years back. Since then, the company has increased its
export capacity and market by more than 200%. Today, Aster Bunna exports to
China, Russia, the United Kingdom, the United States of America and Germany.
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Beets Fine Foods
KJP=?Pġ
Mesrak Netsanet
Founder, Beets Fine Foods
1AHġ 
"I=EHġIEOENJPĤCI=EH?KI
>AAPOPN=@EJCĤCI=EH?KI

Beets Fine Foods is founded by Mesrak Netsanet with a vision to create a bakery
that makes the best quality baked goods on-site from scratch, fresh daily! Beets
Fine Foods with its committed team of talented individuals provides superior
quality bakery, French pastry and cakes with the goal to provide all its customers
with an unparalleled product and experience. Its talented team of pastry chefs
uses the purest of ingredients and cutting-edge techniques to create a product
that is truly superior in quality. Beets has plans to expand its services to include
agro-processing products.
Beets Fine Foods aims to create an atmosphere where employees can learn, grow,
and innovate, while holding true to the roots of traditional baking and dedicated
to provide its family of employees a respectful and positive work environment
where everyone is equal.
AAPO#EJA#KK@OEO1,*, OOEOPAN?KIL=JU SDANAEPLNKRE@AOEPOLNK@Q?PO
to all the 16 TOMOCA coffee shops that are operating this time in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia
The company constantly provides outstanding customer services and believes that
?QOPKIANO O=PEOB=?PEKJ EO EPO QHPEI=PA CK=H SEPD 3=HQA  .Q=HEPU =J@ -NK@Q?PEREPU
being its core values;
|3=HQA1K?NA=PAR=HQA>AUKJ@?QOPKIANOATLA?P=PEKJO
|.Q=HEPU1KAOP=>HEOD=J@I=EJP=EJDECDMQ=HEPUOP=J@=N@OEJOANRE?AO=J@LNK@Q?PO
and be curious in seeking improvements.
|-NK@Q?PEREPU1K?KILHAPAP=OGO=J@NAOLKJOE>EHEPEAOABBA?PERAHU=J@ABł?EAJPHU
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Berkeyee Marr
KJP=?Pġ
Bezuayheu Shone
Owner, Berkeyee Marr
Bezuayheu Shone Coffee Plantation Plc.
1AHġ 
 
"I=EHġODKJA?KBBAAĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSODKJA?KBBAA?KI
-,KTġ@@EO>=>= "PDEKLE=

Honey Production Participants during Training Session

Bezuayheu Shone Coffee Plantation Plc. (BSCP) understands that Beekeeping is
not only a means of creating substantial income, but also a tool for environmental/
ecosystem stabilization. Therefore, at BSCP besides growing coffee, the company
is also in the business of producing honey. As well, in recognition of the need for
SKIAJ OPNAJCPD PK >A łP A?KJKIE?=HHU =J@ C=EJ >APPAN @A?EOEKJ I=GEJC  0 -
has taken a step forward in introducing beekeeping activity enabling vulnerable
SKIAJ=JEJ?HQOERAL=NPE?EL=JP=J@OKHA?QOPK@E=JOEJDKJAULNK@Q?PEKJ
Closely working with concerned partners, BSCP organized over 120 disadvantaged
rural women, through the provision of marketable skills in modern honey
production, supplying them the required equipment and tools and hiring an
expert to provide on-the-job trainings and follow-up. BSCP being the buyer of
this organic honey from the women, the company ensures payments of premium
price for their products.
BSCP is principled in taking its Social Responsibility seriously. Not only, the
company does the talking but does the walking in its commitment to practically
NA=HEVA EPO IKPPK ļ$NKSEJC 1KCAPDAN SEPD EPO ?KIIQJEPU "J?KQN=CA@ >U PDA
EJEPE=H LNKFA?PO OQ??AOOĢ LH=JO =NA QJ@ANS=U PK @KQ>HA L=NPE?EL=JPO JQI>AN EJ
honey production in the foreseeable future.

9
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ت. ؊ٖٕئ

GROWING TOGETHER

KJP=?Pġ
Bezuayheu Shone
Owner & Manager,
Bezuayheu Shone Coffee Plantation
1AHġ 
 
#=Tġ 
"I=EHġODKJA?KBBAAĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSODKJA?KBBAA?KI
-,,5ġ@@EO>=>= "PDEKLE=

ļ KBBAA0DKJAQJJ=ļتʳ؊ٖ ٕئEOLNK@Q?A@=PAVQ=UDAQ0DKJA KBBAA
-H=JP=PEKJĠ0 - SDE?DEOHK?=PA@EJ"PDEKLE=O0KQPD4AOPANJ/ACEKJSEPDEJPDA
Oromia Regional State, Jimma Zone, Limmu-Kosa, Kella-Gabissa District, 430 Kms
from the capital Addis Ababa.
The owner Bezuayheu Shone is the founder and member of the Ethiopian Coffee
Growers Producers and Exporters Association; she is also an active member of
CAWEE.

sound emphasis on conservation and crop bio-diversity implementation methods.
AVQ=UADQ 0DKJA KBBAA -H=JP=PEKJ D=O łNIHU AOP=>HEODA@ EPO OPN=PACE? =HHE=J?AO
SEPDKPDANOEIEH=NLNER=PAłNIO łJ=J?E=H NAOA=N?D=J@=CNE?QHPQN=HKNC=JEV=PEKJO
PD=P =NA EJRKHRA@ EJ ?KBBAA NAOA=N?D  łJ=J?EJC  LNK@Q?PEKJ  LNK?AOOEJC =J@
marketing. It has created a strong development partnership with Commercial
Bank of Ethiopia, Oromia International Bank, Jimma Agricultural Research Center,
Ethiopian Commodity Exchange, Ethiopian Ministry of Agriculture and particularly
with Forest and Environment Protection Agency. The company is currently in
the process of establishing a business partnership with coffee importers in USA,
=J=@==J@0KQPD(KNA=PK?NA=PA=J=??AOOBKNļ KBBAA0DKJAQJJ=ļتʳ
؊ٖ>ٕئN=J@
BSCP believes in economically uplifting small coffee grower farmers surrounding
its farm. Hence, the company is in the process of signing contract with outgrower farmers to work with them to be able to produce quality coffee, through
the provisions of the required training, seedlings and assist them in marketing.
The company is dedicated to providing the highest satisfaction to consumers
by producing and supplying high-quality semi-forest coffee. Guided by the ethics
and principles of unwavering quality control at the same time keeping a keen
focus on environmental and social concerns, BSCP has obtained Korea Organic
ANPEł?=PEKJ=J@ "/"0/# ANPEł?=PEKJOPNEREJCPK>AKJAKBPDAHA=@EJCKNC=JE?
coffee exporters in the world.

1DA?KIL=JUO?KBBAALH=JP=PEKJEOAOP=>HEODA@KJDA?P=NAOKBH=J@EJ
The total number of employees at BSCP is 100-120 temporary labor force and 30
permanent employees, where 70% of the employees are women. At BSCP, the
?KIL=JULNK@Q?AOATLKNP=>HADECDMQ=HEPU?KBBAASEPDJAS>N=J@J=IAļ KBBAA
0DKJAQJJ=ļتʳ؊ٖٕئ1DALH=JP=PEKJD=O=NK>QOPKLAN=PEJCOPNQ?PQNA
that drives ongoing quality control operations and production goals by having an
KJOEPA.Q=HEPU KJPNKH*=J=CANSEPDR=OPATLANEAJ?AEJ?KBBAALNK?AOOEJC=J@
quality control. The company has an experienced site-dedicated Farm Manager
for the day-to-day operational and logistical needs.
Bezuayheu Shone Coffee Plantation started exporting in 2012, since then, the
?KIL=JUD=OATLKNPA@)EIIQOLA?E=HPU?KBBAAPKPDANKU=H?KBBAAłNI>=OA@EJ
Oakland, California, USA, COBEANS coffee Import INC and South Korea.
Besides coffee, Bezuayehu Shone Coffee Plantation is undertaking an adaptation
trial of different spices with the intent to integrate that with coffee production. It
also aims to identify new opportunities to diversify product representations that
will drive and expand business revenue stream while providing an environmentally

11
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Calla Honey
KJP=?Pġ
Yetnait Aberra
Sabae, Owner/Creative Director
1AHġ 
"I=EHġ?=HH=DKJAUAPĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSO=>=A?KBBAA?KI

#KN =HH=DKJAU EPOJ=IA?KIAOBNKIPDA>A=QPEBQH"PDEKLE=JJ=PEKJ=HŃKSAN =HH=
HEHU'QOPHEGAEPOJ=IA =HH=ġEO>A=QPEBQHHU?N=BPA@=NPEO=JDKJAU
Founder of the company Yetnait Aberra in search for locally grown and produced
ingredients to use for Menu items served in its cafes (sister company) discovered
PDA@EOPEJ?PERAP=OPAOKB"PDEKLE=O@AHE?EKQODKJAUEJ@EBBANAJPNACEKJO
Honey traditionally plays a big role in Ethiopian life. The varieties white, red and
yellow are used for cooking, for medicinal purposes and as a key ingredient in local
dishes. These varieties of Raw Honey are almost endless in Ethiopia. Its taste varies
BNKI/ACEKJPK/ACEKJ1DA?KIL=JUO?=BAO=NAKBBANEJC>NA=GB=OPO ?=GAO=J@
other lovely stuff made with this fantastic gift of nature. And now is ready to offer
Calla Artisan honey to the world.
Calla Artisan Raw Honey is bringing you exceptionally good quality raw honey
BNKI=HH=NKQJ@"PDEKLE=1DA?KIL=JUOCK=HEO=HOKPKOQLLKNPPDADKJAUB=NIANO
in rural areas of Ethiopia and make sure that they get fair price for their hard
SKNGPKLNKRE@A=OQOP=EJ=>HAHEBABKNPDAENB=IEHEAO =HH=ODKJAUEOL=?G=CA@EJEPO
eco-friendly packaging and is produced by small producers, who care about their
environment, their bees and their natural health.
If you love Raw Honey Calla honey is a perfect choice. With Calla, you can be
sure that your honey is pure, raw, 100% Natural and Free from Additives. Calla
I=GAOOQNAPD=PEPON=SDKJAUEOJARANLNK?AOOA@ L=OPAQNEVA@=J@IE?NKłHPANA@
=HH=EO?KIIEPPA@PK>NEJCEJCUKQPDA>AOPMQ=HEPUD=J@I=@AļNPEO=JN=SDKJAU
OPN=ECDP BNKI PDA >AADERAO  SEPD =HH PDA CKK@JAOO =J@ DA=HPD >AJAłPO CERAJ >U
nature.
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Chancho Flower Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Samrawit Moges
D. Managing Director, Chancho Flower Plc.
1AHġ 
#=Tġ 
"I=EHġO=IN=SEPIKCAOĤCI=EH?KI
-,KTġ0QHQHP= "PDEKLE=


Chancho Flower Plc. is established in 2004 as a private
limited company, registered under the Ethiopian Investment
commission. The founder and the D. Manager of the
company is Samrawit Moges.
1DA ?KIL=JU EO LNK@Q?EJC DKNPE?QHPQNA LNK@Q?POġ 0QC=N
Snap SL3123 and MSP Mangetoutseed type snow wind.
SUGAR SNAP SL3123
The sugar snap pea (Pisum sativum var. macrocarpon) is a
member of the bean family. Sugar snap peas are like snow
peas in that the entire pod is eaten. The difference is that
PDALK@OKBOJKSLA=O=NAŃ=P=J@PDKOAKBOQC=NOJ=LLA=O
are round.
MSP MANGETOUT SEED TYPE SNOW WIND
1DA *0- I=JCAPKQP OAA@ EO = DECDUEAH@EJC OAIEHA=ŃAOO
variety, needing no support when grown in a block. These
plants produce extended crops of crisp, straight dark green
Ń=PLK@O=NKQJ@?IĠEJ EJHAJCPD
Chancho is exporting its products to the Netherlands.

15
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Dehab Honey
Dehab Honey
KJP=?Pġ
!AD=>*AOłJ
General Manager, Diamond Enterprise Plc
1AHġ 
 
"I=EHġ@AD=>?BĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS@=D=>?KBBAA?KI

provision of marketable skills, basic equipment and tools for modern beekeeping
was also provided to the women. The men members of this marginalized society
are the ones who mount & dismount the traditional beehives themselves, thus
involving the husbands in the skills training was considered very instrumental,
when the women transform their production to the modern one.
During the production process, it was noticed that the honey which is harvested
from the hives in the coffee farm is not similar to other honey types which are
D=NRAOPA@AHOASDANA1DAļ KBBAA%KJAUD=OEPOKSJŃKN=HP=OPASDE?DI=GAO
it unique.
1DEOEODKSPDAļ KBBAA%KJAU?=IAPKI=NGAPLNKQ@HULNK@Q?A@>USKIAJ 
purchased by Diamond Enterprise Plc, where the company pays those women
premium prices, targeting socially responsible consumers who look for pure
honey & empower women at the same time.

COFFEE HONEY
4D=P@KUKQGJKS=>KQPļ KBBAA%KJAU
Being a Manager & Owner of a company engaged in coffee farming this is how
*NO!AD=>*AOłJ?=IAPKGJKS=>KQPPDALNK@Q?ANOPDAļ KBBAA%KJAU
itself.
The most time taking, sensitive & non-rewarding jobs are usually done by women.
Likewise, the most sensitive processes in farming & post-harvest activities are done
>USKIAJPD=P?KILNEOAOIKNAPD=JKBPDA?KIL=JUOAILHKUAAO!QNEJC
her regular visits & stay at the farm, Dehab used to discuss with the women about
their daily routine life.
&JPDA0KQPDSAOPANJL=NPKB"PDEKLE= SDANA?KBBAAEO>AHEARA@PKKNECEJ=PAPDANAEO
a socially vulnerable part of the society & the women members of this society face
severe challenges among the family. The reason behind it is not clear, but women
in this part of the society are marginalized which has left them to be the poor of
the poorest.
In partnering with CAWEE, where Dehab is one of its members, with a grant
OA?QNA@BNKIPDA2+!-"PDEKLE=,Bł?A &PS=OLKOOE>HAPKLNKRE@APA?DJE?=HOGEHHO
training to those vulnerable women in modern honey production.
Based on their previous in knowledge in traditional beekeeping & the potential
of the area for the production of honey, the technical skills training was provided
to thirty women along with their spouses on modern beekeeping. Beyond the
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10-hectare land has been reserved to be untouched with its naturally grown
forest trees and wild coffee trees.

Diamond Enterprise Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
!AD=>*AOłJ
General Manager, Diamond Enterprise Plc
1AHġ 
 
"I=EHġ@AD=>?BĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS@=D=>?KBBAA?KI

Diamond Enterprise Plc was established in 1999. Owned & managed by Mrs.
!AD=>*AOłJ =@A@E?=PA@SKI=JAJPNALNAJAQN SDK>AHEARAOEJSKNGEJCPKCAPDAN
for a better livelihood for women involved in coffee farming. Diamond Enterprise
Plc runs on a 200-hectare coffee plantation in Kaffa. The farm produces specialty
?KBBAA QJ@AN PDA J=IA ļ+=PQN=H (=BB= #KNAOP KBBAA $N=@AO    !E=IKJ@
Enterprise Plc started exporting in 2014 to Germany and the Netherlands. In
expanding its export base, in 2018 the company started exporting to Russia and
recently in 2020, it has started exporting to Saudi Arabia.
Diamond Enterprise Plc is located at the center of the birth place of Arabica
coffee, in the Southern Region of Ethiopia, Kaffa Zone (Gimbo-Bonga), 460 Kms,
South West of the capital city, Addis Ababa with an altitude of 1,795-1,850m.a.s.l
and annual mean rainfall 1,600-2,200 mm. The coffee has been planted on gentle
sloping hillsides and hilltops on cambisoles and nitosols.

Manual slashing and hand weeding are the common practices to control the
weeds in the coffee farm. No herbicides are applied in the farm; as the soil is
organically very rich, there is no need of applying chemical fertilizers. Generally,
the farm is free of pesticides, as the coffee varieties used are disease resistant and
there is no problem of insect pests in the area.
Diamond Enterprise Plc works with 120 small farm holders and employs upto 350
temporary workers during peak season where over 60% of them are women and
50 permanent workers. The coffee trees are maintained under moderate shading
canopies of ideal forest shade tree species in the highlands of Tulla Kebele.
Value Added/Social Responsibility:
|The company works with out-growers & provides seedling & drying materials to
improve quality.
|Diamond Enterprise Plc. gives training to the surrounding society to create
=S=NAJAOOKJCAJ@AN DUCEAJA %&3AP?
|Contributed in the construction of road, school, police station and market place.

+=PQN=HBKNAOP3EASKBPDA#=NI

Natural Drying Process

To ensure premium quality coffee, Diamond Enterprise Plc traces its coffee
throughout the production line, starting from coffee seedlings to the point where
the coffee is delivered to the buyer. The introduction of the traceability system in
DAHLOPKCNA=PHUEILNKRAPDAMQ=HEPUO?KNAKBEPO?KBBAAPK 
Diamond Enterprise Plc. implements an integrated pest management system, which
helps in keeping the farm chemicals and pesticides free. Additionally, Diamond
Enterprise Plc maintains a well-managed agricultural practice which ensures
that the natural forest and the animals around the farm exist uninterrupted. A

19
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Eden Roasters
KJP=?Pġ
Eden Haile Gebreselassie
Founder & Manager, Eden Roasters
1AHġ 
"I=EHġA@AJĤD=EHA=HAI?KI
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

is located in Masha Forest, a place where a wide array of vegetation thrives.
Producers in the areas have made great efforts to ensure that the forest of Masha
SKQH@>ALNAOANRA@BKNPDAB=NI=J@PDA?KIIQJEPU=?DEAREJC=?ANPEł?=PABNKI
/=EJBKNAOPHHE=J?A1DAB=NINAOPOKJ=>EKOLDANANAOANRAKBł?E=HHUNA?KCJEVA@>U
UNESCO. Going further into the value chain, roasting such coffee Eden Roasters
LNKRE@AOPN=?A=>EHEPU=J@KBBANOPDAłJ=HLEA?APKBQHłHHEJCPDA@AI=J@OEJPDAJAS
world of coffee.
Eden Roasters in the short term will focus on exporting specialty coffee. However,
long-term plans will be to work on replacing coffee imports. Much of the
company coffee import is instant coffee, used around hotels and in some work
places around the country. While upholding its values of traceability, sustainability
and ethics, Eden Roasters could implement various strategies to produce instant
coffee for local distribution as well as for export, in targeting import substitution.

Eden Roasters, established in 2020, is a roasting business that focuses on roasting
traceable, sustainable, quality coffee. While there are many roasters in the country
and the world, due to the green coffee sales procedures in the country, coffee
KNECEJEJ"PDEKLE=EORANU@EBł?QHPPKPN=?A1DAKJHUKNC=JEV=PEKJOATAILPBNKIPDAOA
procedures are larger estate farmers. Therefore, partnering directly with large
coffee producers, Haile Coffee, will ensure very precise and reliable traceability.
"@AJ%=EHAEOPDA@=QCDPANKB%=EHA$A>NAOAH=OOEA "PDEKLE=OB=IKQONQJJAN SDANA
this time Haile is involved in lots of business activities, Haile Coffee being one of
that.
With the rise in demand for traceable, organic, ethical specialty coffee, the product
of green coffee from Haile Coffee, from the beautiful forests of Masha are one
PD=P?NA=PAOPDALANBA?PKLLKNPQJEPU#=NILN=?PE?AO=NA?ANPEłA@,NC=JE?>U217 
USDA, European Commission and CERES/GMBH. By roasting and branding the
traceable and sustainable brand of Haile Coffee, Eden Roasters would be able to
I=NGAPPDA>AOPMQ=HEPEAOKB"PDEKLE=J?KBBAAPKPDAłJ=H?KJOQIAN
The market for coffee and especially, specialty coffee is on the rise around the
world. In this era, customers are looking for high quality, ethically sourced coffee.
Of course, most coffee production in the world is of low quality, produced in
massive quantities. With such high production, traceability, sustainability and ethics
is hard to come by.
The primary coffee producer that Eden Roasters is partnering with, Haile Coffee,
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trainings for the milk suppliers and also for the employees by recruiting both
international consultants from the US, Holland and national trainers, 600 farmers
(240 female & 360 male) supply their fresh milk to the company, within 80 Kms.
radius from Baherdar.

Emebet and Her Children
Milk and Milk Processing Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Emebet Mekonnen
Owner & Manager, Wawi Dairy Products
1AHġ 
"I=EHġAI>APS=SEĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSAIA>AP@=ENU?KI

Emebet and Her Children Milk and Milk Processing Plc. (Wawi Dairy Products)
was established in 2012. Wawi Dairy Products located in Bahir Dar City, Amhara
Region, processes milk and milk products where its products are competitive with
global standards and is immensely proud of its Ethiopian roots.
Milk is one of the major components of the Ethiopian diet, especially in lowland
areas where the livelihood is based on cattle production. Liquid milk handled
traditionally has very limited shelf-life. In modern dairy production exotic
crossbreeds or pure breed cattle is used and the milk is processed to have longer
shelf-life.

When the company started, milk processing was done at home level, currently,
4=SE!E=NULNK?AOOAO HEPANOKBIEHGBK?QOEJCKJ@ERANOEłA@LNK@Q?PHEJAO
To promote its products, the company participates in different trade shows and
exhibitions in the country as well as abroad.
Wawi Dairy Products performance is showing impressive results in offering quality
products and providing quality customer services. This has led the company to
win 110,000 USD grant award from USAID in 2015. The company has acquired
5,000 Sq. meters of land from Bahir Dar City Administration, Amhara Region and
has purchased modern milk processing machinery, where it is in the installation
process, expected to expand its production capacity to 30,000 liters per day
and expecting to provide additional employment opportunities for 50 people.
&JłJ=HEVEJCEPOATL=JOEKJP=OGO PDA?KIL=JUD=OLH=JJA@PKATLKNPEPOLNK@Q?PO
to international market targeting the USA, Israel, Mauritius, Eritrea, Sudan, etc.
markets.
The company has the vision to be a leading and quality milk products processing
łNI EJ ID=N= /ACEKJ QOEJC IK@ANJ I=?DEJANU  PN=EJA@ DQI=J NAOKQN?AO =J@
its premium customer service by 2025, creating welfare for the community,
AOP=>HEODEJC=JEJPACN=PA@ OQOP=EJ=>HA=J@LNKłP=>HAHA=@EJ@QOPNUEJPDA/ACEKJ

Milk is taken directly from the milking collection Centre to a cooling tank for
temporary storage and processed immediately. After the cream separation
LNK?AOO PDAIEHGEOłHPANA@=J@OA=HA@SEPDLH=OPE?>=COKN>KPPHA@=J@@EOPNE>QPA@
to the market. Pasteurized milk is packed into 500 milliliter plastic containers,
where two plastic containers would be used to package one liter of pasteurized
milk. Cheese and butter is packed into 250 and 500 gram paper packages. Whole
milk is partially or totally separated to produce standardized whole milk with
3% milk fat. After separation. Yogurt and table butter are also produced in large
volumes.
Wawi Dairy Products processing factory has created job opportunities for the
community (50 permanent employees) and milk value chain in the sustainable
manner, starting from the farmer to the consumer level. The company provides
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Employee
2019

Annual Revenue
2019 $1 M+

50
40

Ethio-green Production & Industry Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Rahel Mogess
Founder & Managing Director, Ethio-Green
Production & Industry Plc.
1AHġ 
"I=EHġN=DAHĤAPDEKCNAAJ?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSADPEKCNAAJAPDEKLE=?KI

30
20
Female
Male

10
0
Female

Male

Ethio-green Production & Industry Plc. processes 100% gluten-free Teff Injera
(Staple Ethiopian Flat Bread) for both local and export market. In addition, the
company is working on other Teff and sorghum-based products to be distributed
at local and export destinations.
Locally Ethio-green Production & Industry Plc. is in the process to serve the BOP
Ġ>KPPKIKBPDA>=OA ?KJOQIANO=J@=PPDAATLKNPI=NGAP PDA?KIL=JUOI=EJ
market is the Diaspora, but with additional Teff and Sorghum based product
Ethio-green is looking forward to sell to the main stream market. Thus, the target
markets for Ethio-green Production & Industry Plc. are mainstream buyers at all
export destinations and locally BOP at large.
Ethio-green Production & Industry Plc. produces Gluten Free Teff Products, this
PEIAI=EJHULNK@Q?EJC#NAOD=J@-=?GA@&JFAN= SDANALNK@Q?POHEGAġ1ABB N=?GANO 
Teff Cookies and Teff Puffs are products in progress.
Ethio-green Production & Industry Plc. exports its products to the US, Canada
and the Middle East.
Ethio-green Production & Industry Plc. has provided employment opportunities
to more than forty people, where its major employees are women. The company
generates foreign currency, more than one million USD in 2019, which the country
needed most.
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KBBAAHKRANOGJKSPD=P"PDEKLE=EOPDA>ENPDLH=?AKB?KBBAA=J@PDAłJAOPLNK@Q?AN
of specialty coffee in the world. Garden of Coffee is excited to let the world in
KJ=JKPDAN?KBBAAOA?NAP PD=P"PDEKLE=EOPDAOKQN?AKBPDAłJAOPD=J@NK=OPEJC
artisans on the planet.

Garden of Coffee
KJP=?Pġ
Bethlehem Tilahun Alemu
Founder & Managing Director
1AHġ 
"I=EHġNKKPO?QHPQNAPENAOĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSC=N@AJKB?KBBAA?KI

$=N@AJKB KBBAAOLNK?AOOOP=NPOSEPDD=J@OAHA?PEJCLANBA?PCNAAJ?KBBAA>A=JO
The more perfect the green coffee bean, the more even the roast and the better
PDAP=OPA'QOP=OPDAłJAOPSEJAO>ACEJSEPDPDAłJAOPCN=LAO PNQHUAT?ALPEKJ=H
coffee begins with the beans. Hand-Roasting coffee is an Ethiopian art that involves
multiple skills and elements. Our artisans are deeply skilled in creating the perfect
conditions for a perfect roast.

Bethlehem Tilahun Alemu, owner and manager of Sole Rebels, is a tireless foot soldier
taking Ethiopian entrepreneurship to the world. She is building a $20-million shoe
factory in Addis Ababa and launched a coffee brand, Garden of Coffee.
Garden of Coffee as a name for the company was chosen for two reasons. One was
that, the company wants to create an image that evoked the birth of coffee, the literal
Garden of Eden that Ethiopia is and which gifted coffee to the world. The second was
to present an image of a magical garden into which coffee lovers can enter and literally
ATLANEAJ?A)&3"PDAHACAJ@=NU?KBBAAOKB"PDEKLE=EJPKP=HHUJAS=J@I=CE?=HS=UO
1DA?KIL=JUOKQN?AOPDAłJAOP>A=JOBNKI=?NKOO"PDEKLE==J@PDAOA=NAPDAJNA
OAHA?PA@>UEPOPA=IKBPDASKNH@OłJAOP=NPEO=JD=J@NK=OPANO1DA?KIL=JUPDAJ
LNAL=NAO =J@ NK=OPO PD=P >=OA@ KJ ?QOPKIANO KN@ANO KJ EPO I=CJEł?AJP ?AN=IE?
roasters inside its Addis Ababa roasting atelier.
$=N@AJKB KBBAANK=OPOEPO?KBBAASEPDPDACNA=PAOPKB?=NAEJPDAO=IAI=JJANPD=PO
been perfected here in Ethiopia for millennia - by hand, watching, smelling and hearing
ARANUOEJCHA>A=JNK=OP&PO=I=CE?=HLNK?AOOPD=P=HHKSOPDA?KIL=JUPK>NEJCKQP
PDA=>OKHQPAłJAOPMQ=HEPEAOBNKIA=?D>A=J1DANAOQHPġ1DAłJAOP?KBBAAPD=PEOJARAN
sipped.
Bethlehem began Garden of Coffee so that people everywhere can experience that
magic. Because once someone tastes Ethiopian coffee that has been hand roasted by
traditional Ethiopian coffee artisans on hand crafted ceramic roasters, her/his coffee
perspectives are forever changed.
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For Garden of Coffee, OriginTRADE™ is a
pioneering and revolutionary concept. It means,
the company sources, processes, roasts and
packages its coffees right in Ethiopia where the
coffee is growing.
This ensures the absolute best coffees for its
customers, low impact for the environment, an
engine for prosperity and brining out changes
for Garden of Coffee, the growers, processors
and roasters of these coffees.
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0QOP=EJ=>HA!ARAHKLIAJP$K=HOĠ0!$O PK?KJPNE>QPAEPOKSJNKHAPKS=N@OPDA
wide-reaching ambition which aims for better future for all.

Hilina Enriched Foods
KJP=?Pġ
Hilina Belete
1AHġ 
#=Tġ 
-,KTġ ,!"
"I=EHġEJBKĤDEHEJ=BKK@OAPD?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSDEHEJ=BKK@AOPD?KI

Hilina Foods Products

Hilina Enriched Foods is a food manufacturing company established in 1998 to
AJC=CAEJPDALNK?AOOEJCKB=N=JCAKB/A=@UPK2OA#KK@OĠ/2#O OLA?Eł?=HHU
designed to combat the various forms of malnutrition and other micronutrients
@Ał?EAJ?EAO=BBA?PEJC?DEH@NAJ=J@KPDANRQHJAN=>HACNKQLOEJ"PDEKLE=EJL=NPE?QH=N
and East Africa on broader scale.
Hilina Foods obtained a franchise permit from Nutriset S.A.S France in 2006 for
the production and distribution of Plumpy range of products and has since been
making these products available in the region.
%EHEJ= "JNE?DA@ #KK@O LNK@Q?AO -HQILU+QPĮ  SDE?D EO ?KIIKJHU GJKSJ
=O /A=@U PK QOA 1DAN=LAQPE? #KK@ Ġ/21#  =J@ -HQILU0QLĿ Ġ/20#  SEPD =
production capacity of 30MT/Day or 9000MT/Year.

Hilina Enriched Foods Staff in Production

To obtain international recognition and to meet the quality requirements set by
Nutriset & the CODEX, Hilina Enriched Foods has implemented HACCP and
&0,ġ#KK@0=BAPU=J@.Q=HEPUOOQN=J?A0UOPAI&J=@@EPEKJ BKHHKSEJC
NECKNKQO=J@OPNEJCAJPQ@EP>U2+& "# *0#=J@!.0 PDA?KIL=JUD=O=HOK
>A?KIA PDA łNOP /21# LNK?AOOEJC ?AJPAN EJ "PDEKLE= PK >A NA?KCJEVA@ =O =J
international supplier to UNICEF, WFP and other humanitarian agencies.
%EHEJ="JNE?DA@#KK@OREOEKJEOPK>A=>N=J@KB?DKE?AEJJQPNEPEKJ=HBKK@LNK@Q?PO
EJ"=OPBNE?=>U1DA?KIL=JUOIEOOEKJEOPK?KJPNE>QPAEJPDANA@Q?PEKJKB
mortality of malnourished children by producing the safest and high quality food
products. The company has long played an essential role in poverty reduction and
A?KJKIE? @ARAHKLIAJP &P D=O =HOK =HECJA@ PDA ?KIL=JUO K>FA?PERAO =HKJC PDA
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Mother Feeding Hilina Foods Products at Asaita UNHCR Camp
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Kotea exports its coffee to Geneva, Switzerland and is in the process of expanding
its export base to the rest of the world.
(KPA=O I=EJ K>FA?PERA EO PK AILKSAN PDAOA SKIAJ ?KBBAA B=NIANO =J@
?KHH=>KN=PERAHU ?D=JCA PDA ļ(KPA= LN=?PE?A OK PDAU SKQH@ D=RA AJKQCD PK OAHH
=J@>A?KIAA?KJKIE?=HHUAILKSANA@1DA?KIL=JUOR=HQAOBK?QOKJNAHE=>EHEPU 
integrity and consistency.
Kotea Coffee
KJP=?Pġ
Muna Fejru
1AHġ 
 
#=Tġ 
"I=EHġIQJ=BAFNQĤCI=EH?KI

Kotea Coffee is a green coffee exporting company based in Addis Ababa Ethiopia.
The company was founded in 2002 in the Western Region of Oromia, Wollega,
Begi. Since its establishment, Kotea Coffee has produced and supplied traceable
and commercial coffee beans to the market.
(KPA=O REOEKJ EO PK >A NA?KCJEVA@ =O = HA=@AN EJ PDA LNK@Q?PEKJ =J@ ATLKNPEJC
of traceable coffee to green coffee buyers and roasters worldwide. The mission
of Kotea is to provide high quality traceable coffee and top-notch services to its
customers to add value to their businesses.

(KPA=O KBBAA#=NI

Managing Director of Kotea Coffee Muna Fejru has an extensive experience in
coffee farming, production, processing and exporting operations. She has started
initially as coffee supplier by collecting sun dried coffee cherries direct from small
holder farmers.
1DAJ=IAļ(KPA=S=O@ANERA@BNKIPDAQJ@AOENA@HABPKRAN?KBBAAPD=PSKIAJ
are allowed to have to bring to the market. The men pick the beans from the
trees but the women are left with coffee beans on the ground dropped from the
łNOPLE?GEJC>UIAJKN=BASHABPKJPDAPNAAOO=NAOQHP PDASKIAJ@KJKP
have enough to sell and make ends meet. This has been the practice for many
generations in this coffee rich Region and the company wants to help women
coffee farmers, who for the most part are its clients, have a fairer and better
chance to become successful in their businesses. Hence, the company is named
Kotea.
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Processing and Packing Enterprise is planning to expand its production capacity
to produce healthy and organic stew, sauce, spices, pulses and cereal powders
for export.
Maheder Food Processing and Packing
Enterprise
KJP=?Pġ
Maheder Admasu
CEO, Maheder Food Processing and
Packaging Enterprise
1AHġ 
 
"I=EHġI=DA@ANBKK@ĤCI=EH?KI
#=?A>KKGġI=DA@ANBKK@O
4A>OEPAġSSSI=DA@ANBKK@O?KI

&JBQHłHHEJCEPOREOEKJ=J@IEOOEKJ PDA?KIL=JUBK?QOAOKJEPOI=EJK>FA?PERAOKBġ
producing healthy, organic and new variety of food options; producing healthy
food and beverage products and aggressively working to increase the awareness
of processed food in Ethiopia.

Maheder Food Processing and Packing Enterprise is owned by Maheder, a young
female entrepreneur, one of the top 40 entrepreneur awardees in 2012 at the
National Business Ideas Competition in Ethiopia. The company started in 2012
G.C to produce Stew and Sauce, being a pioneer company to produce and supply
PKI=NGAPOOQ?DGEJ@OKBLNK@Q?POBKNPDAłNOPPEIA
The company has received many awards and recognitions from different
organizations. currently Maheder Food Processing has 21 employees (18 women
& 3 men) working on different products like Onion Sauce, Chilli Sauce, Doro Wot
(very popular national dish made of poultry meat), Potato Chips, different Fasting
+KJ#=OPEJC0PASO=J@0=Q?AO 1KI=PK(AP?DQL >NA=@&JFAN=ĠŃ=P>NA=@
SEPD1ABA SEPD@EBBANAJPŃ=RKQNO=J@OEVAO @EBBANAJPPULAKBOLE?AO LQHOAO ?ANA=HO
=J@HACQIAOLKS@ANSEPDR=NEKQOŃ=RKQNO
Maheder Food Processing and Packing Enterprise has two shopping and testing
centers and it also has dairy farm in Dessie, Amhara Region, Ethiopia. In addition,
the company provides catering services at different events.
*=DA@AN#KK@-NK?AOOEJC KIL=JUOREOEKJEOPKLQPEJPK=?PEKJPDNKQCDLNKCN=IO
=J@ = BK?QO KJ AJRENKJIAJP=H OPAS=N@ODEL  =?PEREPEAO PK >AJAłP OK?EAPU =J@ =
commitment to use quality and healthy organic products and environmentally
conscious business operations in the company.
With a mission to expand its product lines, focusing on high quality, organic, fresh,
=QPDAJPE?BKK@OłHHA@SEPDHK?=HHUCNKSJ=J@KNC=JE?EJCNA@EAJPO *=DA@AN#KK@
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Moplaco Trading Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Heleanna Georgalis
1AHġġ 
"I=EHġDAHA=JJ=CAKNC=HEOĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSIKLH=?K?KI
www.galanicoffee.com

Yanni Georgalis established Moplaco Trading in 1972, in Dire Dawa, Ethiopia,
exporting predominantly Harar Coffee. The company has its export facilities in
Addis Abeba and Dire Dawa for Harar Coffee. It also has sites of operation in
Sidamo and Yirgacheffe, as well as a farm in Sheka and land in Yirgacheffe.
HPDKQCD%=N=N KBBAAEO=J@SEHHNAI=EJ*KLH=?KO0P=NN=J@ PDA?KIL=JUD=O
expanded its efforts and its activities in the last 20 years, sourcing coffee from the
central auction system, Ethiopian Commodity Exchange as well as directly buying
?KBBAABNKIOLA?Eł?S=ODEJCOP=PEKJO=?NKOOPDA?KQJPNU=J@=HOKOKQN?EJC?KBBAA
from groups of farmers.
The focus of Moplaco is and will remain producing and exporting good quality
coffee. Exports are directed all over the world for both green and roasted coffee.
For the last four years, Moplaco has expanded vertically into retailing roasted
coffee, operating coffee shops and giving trainings on professional courses on
coffee.
*KLH=?KONK=OPA@?KBBAA>N=J@EO?=HHA@$=H=JE=J@EOOKH@KJHUEJEPONAP=EHHK?=PEKJO
in Gerji and Lebu as well as exported in various countries. Soon a new location
will operate near Churchill Road opposite the Ministry of Science, Addis Ababa,
offering coffee and pizza as well as other baked goods.
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-NEINKOAOI=NGAPOD=NAEJPDA@EBBANAJP KJPEJAJPOġ
174.96
154.2

Primrose Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Meseret Workneh
$AJAN=H*=J=CAN.$N=@AN -NEINKOA
1AHġ Ġ,Bł?A
 Ġ*K>EHA 
#=Tġ 
P.O.Box 19222
"I=EHġLNEINKOALH?ĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSLNEINKOA?KBBAA?KI

Primrose Plc. is a private green coffee exporting company in Ethiopia, founded in
2010 G.C. by Abreham Mengistie and Meseret Workneh who have 19 years of
experience in coffee business. The company mainly focuses on exporting specialty
and premium quality Ethiopian coffee to the world.
To provide traceable and sustainable Ethiopian Arabica coffee, Primrose has
established its own washing stations in Guji and Yirgacheffe areas. The company
also works with more than 10 other washing stations with vertical integration
modality arranged by Ethiopian Commodity Exchange (ECX) at different places in
Yirgacheffe and Sidamo areas.
The company operates on its own coffee cleaning plant which is located in Kality
sub-city, Addis Ababa. The facility is built in a 3,026 Sqm. area & it is equipped with
modern machineries for complete coffee processing requirements. There are 45
permanent and more than 120 sessional employees working in the plant. During
high working sessions, the plant has a capacity to work 24 hours a day in three
shifts. This warehouse has the processing capacity of 4 MT per hour, i.e. a total of
850 bags of coffee can be processed and stuffed in one day.
Primrose mainly focuses on exporting specialty, premium quality, and commercial
Ethiopian coffee to the world. It has exported more than 19 thousand tons of
coffee to different countries, since 2012, exporting to South Korea, Japan, Australia,
1=ES=J  DEJ= 20 &P=HU (QS=EP .=P=N=J@KPDAN?KQJPNEAO
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-NEINKOAO*=NGAP0D=NA

Since 2012, Primrose has exported washed and natural green coffee beans, from
2016 on, the company focused in exporting more specialty coffee by preferring
quality to quantity.
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-NEINKOA KBBAA"TLKNP.Q=JPEPUPK

1DA?KIL=JUOO=HAOOP=PQOEOCNKSEJCKRANPEIAOP=NPEJCBNKIEPOAOP=>HEODIAJP
@=PA ?KJPNE>QPEJC=OECJEł?=JP=IKQJPKBBKNAECJ?QNNAJ?UPKPDA?KQJPNU
Total sales in USD

Total sales in USD

$ 14,000,000.00

Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

$ 10,500,000.00
$ 7,000,000.00
$ 3,500,000.00
$ 0.00
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total Sales in USD
$1,156,846.51
$5,060,469.73
$8,611,955.71
$8,966,183.17
$13,914,732.25
$10,815,822.97
$10,014,616.07
$10,300,000.00

2019

-NEINKOAO1KP=H0=HAOĠEJ20! PK
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Sabae Coffee
KJP=?Pġ
Yetnait Aberra
Sabae, Owner/Creative Director
1AHġ 
"I=EHġ&JBKĤO=>=A?KBBAA?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSO=>=A?KBBAA?KI

Sabae is much more than a coffee company. Sabae is a people company which
produces and serves amazing coffee. Hard working farmers and cooperative
growers raise a harvest of coffee which is carefully roasted by our staff and partners
PKłJ=HHU>AAJFKUA@>UPDA?KIL=JUOCQAOPO=J@?HEAJPO0=>=AO>QOEJAOOEOPK
serve people, inspire their work and create joy in their lives.
Sabae is rooted in history with an eye on the future. Most of the world knows
that Ethiopia produces great coffee. Sabae wants the world to see that Ethiopia
produces great people with beautiful culture.
#NKIARANU@AP=EH PDNKQCDPDA?KIL=JUO?=BAO=J@>N=J@@AOECJ 0=>=ADECDHECDPO
"PDEKLE=ONE?DDANEP=CA=J@>A=QPEBQH?QHPQNA1DASKNH@EONA=@UPKD=RA=JAS
glimpse of the strong, proud and intelligent people of Ethiopia as Sabae brings
PDAI?KBBAAOSDE?DEJOLENA?NA=PEREPU=J@IKPER=PAFKUBQHCNKSPD&PEO0=>=AOREOEKJ
PD=PLNKBAOOEKJ=HOEJPDASKNH@KBOLA?E=HPU?KBBAA=J@EJ?KHH=>KN=PERAKBł?AOL=?AO
see what Sabae create from its capital city Addis Ababa and desire to have their
own taste and expression of Ethiopia by partnering and investing with the company.
Sabae Elevates Women. The company believes that all people matter equally, but
understands that not all people are offered the same opportunities for growth.
The company is woman owned and managed. Sabae does not exclude men, but
PDA?KIL=JUOLA?Eł?=HHUOAAGOKQPSKIAJSDKSEODPKCNKS=J@SKNGD=N@SEPD
Sabae. The company provides assistance to young mothers with childcare and
other family support facilities because Sabae understands that raising children is
both a noble and all consuming task; a task that often falls most heavily on women.
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SAMORE Flower Farm Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Samrawit Moges
D/General Manager, SAMORE Flower
Farm Plc.
1AHġ 
"I=EHġO=IN=SEPIKCAOĤCI=EH?KI

SAMORE Flower Farm Plc. was established in 2007, as a private limited company,
NACEOPANA@QJ@AN"PDEKLE=J&JRAOPIAJP KIIEOOEKJ1DA?KIL=JUOB=NIEO=P
Sululta Town, Oromia Region Ethiopia.
0*,/" LNK@Q?AO QJEMQA ŃKSANO HEGAġ )EIKJEQI OEJQ=PQI =J@ HOPNKAIANE= 
SDANAPDKOAŃKSANO=NAATLKNPA@PKPDA+APDANH=J@O
Limonium sinuatum, commonly known as wavyleaf sea lavender, statice, sea
lavender, notch leaf marsh rosemary, sea pink, is a Mediterranean plant species
EJPDAB=IEHUKB-HQI>=CEJ=?A=AGJKSJBKNEPOL=LANUŃKSANOPD=P?=J>AQOA@EJ
dried arrangements.
RAN=CA3=OA)EBA

14 day

Length

40 - 80cm

Average Head Size

n/a

Pack Rate

500 To 850 of stem

Average Box Weight

16.50kg
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Alstroemeria, commonly called the Peruvian lily or lily of the Incas, is a genus of
ŃKSANEJCLH=JPOEJPDAB=IEHUHOPNKAIANE=?A=A
RAN=CA3=OA)EBA

14 day

Length

40 - 65cm

Average Head Size

n/a

Pack Rate

240

Average Box Weight

11.50kg

Agribusiness
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In further expanding its business, Tomoca aims to have its coffee shops in Turkey
and the United States by the end of 2020.

Tomoca Coffee Private Limited
Company
KJP=?Pġ
Wondwossen Meshesha
1AHġ 

"I=EHġSKJ@SKOOAJIAODAOD=Ĥ
tomocacoffee.com
4A>OEPAġSSSPKIK?=?KBBAA?KI

The First Tomoca Coffee Shop

Tomoca is a family owned company founded in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in 1953 with
=>QOEJAOO=EIKBR=HQA=@@EJC"PDEKLE=J KBBAA>UAOP=>HEODEJCPDAłNOP?KIIAN?E=H
coffee roasting company and a modern coffee serving experience shop. Since
its establishment, Tomoca has grown to become a globally recognized premium
Ethiopian coffee roaster & a landmark brand in Ethiopia through its chain of lifestyle
experience coffee shops.
With over 50 years of experience in the business, Tomoca provides both roasted
and ground coffee to local and international markets. Tomoca has been roasting &
packing coffee since 1953 with a modern factory in Dukem with a daily production
capacity of more than 10 tonnes, selling its own brand retail packed coffee and
providing packed coffee for institutional customers such as the World Bank,
Radisson Blu Hotel, Sheraton Hotel, etc. Tomoca exports packed coffee products
to all corners of the globe.

One of the current Coffee Shop in Addis Ababa

Tomoca Coffee is a member of the Ethiopian Commodity Exchange (ECX) and
exports its coffee to Sweden, Germany, USA, China, Japan and other countries
around the world.
In addition to selling roasted coffee, Tomoca is well known for its branded retail
coffee shop serving an average of more than 30,000 customers per day in 16 outlets
in Addis Ababa & one in Debrezeit, where 80% of its employees are women.
Tomoca has also expanded its reach overseas, with coffee shops in Tokyo, Japan
=J@D=ONA?AJPHUKLAJA@EPOłNOP?KBBAAODKLEJ+=ENK>E (AJU=I=GEJCEPPDAłNOP
Tomoca coffee shop in Africa outside of Ethiopia.
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Tomoca Coffee Shop in Nairobi, Kenya

Tomoca Coffee Shop in Tokyo, Japan
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of the African Fine Coffee Association (AFCA) that holds members producing
and exporting the best coffee from around the Continent.

Zebad General Export
KJP=?Pġ
Emebet Tafesse
Owner & Manger, Zebad General Export
& Import
1AHġ 
 
#=Tġ 
"I=EHġ@ENA?PKNĤVA>=@CAE?KI
VA>=@ATLKNPĤCI=EH?KI
P.O.Box- 23870/1000
4A>OEPAġSSSVA>=@?KBBAA?KI

Zebad General Export and Import Plc. has taken part at different international
exhibitions, including Specialty Coffee Association of America (SCAA), Tea
and Coffee Expo China (TCAC), African Fine Coffee Association (AFCA), an
international conference organized by International Trade Center (ITC) and the
&JPANJ=PEKJ=H4KIAJO KBBAAHHE=J?AĠ&4  
Zebad General Export & Import has a capacity of exporting 4,000-5,000 metric
tons of coffee per year. The company sells its unwashed and washed coffees to all
destinations, either directly to clients who are overseas or via commercial agents
based in Addis Ababa or foreign countries.
1DA?KIL=JUEOKJAKBPDANAHE=>HAOQLLHEANOKB"PDEKLE=JłJACNAAJ?KBBAA7A>=@
has got the best network and image among business community at national and
international levels.

Zebad General Export and Import was established in 2005 with the mission
to export high quality and fertilizer-free washed and sun-dried coffee to the
international market. The company has a strong performance record since its
establishment and is currently exporting coffee to Italy, Germany, France, Greece,
Switzerland, Turkey, Japan, Saudi Arabia, China and South East Asia.
Zebad General Export is working in partnership with smallholder coffee farmers in
PDA0KQPDANJ/ACEKJKB"PDEKLE=ġ0E@=IK 6ANC=?DABBA HAP=SKJ@K $QFE KNAJ= 
etc. to supply the international markets directly. Some of the best coffee beans
=NACNKSJEJPDAOA=NA=O=J@EJ=L=NPJANODELKBIQPQ=H>AJAłP7A>=@$AJAN=H
Export is working together to sell organic and traceable Ethiopian coffee to the
world market.

Emebet with Her Team at One of Her Coffee Sites

7A>=@$AJAN=H"TLKNPOCK=HOBK?QOKJL=NPJANODELSEPDOI=HHDKH@ANB=NIANOPK
=?DEARAPDANAMQENA@?ANPEł?=PEKJPKAJOQNAPN=?A=>EHEPU PKATLKNP?KBBAA@ENA?PHU
to world markets & partner with international buyers to supply premium quality
CNAAJ ?KBBAA >A=JO 7A>=@ =O SAHH SKNGO PK AJOQNA PD=P B=NIANO >AJAłP BNKI
producing good quality coffee beans thus building a sustainable value chain.
7A>=@$AJAN=H"TLKNP=J@&ILKNP-H?EO=IAI>ANKB"PDEKLE=J KBBAA"TLKNPANO
Association (ECEA) and founding member of Ethiopian Commodity Exchange
(ECX) and the Ethiopian Chamber of Commerce. The company is also member
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Sixteen (16) CAWEE members are
involved in the textiles/garment/handweaving sector. Member companies
involved in this sector are involved
in different product lines, mainly
producing the following kinds of
LNK@Q?POġ
|Home (curtains, bed throws, cushions,
etc.) and fashion accessories (scarves,
etc.) accessories.
|Polo shirts, jogging suits, blankets,
|School and hotel uniforms
|Carpets and tapestry
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soon launch a new line called Abugida Kids with clothing for children up to the age
of 15.
Abugida currently has employed 10 permanent employees (8 women and 2 men)
and has 5 contract based weavers.
Abugida Fashion
KJP=?Pġ
Hiwot Gashaw
Owner & Manager, Abugida Fashion
1AHġ 
"I=EHġ=>QCE@=B=ODEKJĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS=>QCE@=B=ODEKJ?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤ=>QCE@=B=ODEKJ
1AHACN=IġĤ>QCE@=0=HAO

Abugida Fashion designs and produces Ethiopian traditional clothes in a fashionable
and casual way. The company was established in 2005 (EC) when a young fashion
designer, Hiwot Gashaw, came up with the concept of making her own design clothes.
However, before the establishment of her own company she served as the Head of
Sewing Department in Ethio-Craft.
She then moved to Mercy Chapel where she trained and capacitated vulnerable
women. That is where establishing Abugida Fashion came about. Although Hiwot
has to work to be able to fund and purchase the necessary equipment and resources
needed to start her business, she instead works half day at Abune Zena Markos
Children and Elders Charity and half day managing her business.

With its vision to create an Ethiopian based international brand, Abugida Fashion
and with a mission of setting up, putting a milestone for Ethiopian fashion to join
the international fashion industry and clothing lines, the company is planning to
accomplish this by using the rich mosaic nature of Ethiopian culture and tradition
through research, creativity and innovation.
>QCE@=#=ODEKJEOCQE@A@>UEPO?KNAR=HQAOKBġ
| Passion for fashion designing,
| Passion for the unique yet mosaic Ethiopian culture out of which its uniqueness and
inspiration raises,
| Commitment to excellence and customers,
| Team work,
| Ethical fashion and
| Paying back to the community

%AN ?DEH@DKK@ L=OOEKJO KB @AOECJEJC CNAS SEPD DAN =J@ HA=@ DAN PK FKEJ "PDEKLE=O
pioneer school of fashion, Next Fashion Design College. Her education in designing
and sewing enabled her to introduce affordable, preferable and modern style of
Ethiopian traditional clothing in her brand. She graduated with distinction by winning
PDAO?DKKHO=JJQ=H@AOECJ?KILAPEPEKJEJ=HHBKQN?=PACKNEAO
%ESKPODKSODANL=OOEKJ=J@R=HQABKNPDA>QOEJAOO>UBKQJ@EJC=J@>AEJCPDAłNOP
secretary general for Ethiopian Fashion Designers Association in order to protect the
intellectual property and brands of designers and to pave the way and resolve different
challenges faced by existing and up-coming designers.
Abugida Fashion did not take long to get recognized in the national and international
fashion industry, it currently exports its products to Europe and the USA. Abugida will
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What makes this company unique is that, its Owner and Manager, Hiwot being one
of the youngest designers in Ethiopia, is involved in the production line of all her
products from designing to adding the embroidery details.

Textiles/Garment/Hand-weaving
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In Stockholm, Sweden, in 2013, Aynalem was picked by the Swedish Chamber of
Commerce and was invited for a weeklong trip to display all her fashion lines, which
included her hand-woven product collections, at various fashion schools and all the
items she took were sold.
UJEO!AOECJ
KJP=?Pġ
Aynalem Ayele
,SJAN*=J=CAN UJEO!AOECJ
1AHġ 
"I=EHġUJEO@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS=UJEO@AOECJ?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤUJEO@AOECJ
P.O.Box 140, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

With more than 10 years of considerable experience in fashion design, mainly
?KJ?AJPN=PEJC KJ ?QHPQN=H @AOECJO EJPACN=PEJC ?KJPAILKN=NU OPUHAO  UJEO !AOECJ
fashion line has been displayed and presented on various notable fashion magazines,
13 ODKSO =J@ N=@EK LNKCN=IO  OQ?D =O )KO JCAHAO 1EIAO  *U #=ODEKJ *=C=VEJA 
Maraki Magazine, Fortune Weekly Newspaper, Addis Zemen Newspaper, EthioD=JJAH+ASOL=LAN 130DKS #*=J@I=JUKPDANO

Since its establishment, the company has participated in notable fashion shows to
demonstrate its skills, organized by national beauty contests and designer schools.
In addition, Aynalem has participated in major fashion show contests and has been
=S=N@A@>AEJCPDAļAOP!AOECJAN
In Washington, DC, in 2012, Aynalem was picked by the U.S. State Department to
L=NPE?EL=PA=PPDABNE?=J4KIAJO"JPNALNAJAQNODEL-NKCN=IĠ4"- =JEJEPE=PERA
established by the former Secretary of State, Hilary Clinton. She was the only designer
picked from Ethiopia for the 2012 AWEP program. She had various trainings and
D=@PDAKLLKNPQJEPUPKIAAPJKP=>HA@AOECJANO OQ?D=Oġ1KNUQN?D=J@!E=JA3KJ
Furstenberg.
UJEO!AOECJATLKNPOEPOD=J@SKRAJLNK@Q?POPKPDA20=J@&P=HU SEPDNA?AJPLH=J
of opening shops in the US.

IKJC PDA @EBBANAJP B=ODEKJ HEJAO PD=P UJEO !AOECJ LNK@Q?AO  D=J@I=@A FASAHHNU
are one of the main product lines, where the company mostly uses semi-processed
CAIOPKJAOPKLNK@Q?AEPOD=J@I=@AFASAHNU&JEPOFASAHNULNK@Q?PHEJA UJEO!AOECJ
has created employment opportunities for 12 employees (10 women and 2 men).
1DA?KIL=JUKSJANUJ=HAIOEILA??=>HAB=ODEKJ@AOECJD=O>AAJJKPE?A@>UPDA
international community, which has given her the opportunity to be invited and travel
to various countries and had the opportunity to meet amazing international designers,
received entrepreneurship trainings and showcased her hand-woven product
collections.
Aynalem had extensive trainings in jewelry production. While residing in Milan, Italy
for 8 years, the owner Aynalem had the chance to get the exposure in the fashion
industry before she took the formal training in Ethiopia. In Berlin, Germany, in 2018,
she participated at the Berlin Fashion Week. In Nairobi, Kenya, in 2014, she was part of
Origin of Africa Fashion Week. She also had the opportunity to be invited to various
international fashion competitions and business trainings.
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Chic Living
KJP=?Pġ
Yetnait Abera
1AHġ 
"I=EHġEJBKĤ?DE?EJAPDEKLE=?KI
UAPJ=EP=>ANN=Ĥ?DE?EJAPDEKLE=?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS?DE?EJAPDEKLE=?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤ?DE?EJAPDEKLE=
&JOP=CN=IġĤ?DE?HEREJC;=@@

DE?)EREJCO QNP=EJO

DE?)EREJCS=OBKQJ@EJ>U6APJ=EP>AN=BPANłJEODEJCDANOPQ@EAOEJPDA20 
she returned to her home country Ethiopia to work in a family business in construction/
real estate for 4 years.
In 2013, Yetnait turned her love for home decorating into a business. She was inspired
by beautiful creations made by artisans. After becoming a mother herself in 2013,
she became committed to training and employing other mothers that cannot work
because they cannot afford care for their children. Chic Living currently employs 6
employees, 4 of them are women.
4EPD = IEOOEKJ PK LNKRE@A PDA łJAOP MQ=HEPU KNC=JE?  =NPEO=JI=@A  A=NPDBNEAJ@HU
home furnishing, Chic Living has a design team and an equally gifted group of artisans
collaborating to create its collection of products. All of the products (literally all) are
D=J@I=@ABNKIJ=PQN=HKNC=JE?=HHUCNKSJł>ANOLAOPE?E@ABNAA1DA?KIL=JUOOGEHHBQH
weavers on the loom are a vision to watch while creating designs and fabrics used to
I=GAPDA?KIL=JUO>A=QPEBQHLNK@Q?PO
DE?)EREJCOLNK@Q?PO@AOECJ ?NA=PEKJ CKNCAKQO@AP=EHEJC=J@MQ=HEPUSKNGI=JODEL
is what makes its brand. The company wants its customers to receive best quality,
organic, artisan-made, earth-friendly goods from Ethiopia. Chic Living believes that,
quality home furnishing will turn a house into a dream home.

Rugs

Fabrics
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Dengel Orthopedic Instruments
Manufacturing Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Meseret Arefayine
General Manager
1AHġ 

"I=EHġIAOANAPĤ@AJCAHLEHHKSO?KI
@@AOP=ĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS@AJCAHLEHHKSO?KI
#=?A>KKGġġĤ!AJCAHLEHHKSO
&JOP=CN=IġĤ@AJCAH;KPDKLA@E?;LEHHKSO

!AJCAHEO=I=JQB=?PQNEJCłNIAOP=>HEODA@EJSEPD "1?=LEP=H=J@PDNAA
workers in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. It produces orthopedic pillows and cushions relevant
for health and productivity, among which are Nursing Dengel, Pregnancy Dengel,
Hemorrhoids Dengel, Lumbar Support Dengel, Cervical Dengel, Travel Dengel, Belly
Belt, Baby Side-sleeping Dengel, Toilet Seat Cover and others. Currently, the company
produces and distributes its products to the local market, through its own seven outlet
ODKLOSEPDEJ@@EO>=>==J@IKNAPD=JPDENPUNAOAHHANOĠLD=NI=?EAO ?DEH@NAJO=J@
pregnancy stores, MCH hospitals, etc.) in Addis Ababa and in some of the Regions in
Ethiopia.

1DAOA @=UO  !AJCAHO LNK@Q?PO D=O >A?KIA RANU LNKIEJAJP EJ PDA ?KQJPNU 1DA
@ERANOEł?=PEKJKBEPOLNK@Q?PHEJAOD=OI=EJHU?KJPNE>QPA@PKPDALNKIEJAJPNALQP=PEKJ
of Dengel, where its high quality products have resulted to higher demand for the
products. To date, Dengel is a pioneer and sole producer of these products in Ethiopia.
&JPDAH=OPPAJUA=NO !AJCAHOLNK@Q?POSANA=>HAPK?KJPNE>QPA=HKPEJOKHREJCPDADA=HPD
complications and related social problems of many people in Ethiopia. In working on
import substitution, the company has as well been contributing its level best in saving
the existing scarce hard currency which would otherwise been spent to import these
products. Dengel was able to create job opportunities for more than thirty workers,
out of which 70% are women) and to many more others indirectly with a possibility
of increasing in number.
Dengel is aggressively working in expanding its local market, where the company is
planning to open additional 6 shops in Addis Ababa and in the Regional capitals in
Ethiopia. The company is preparing itself to enter the export market soon.

The main objective of Dengel Plc. is to develop, manufacture and market innovative
KNPDKLA@E? LNK@Q?PO =J@ KPDAN NAH=PA@ IA@E?=H @ARE?AO PK AJD=J?A PDA OK?EAPUO
choice for healthy and productive lifestyle, thereby contribute to the national objective
of creating a healthy society.
*KOP KB PDA ?KIL=JUO LNK@Q?PO =NA NA?KIIAJ@A@ =J@KN LNAO?NE>A@ >U DA=HPD
LNKBAOOEKJ=HOEJPDAłAH@!AJCAHD=ONA?AERA@=JQI>ANKB=S=N@O=J@?ANPEł?=PAO
from various government and non-governmental institutions for its unrelenting effort
to contribute its share in solving health and social problems in the country through its
professionally crafted products.
0P=NPEJCBNKIPDAKJOAP PDAłNID=OOKQCDPPKOA?QNAHAC=HLNKPA?PEKJBKNEPOLNK@Q?PO
O=NAOQHP IKOPKBEPOLNK@Q?POD=RA?ANPEł?=PAOKB2PEHEPU*K@AHLNKPA?PEKJBNKI
PDA&JPAHHA?PQ=H-NKLANPU,Bł?AKBPDA*EJEOPNUKB0?EAJ?A=J@1A?DJKHKCUEJ"PDEKLE= 
being the sole producer. Dengel has the capacity of producing 3,000 units per month.
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Enku Design is the leading brand of fashion clothes in town for its quality and
classic products. The company believes that fashion is an instant language where
KJA?=JNAŃA?PSDKODAEOPDNKQCDI=GEJC=?QOPKIEVA@@NAOOFQOPBKNDAN
Enku Design
KJP=?Pġ
Enkutatash Kibret
1AHġ 
 
"I=EHġEJBKĤAJGQO@AOECJ?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSAJGQO@AOECJ?KI
DPPLOġSSSB=?A>KKG?KIAJGQUA
1SEPPANġDPPLOġSSSEJOP=CN=I?KI
AJGQUADHAJ

Enku Design is a solely owned clothing company licensed to operate in producing
both customized cultural and modern clothes for the Ethiopian market and
beyond. Since 2012, the company is committedly serving the Ethiopian market
by providing quality and contemporary fashion clothes for wider consumption.
Adding value to its products and services is of equal importance to Enku Design.
With a vision to create a truly and uniquely global luxury brand that provides
growth opportunities for the company and its employees, Enku Design strives
to achieve its goal of becoming the number one value fashionable retailer across
Africa and all over the world.
"JGQ!AOECJOIEOOEKJEOPK>APDAHA=@@AOECJANEJPDAI=NGAP>ULNKRE@EJCMQ=HEPU 
affordable, and unique products for the wider public. The company always strives
to bring innovative and eco-friendly products while creating job opportunities for
many by bringing their talents and personal wisdom together aiming to create
maximum customer satisfaction.
"JGQ !AOECJ =@DANAO PK  EPO R=HQAO KBġ .Q=HEPU  &JPACNEPU  &JJKR=PEKJ  QOPKIANO
satisfaction, Accountability and Transparency, Excellence and Effectiveness,
Promptness and on Time delivery.
Enku Design also offers the option of having its very own, personalized signature
KNEJEPE=HOAI>NKE@ANA@EJPKPDAEJOE@AL=JAHKB@NAOOO>NA=OPLK?GAPEJPDA?KHKN
of choice. With years of excellence in the business, Enku Design has been offering
a unique, interactive experience in which its clients play a role in the designing
process by collaborating with the designers.
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)EPPHA$=>EAOLNK@Q?AOġ=>UH=JGAPO #KKPSA=NBKN&JB=JPO1K@@HANO %A=@>=J@O
for Kids, Diaper Bags, Nursing Covers and Beach Wear.
Little Gabies
KJP=?Pġ
Amelsa Yazew
Owner & Manager, Little Gabies
1AHġ 

"I=EHġEJBKĤHEPPHAC=>EAO?KI
=IAHO=U=VASĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSHEPPHAC=>EAO?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤ)EPPHA$=>EAO
&JOP=CN=IġĤHEPPHAC=>EAO

Little Gabies strives to share a piece of the warmth that each and every household in
"PDEKLE=D=OATLANEAJ?A@BKNCAJAN=PEKJO&JI=GEJCPDAłJAOP>H=JGAPO PDA?KIL=JU
also strives to protect the environment and ensure the well-being of its skilled
craftswomen and men. The company is committed to maintaining a pesticide-free
environment by sourcing its cotton from small-scale organic and traditional farmers.
Little Gabies priority as a company is supporting and nurturing its staff and ensuring
a safe, fair and sustainable work environment. The team of Little Gabies includes
weavers, spinners and embroiders collaboratively working to make those unique
baby blankets.

The story of Little Gabies began in 2013 with the personal quest of the Owner
=J@*=J=CANKBPDA?KIL=JUBKNPDALANBA?P>H=JGAPBKNDANłNOP>KNJ/APQNJEJC
to something so familiar and personal - the traditional Ethiopian Gabi, Mrs. Amelsa
Yazew was able to create something that embodied the very same loving and warm
tradition that she was raised in and creating a product with a distinctive and unique
touch suited for the joy and light hearted fun that babies represent.
Countless hours of work, collaboration with many skilled artisans, craftspeople and
testing gave birth to a unique line of baby blankets that Little Gabies now shares. Each
ł>AN=J@PDNA=@NALNAOAJPO=PNQAH=>KNKBHKRA1DANE?D=J@QJEMQAHUOLQJPDNA=@O
>NA=PDAHEBAEJPKPDKOA>A=QPEBQH>H=JGAPO1DA?KIL=JUOOGEHHA@OLEJJANO SA=RANO 
and embroiders work to ensure the same level of quality with each and every Gabi.
Every single product is a uniquely designed blanket with a distinctive story.
The hand spinning and weaving is an intricate and skillful process that results in
luxuriously textured two layers of fabric, stitched together to create the perfect
I=PANE=HBKN>=>UO@AHE?=PAOGEJ1DASA=REJCNAOQHPOEJ$=>EAOPD=P=NA>KPDS=NI
and breathable, making it the ideal blanket for all seasons.
Every Little Gabi is a product of an Ethiopian tradition that has been passed down
from generation to generation. For as long as history remembers, women and men
have mastered the art of spinning cotton by hand, weaving to produce traditional
scarves, Gabies and attire while incorporating intricate embroidering to add a
@EOPEJ?PERAHKKGPKłJEODA@LNK@Q?PO)EPPHA$=>EAOEOLNKQ@EJLNAOANREJC"PDEKLE=J
beautiful culture.
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=J@ SDANA*=DHAPSKJ,NECEJBNE?=O@AOECJ=S=N@EJ=J@ NA=PERA
Futures award in 2017.

MAFI MAFI
KJP=?Pġ
Mahlet Afework
,SJAN=J@*=J=CAN *=ł*=ł
1AHġ 
 
"I=EHġI=łAPDĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSI=łI=łAP?KI
&JOP=CN=IġI=łI=ł;AP
1SEPPANġI=łI=ł;AP

MAFI MAFI is a premiere sustainable fashion brand crafting ready-to-wear from
Ethiopian cloth, handwoven on traditional loom. Established by Mahlet Afework
EJ ODAOAPQLDANB=ODEKJDKQOAġ*#&*#& LH=?EJC=J?EAJPB=>NE?O OPUHA
and sustainability at the fore of her brand. This contemporary brand has garnered
international acclaim for its preservation of ancient Ethiopian traditions and its
empowerment of marginalized artisan weavers.

MAFI MAFI sells distinctive designs celebrate the ancient tradition of cotton
weaving in Ethiopia, as well as giving visibility to the pivotal role played by women
in Ethiopian culture. Sell its products through its showroom in Addis Ababa,
through the brand online store and export to the US market mostly in New York
and Seattle.
*=DHAPO?KHHA?PEKJEOLNK@Q?A@KQPKBKNC=JE??KPPKJCNKSJEJ"PDEKLE==J@EOD=J@
woven by female artisan weavers. With heritage at the fore of her fashion house,
Mahlet is committed to keeping the production of her collection in Ethiopia, thus
supporting the livelihood of female artisans.
In 2014 Mahlet was invited to speak at the London Parliament seminar on ‘Trade and
Women’s Economic Empowerment’. Mahlet also appeared at Ted Talks in Geneva
speaking on ‘Ancient Tradition and Modern Fashion’.
MAFI MAFI has been showcased by the BBC, CNN African Voices; Forbe’s Magazine
LNKłHA@*=DHAP=OKJAKBBNE?=OIKOPAT?EPEJC=J@AIANCEJCB=ODEKJ@AOECJANO*=ł
*=łO=J@?KHHA?PEKJD=O>AAJBA=PQNA@KJVogue Italia talents.

An award-winning designer, Mahlet started her own clothing line with an
uncompromising devotion to casual elegance. Exploring a fashion frontier where
heritage and culture meet contemporary style, Mahlet looked to traditional
techniques of cotton production to produce chic and versatile clothing. The
fashion line is known for making unisex versatile handwoven clothes by using
traditional fabrics & techniques which are created by a team of skilled artisans who
are bringing the knowledge of their ancestors into the modern fashion market.
*# *#& @AOECJO =J@ LNK@Q?AO SKIAJO SA=N ?HKPDEJC =J@ =??AOOKNEAO EJ
its in-house production and has 45 permanent (33 women & 12 men) and 22
temporary employees (14 women & 8 men).
MAFI MAFI Sells its products through its showroom in Addis Ababa, through the
brand online store and export to the US market mostly in New York and Seattle.
*=łOBQOEKJKB=NPEO=JDANEP=CA BAI=HAAILKSANIAJP=J@?KJPAILKN=NUB=ODEKJ
has led to Mahlet garnering attention and plaudits from the global community.
Showcasing at Africa Fashion Week in New York, Ethical Fashion Berlin 2016
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manufacturing process in which there is no impact on the environment. In giving
professional modern touch, to the world, Muya Ethiopia creates an image for
Ethiopia by promoting cultural products.

Muya Ethiopia
KJP=?Pġ
Sara Abera
Owner & Manager, Muya Ethiopia
1AHġ 

"I=EHġEJBKĤIQU=APDEKLE=?KI
IQU=APDEKLE=ĤAPDEKJAPAP
4A>OEPAġSSSIQU=APDEKLE=JAP

Muya Ethiopia crafts authentic, high quality, handmade household products inspired
>U PN=@EPEKJ=H "PDEKLE=J L=PPANJO BKN SDKHAO=HA ATLKNP *QU=O LNK@Q?P N=JCAO
from beautifully woven home furnishings, such as cushion covers, runner rugs,
cotton throws and table settings to distinctive fashion accessories like handbags
=J@OD=SHO SKIAJOPKLO OGENPO=J@ATKPE?LKPPANU=J@BQNJEPQNA
Muya Ethiopia was founded in 2005 by the entrepreneurial fashion designer Sara
Abera, with the objective to introduce to the world the rich heritage of traditional
Ethiopian weaving, while incorporating modern textiles and fashion tastes. Sara also
tirelessly worked to bring together & to retrain Ethiopian weavers and craftsmen,
OKPD=PPDAU?KQH@SKNGEJEILNKRA@?KJ@EPEKJO=J@ARAJPQ=HHUłJ@DECDANR=HQA
I=NGAPOBKNPDAEND=J@I=@ALNK@Q?PO1DASKN@ļ*QU=IA=JOļ1=HAJPEJ$AAV 
"PDEKLE=OA??HAOE=OPE?=HPKJCQASDE?DC=RA>ENPDPKPDAID=NE?0?NELP
Muya Ethiopia produces different kinds of hand-woven products, where the
production process goes through steps.
Currently, the company operates from its compound at Sidist Kilo, Addis Ababa,
employing 300 artisans permanently and 200 outsourced. Out of those workers,
=NASKIAJ*QU="PDEKLE=D=O=LH=JPKATL=J@PDA?KIL=JUOLNK@Q?PEKJ
?=L=?EPU>UPDNAABKH@=BPANłRAUA=NO>QEH@EJC=@@EPEKJ=HSKNGODKLO

With the help that the company secured from its partners and supporters, Muya
Ethiopia was able to exhibit its products, its Fair-Trade crafts, at major international
trade shows including SIDIM Montreal, AMBIENTE Frankfurt, Première Classe
Paris, New York Sources Show, Ougadougou Fiber and Fair-Trade Fashion Shows.
Ethiopia is at the crossroads of Africa, Asia and Europe. It is a country with a rich
cultural heritage and a dynamic modern society. Using handwoven and ceramics
products as the voice of expression, Muya Ethiopia shares the beauty, vitality and
=NPEOPNU KB "PDEKLE= SEPD PDA SKNH@ 0=N= >AN=  *QU=O AJANCAPE? =J@ REOEKJ=NU
designer, inspires master artisans to create sophisticated designs. Each luxurious
piece is beautifully handmade and enriches the contemporary lifestyle.
*QU=OD=J@SKRAJLNK@Q?PO=NAOKH@EJDECDAJ@I=NGAPODKLOEJPDASKNH@ĢOQ?D
=Oġ0=?GO#EBPDRAJQA JPDNKLKHKCEAO HKKIEJC@=HA =NJAUO '?NAS=J@$=HHANU
Lafayette. Muya Ethiopia is an experienced and top ranking exporter among the
OA?PKNB=?PKNEAO=J@PDANA?ELEAJPKB"PDEKLE=OLNAOPECEKQO*EHHAJJEQI=S=N@
*QU=EO=HOKPDAłNOP"PDEKLE=J?KIL=JUPKK>P=EJIAI>ANODELEJPDA4KNH@#=EN
1N=@A,NC=JEV=PEKJ*QU="PDEKLE=EOOK?E=HHUNAOLKJOE>HA?KIL=JU >AEJCPDAłNOP
Ethiopian company to obtain highly-coveted International Fair-Trade Association
membership.
The company believes that, giving back to its community and sharing its wealth
of knowledge and experience is a very sustainable way of building a healthy and
economically sound future. Among the many services that Muya provides, to
mention some, the company pays substantially the highest wages to its employees
and contributes towards putting their children to a better school, provides
subsidized meals to its employees and provides training to women prisoners in
a rehabilitation program so that they can develop the skills and change their lives
to the better.

Muya Ethiopia currently outsources its production to many crafts people, where
the company targets vulnerable part of society, where lives of those people
has now changed leading sustainable lives. The company is following green
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Negist Ethiopia
KJP=?Pġ
Aster Retta
1AHġ 

*K>ġ 
"I=EHġ=OPANNAPP=ĤCI=EH?KI
O=IIUATLĤCI=EH?KI
EJBKĤJACEOP?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSJACEOPAPDEKLE=?KI
www.sammyethiopia.com

Negist Ethiopia produces hand-woven cotton textiles, leather article, basketry and
pottery products, bridging the traditional and contemporary world with a unique
approach to Ethiopian designs. The company works with talented textile and basket
weavers, embroiderers, cotton spinners, potters and dyers that make beautiful
and contemporary textiles and end-products stemming from age-old traditions. It
?NA=PAOBNAOD=J@?KJPAILKN=NULEA?AOSEPD@Q=H=EIKBLNAOANREJCPDA?KQJPNUO
long history of craft work, while infusing the tradition with new inspirations. Each
product is handmade by skilled artisans, ensuring integrity, beauty and uniqueness.

The company currently exports to several high-end department stores, boutiques
and shops worldwide. Negist Ethiopia believes in selling products that are made
through fair employment and under healthy working conditions. The company
?NA=PAOBNAOD=J@?KJPAILKN=NULEA?AOSEPD@Q=H=EIKBLNAOANREJCPDA?KQJPNUO
long history of weaving, while infusing the tradition with new inspirations. Each
product is handwoven, dyed and embroidered by skilled artisans, ensuring integrity,
beauty and uniqueness.

Hand Woven Dresses

The company has grown from 3 employees to 57 permanent staff, 45 women &
12 men. There are about 146 artisans that are working under contract with the
company throughout the year. The company aims to showcase stylish products that
are created with care in a manner that improves the lives of the artisans it employs.
*=JU KB +ACEOP "PDEKLE=O LNK@Q?PO =NA I=@A EJ ?KHH=>KN=PEKJ SEPD R=NEKQO
?KKLAN=PERAOġAV=)A%ESKP=J@4KCAJ@AJOOK?E=PEKJOPD=POQLLKNPORQHJAN=>HA
women from families affected by AIDS through training skills such as embroidery
and sewing to preserve their intricate skills and create sustainable employment. The
company believes in selling products that are made through fair employment and
under healthy working conditions.
There are a group of 112 women that are skilled in embroidery, weaving and
sewing in a town 200 kms from the capital called Zewai that Negist Ethiopia is subcontracting for export orders.
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Paradise Fashion
KJP=?Pġ
Genet Kebede
1AHġ ĠIK>EHA
Ġ,Bł?A
"I=EHġCAJAPĤL=N=@EOAB=ODEKJJAP
L=N=@EOAB=ODEKJCĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSL=N=@EOAB=ODEKJJAP
#=?A>KKGġCAJAPGA>A@A
paradisefashionG
&JOP=CN=IġĤL=N=@EOAB=ODEKJAP
)EJGA@&JġCAJAPGA>A@A
1SEPPANġ-/!&0""1
-EJPANAOPġDPPLġLEJEP-+5
0GULAġCAJAPGA>A@A

Paradise Fashion has 20 permanent employees, all women involved in pattern
I=GEJC OPEP?DEJC @AOECJEJC D=J@łJEODEJC=J@IKNA1DA?KIL=JUD=O=OSAHH
weavers, 15 of them are women, where those weavers supply their handwoven
fabric to Paradise Fashion.
Genet has been part of Standard Seed Transformation Program, 2017-2018 and
ODAEOPDA3EP=H3KE?AO$NKS#AHHKSKB
Paradise Fashion exports to the UK, France and USA, where its line of bags were
?=NNEA@=P=NJAUO+AS6KNG EPOOD=SHO=J@O=NKJC=PJPDNKLKHKCU2( EPOHEJA
of summer wear collections, exported to TEKTEK Paris and India. The company
featured its products at the trade shows in France, Sweden, Germany, New York,
Dubai, Abu Dhabi and UK. Sell online in US and Canada.
-=N=@EOA #=ODEKJ D=O NA?AERA@ OARAN=H ?ANPEł?=PAO =J@ =S=N@O HK?=HHU =J@
internationally. Recently Paradise Fashion received AWIEF 2019, Cape Town
Creative Industry Award. This award recognized the disruptive and creative
entrepreneurial excellence of a woman in the creative industry

Paradise Fashion, a well-known brand in Ethiopia, was established in 1992 by Genet
Kebede who decided to come back home (Ethiopia) after studying fashion design
and garment construction in Italy and Argentina.
-=N=@EOA#=ODEKJOIEOOEKJEOPK@AOECJ=J@LNKIKPAAT?AHHAJP=QPDAJPE?"PDEKLE=J
hand-woven products globally to individuals and corporates; to blend tradition with
modern fashion and by doing so enable sustainable livelihoods for its local artisans.
Genet has perfected the art of merging traditional Ethiopian hand-weaving with
IK@ANJ PA?DJEMQAO =J@ PNAJ@O &JOLENA@ >U DAN >AHKRA@ "PDEKLE=J ļ%=CAN )A>OA
ĠPN=@EPEKJ=H"PDEKLE=J?HKPD =J@PDASKJ@ANBQHPATPEHAOKB"PDEKLE= $AJAPEOI=GEJC
contemporary Ethiopian fashion and bridal wear for women using traditional
handwoven Ethiopian fabrics.
-=N=@EOA#=ODEKJO-NK@Q?PHEJAOEJ?HQ@AġH=@EAOBKNI=HSA=N >NE@=HSA=N=J@>A=?D
SA=N IAJOODENPO ŃKSEJCD=J@SKRAJO?=NRAO OD=SHO=J@L=N=@EOADKIAHEJAHEGA
pillow cover, throws and table sets.
Paradise Fashion uses locally sourced hand spun cotton and eri silk. Buying beautifully
crafted Ethiopian cotton garments and accessories helps to keep the art of traditional
weaving alive which is an essential source of income and empowerment for women
and men in rural areas, whose livelihood is supported by the design and sale of
Ethiopian fashion garments.
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Next Fashion Design College, to get internships and job opportunities after
completing their training.

Sara Garment
KJP=?Pġ
Sara Mohammed
1AHġ 

"I=EHġ
JATPB=ODEKJ@AOECJEJOPEPQPAĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSJATPB=ODEKJ@AOECJ?KHHACA?KI

Sara Garment, a sister company of Next Fashion Design College, was established
in 2014 G.C. The company focuses in manufacturing and production of garments
in Ethiopia. The company is located around Mexico Square in Addis Ababa, which
is considered to be one of the prime locations in the city, having close proximity
to the center of the city. Recognizing the gaps of having quality materials and well
łJEODA@LNK@Q?PO 0=N=$=NIAJPEO@APANIEJA@PKłHHPD=PC=L
Apart from providing quality products, keeping the required product quality
=J@łJEODEJCOP=J@=N@O PDACK=HKB0=N=$=NIAJPEOPK?NA=PAFK>KLLKNPQJEPEAO 
especially for young vulnerable women. Sara Garment has so far employed 47
trained female professionals and hopes to employ over 50 professionals in the
coming years.
Sara Garment and Next Fashion Design College work hand-in-hand in making sure
that, the students of the College secure permanent employment opportunities at
Sara Garment, once they graduate from the College.
The company has specialized in its unique collections of high quality and
comfortable kids clothing as well as adults wear. Sara Garment has signed contracts
with several schools in Addis Ababa to provide exclusively made school uniforms.
0=N=$=NIAJPOCK=HEJPDA?KIEJCUA=NOEOPKOP=NPP=GEJC>QHGKN@ANO=J@ATLKNP
EPO łJEODA@ LNK@Q?PO EJPANJ=PEKJ=HHU 1DA ?KIL=JU D=O K>P=EJA@ ATLKNP HE?AJOA
recently and hopes to start mass production and export adults and kids apparel.
In addition, the company has planned to provide students from its sister company,
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0KJE=()EJCANEAOLNK@Q?PO=NAIKNAAT?EPEJC HAOOļNQJKBPDAIEHH RANO=PEHA =J@
IKNAOQEP=>HUļQN>=JB=NAPD=JEPO@ENA?P=J@JA=N>U?KILAPEPKNO1DA?KIL=JU
intends to differentiate itself by marketing strategies, quality and high brand
awareness of the new, exciting as well as the most sanitary conscious products.
Sonia-K Lingerie
KJP=?Pġ
Sania Ahmed
Manager, Sonia-K Lingerie
1AHġ 

"I=EHġO=JEI=HEGĤU=DKKBN
#=?A>KKGġ0KJE=(4KIAJO2J@ANSA=N
4A>OEPAġSSSOKJE=G?KI

Sonia-K Lingerie is a relatively new company in Ethiopia that started to be
KLAN=PEKJ=H OEJ?A  $  I=JQB=?PQNEJC BQHH HEJA KB QJ@AN?HKPDEJC OQ?D =Oġ
SKIAJO L=JPEAO  >N= =J@ OHAALSA=N  P=NCAPEJC PDA @KIAOPE? =J@ EJPANJ=PEKJ=H
markets in developing its brand name.
Ethiopia is endowed with its natural resources of organic cotton but does not
seem to produce quality cotton undergarments. As a result, thousands of people
prefer to buy imports despite its relative higher cost or being unhealthy. It is very
common to see many shops carrying imported products. However, it is very hard
to buy high quality underwear made in Ethiopia without spending a fortune on
import products.

Sonia-K Lingerie launched its new manufacturing company creating an employment
opportunity for 5 women in Ethiopia producing affordable and high-quality
underwear made out of premium quality Ethiopian cotton as well as good quality
imported materials such as laces.
The company is one of the pioneers in locally manufacturing high quality underwear
product lines with unique designs that are modern, versatile and more exciting
targeting lower and middle-income Ethiopian girls and women who otherwise
could not afford to enjoy one of the very basic goods in their daily lives. The
simple designs of its products appeal to women of all ages.
Currently, Sonia-K Lingerie has the facilities and capacity to produce panties, bras,
OHAALSA=N NK>AO=J@?DAIEOAOBKNSKIAJ%KSARAN PDA?KIL=JUOBQPQNALH=JO
include expanding to manufacturing swimwear and other basic pull over clothing
OQ?D =O LKKH ?KRANQLO 1DA ?KIL=JUO BQPQNA LH=J =HOK EJ?HQ@AO ATL=J@EJC
0KJE=()EJCANEAP=NCAPI=NGAP>ULNK@Q?EJC=BBKN@=>HAIAJOLNK@Q?PHEJAOOQ?D
as underwear and singlet tops to capture more consumers.

Sonia-K Lingerie is a company where discerning consumers can purchase locally
made quality, comfortable and sanitary undergarment without compromising
quality or spending the extremely high price on imports. The company offers
MQ=HEPUSKIAJOQJ@ANSA=NBKNIE@@HA?H=OO=J@HKSANEJ?KIALAKLHA JKPFQOP
=BŃQAJPEJ@ERE@Q=HO
Although there are imported alternatives to the products, one of the best upand-coming Ethiopian designers, Sonia-K Lingerie offers amazing combination
of advantages that is rivaled by no other manufacturer in the country. What
differentiates Sonia-K Lingerie from others is, by offering a unique design, quality
Ethiopian cotton or imported lace products made with the highest standards to
compete with imported products but without very high price tag.
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1DA 1=NCAP *=NGAP BKN 1NEKO ?KPPKJ B=>NE?O =J@ ?=NLAPO =NA DECD AJ@ ODKLO EJ
North America, Canada, Finland, Germany and Kenya. The neighboring countries
like Djibouti, Sudan, Somalia, Uganda and the Middle East market are some of
the potential countries.

Trio Craft
KJP=?Pġ
Elisabeth Kassa
Owner & Manager, Trio Craft
1AHġ 
"I=EHġG=OO=AHO=ĤCI=EH?KI
#=?A>KKGġSSSPNEK?N=BPAPDEKLE=?KI

Trio Craft originally based in Nairobi, Kenya where it operated with great success
since it started in 2005 GC was established by Elizabeth Kassa who by background
was a social worker and business woman. Wanting to help single mothers she
decided to start Trio Craft as a vehicle to help empower women not to be
dependent on anyone and to give them new job skills. She bought a table loom
and taught herself how to weave before having two full sized looms made and
placed in her garage. She then turned around, hired, trained two single mothers
and started the business.
From those humble beginnings, Elizabeth eventually expanded enough to employ
approximately one hundred workers by the time she left Kenya, setting high
standard for quality and customer satisfaction, where the company was one of
PDAI=EJLNKRE@ANOKBPATPEHAO=J@?=NLAPOBKNIKOPKBPDAłRAOP=NDKPAHOEJ(AJU= 
Tanzania and Uganda.
Trio Craft Plc. is now more than 10 years in full operation, equipping itself with the
required equipment and machinery from India.
With a production staff of over 60 full time employees, 50 female and 10 male,
the company produces an array of artisan products including table & bed linens,
traditionally themed clothing with a uniquely modern feel and accessories such
cushions, handbags, scarves, etc.
The product collections of Trio Craft includes table and bed linens, traditionally
themed clothing with a uniquely modern feel and accessories.
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crochet patterns and hand embroidery fabrics with a modern touch and unique
designs.

6AłGEN!AOECJ
KJP=?Pġ
Fikirte Addis
#KQJ@AN ,SJAN*=J=CAN 6AłGEN!AOECJ
1AHġ 
 
"I=EHġUAłGEN@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSUAłGEN?KI
#=?A>KKGġ6AłGEN!AOECJ

6AłGEN!AOECJEO=B=ODEKJ@AOECJ?KIL=JUAOP=>HEODA@EJSEPD=IQ?D>ECCAN
dream in mind than just to design but to be an integrated part of the society.
6AłGEN!AOECJEOBKQJ@A@=J@I=J=CA@>U=JEJPANJ=PEKJ=HHUNA?KCJEVA@=S=N@
SEJJEJC "PDEKLE=J B=ODEKJ @AOECJAN #EGENPA @@EO 6AłGEN !AOECJ JKP KJHU =EIO
at providing its clients with the latest and modern designs in Ethiopian fashion,
but also as a humanitarian force using its art to give back to its community. The
?KIL=JU =OLENAO PK LKNPN=U "PDEKLE=O NE?D ?QHPQN=H DANEP=CA EJPK IK@ANJ =J@
contemporary clothing on a global scale.

6AłGEN!AOECJ=O=?KNLKN=PAEO=JQI>NAHH=KB=OUOPAI PNUEJCPK=?DEARAPDA
whole value chain specialized dyeing fabrics, garment, handmade designs and
handmade fabrics of Ethiopian culture that believes in outsourcing and working
together that can build a strong supply chain.
6AłGEN!AOECJD=O>AAJ>AOPKSA@JQIANKQO=S=N@O=J@D=OODKS?=OA@R=NEKQO
designs on different platforms around the world.
With an eco-friendly approach and the desire to contribute to the community
>ULNKRE@EJCKLLKNPQJEPEAOPKEPOAILHKUAAO 6AłGEN!AOECJEOJKSNABK?QOEJCEPO
LNK@Q?PEKJOUOPAIPK?NA=PAłJ=J?E=H>AJAłPOPKEPOAILHKUAAOSDEHAOQOP=EJEJC
its business.
6AłGEND=O>AAJ=@RK?=PEJCBKN?DEH@H=>KNBNAALNK@Q?PO=J@=HOKSKNGEJCJKS
together with the Fashion Designers Association and Ministry of Labor and
0K?E=HBB=ENOPKAOP=>HEOD=O=BAPDNA=@?ANPEł?=PEKJ

2OEJCPDAłNOPUA=NO=BPANH=QJ?DEJCPKHA=NJ=>KQPPDAEJ@QOPNU=J@CNKS=IE@OP
PDA K>OP=?HAO KB = JAS >QOEJAOO RAJPQNA  6AłGEN !AOECJ D=O JKS ?NA=PA@ =J
infrastructure with a trusted supply chain and a reliable production system, as a
recognized designer in the fashion industry both locally as well as globally.
Ethiopian fabrics are well known for their sophistication, colorfulness and
QJEMQAJAOO6AłGEN!AOECJEOI=EJHUGJKSJBKNPQNJEJCPDAOAB=>NE?OEJPKP=EHKN
made and fashionable designs without losing its cultural touch for the modern
day women. The main fabrics used in all designs are handmade cotton and the
designs are thought to give comfort with style.
Fikirte gets her inspiration from the Ethiopian culture and vibrant environment
PKNAŃA?PPDAARANU@=UHEBAKBPDALAKLHA0DA@AOECJOBNKI?=OQ=HPKSA@@EJC
@NAOOAO I=EJHU BKN SKIAJ 6AłGEN !AOECJ SKNGO SEPD D=J@ SKRAJ "PDEKLE=J
textiles that are abundantly and richly produced within the country and the
company uses natural materials sourced from Ethiopia; using natural dye, hand
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łJ=J?E=H=E@BKN@EBBANAJPOK?E=HOANRE?ALQNLKOAO=J@?KIIQJEPU@ARAHKLIAJPO
=J@DAHLEJC%&3L=PEAJPO>ULNKRE@EJCPDAIAILHKUIAJPKLLKNPQJEPEAO

Yirgalem Addis Textile Factory Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Yirgalem Asfaw
1AHġ 

"I=EHġU=PLH?ĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSU=PLH??KI

Yirgalem Addis Textile Factory Plc. was previously known by the name Adei
Ababa Yarn Factory which was privatized by the government in November,
2010. The company has more than 50 years experience in spinning, knitting,
weaving, dyeing, garments and blankets.
Yirgalem Addis Textile Factory Plc. is owned by W/ro Yirgalem Asfaw, a women
entrepreneur, highly committed to transform the factory to one of the biggest
textile and garment manufacturer in Ethiopia.
The factory has more than 800 employees, where the majority of the employees,
90%, are women. Out of the 800 employees 8 (1 female, 7 males) are in
managerial position.
Yirgalem Addis Textile Factory Plc started exporting in 2012 to USA, Canada
=J@&P=HU1DAB=?PKNUOI=FKN>QUANO=NAġ1A@@U-L=Ġ&P=HU !=RE@-=UOAN=J@
Weatherproof (USA). The major local customers are Coca Cola, Ethiopian Army,
BGI Ethiopia, Intra Health International, IRC, NRC, ICRC, UNHCR, Habesha
Breweries, Ethiopian Insurance S.C and the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia.
UEILHAIAJPEJCIK@ANJSKNGEJCOUOPAIO PDA?KIL=JUD=O>AAJ?ANPEłA@SEPD
&0,ġ 0 &=J@,"(,1"5
The company has laboratories in its spinning, dyeing, blanket and garment plants
with modern laboratory equipment to ensure customer quality requirements.
Yirgalem Addis Textile Factory Plc. is committed in being socially responsible in
engaging itself in getting involved in environmental friendly practices providing
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@EBBANAJPłAH@O EO=HS=UODA=N@=J@CERAJPDA?D=J?APK?KJPNE>QPAPKPDAPA=I 
creating a high team spirit.

Yordi Design
KJP=?Pġ
Yordanos Abera
1AHġ
"I=EHġFQ@EUKN@EĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSUKN@E@AOECJ?KI
#=?A>KKGġUKN@E@AOECJ
-,KTġ?K@Aġ
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

6KN@EO!AOECJSKNGD=O?=QCDPPDA=PPAJPEKJKB>KPDHK?=H=J@BKNAECJN=@EK 
television, and print as well as internet media. Interviews and short clips with
"PDEKLE=J1AHAREOEKJĠ"13 "++ "0 '13  13ĢKJ/=@EKSEPD7=IE#* 
0%"$"/ĢKJ*=C=VEJA=NPE?HAOSEPD1DA"IEJAJ?A 3KCQA&P=HU=J@,JHEJA
with Africa style.
6KN@EO!AOECJ?KHHA?PEKJS=OODKS?=OA@=P@EBBANAJPNQJS=UARAJPO1DALE?PQNA
>AHKSEOPDA*EOO1KQNEOI=S=N@=PSDE?D"PDEKLE=OIK@AHS=OSA=NEJC
=@AOECJ>U6KN@E6KN@EOSKNGD=O>AAJODKS?=OA@=P@EBBANAJPB=ODEKJNQJS=U
events at the Hilton Hotel in Addis, Hub of Africa Fashion Show, Suba Lounge
just to name a few.

Yordi Design was established in 2005. The company aims to produce quality
products with original design inspired by Ethiopians along with the modern
clothing in particular. The business model of the company is quite different from
other fashion brands. Yordi Design is involved in controlling the whole creation
and production process in order to provide the best quality products. So far, the
company has achieved its goal to be among the competitive design business and
its products have huge customer attention.
1DA?KIL=JUOL=OOEKJPNQHUODKSOEJA=?DKBEPOEJ@ERE@Q=H@AOECJOPD=PNAHEAOKJ
powerful images to show the world why Ethiopia is a special place.
P A=?D OP=CA KB LNK@Q?PEKJ LNK?AOO  6KN@EO !AOECJ =HS=UO GAALO EJ IEJ@
>KPDPDAAJRENKJIAJP=J@DQI=JO=BAPU4DAPDANEPO?DKKOEJC=I=PANE=HKN
packaging for the products, all roads must support these goals.
6KN@EO !AOECJ EO HKKGEJC PK ?KILHAPA =JU SKNG =OOECJIAJP SEPD PDA DECDAOP
effectiveness and strict quality control. Every single item is designed by the
designs team & produced in its shop.
"PDEKLE=EOL=?GA@SEPDHKPOKB?D=N=?PANO1DAOA=NAPDAO?AJAO6KN@EO!AOECJ
embraces and tries to recreate in its ranges of designs so that it can be shared
with the world.
6KN@EO!AOECJ>AHEARAOPD=PDQI=J?=LEP=HEOPDAIKOPLNA?EKQONAOKQN?A=J@
that is why it always tries to build conducive working environment for the
IK@AHO@=U>U@=U"=?D6KN@EO!AOECJIAI>AN SEPDDEOKNDANATLANPEOAEJ
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Sixteen (16) CAWEE members are
involved in the leather sector. Member
companies involved in this sector are
involved in different product lines,
mainly producing the following kinds of
LNK@Q?POġ
| Fashion accessories (bags, purses,
wallets, etc.),
| Leather garment (jackets for women,
men & children, skirts, dresses, etc.)
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AB Leather
KJP=?Pġ
Abaynesh Beyene
1AHġ 
"I=EHġ=>HA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI

)A=PDANO'=?GAPO

AB Leather is a leather manufacturing company that was established in 2008
E.C by a dedicated Ethiopian woman entrepreneur, Abaynesh Beyene, in Addis
>=>= "PDEKLE= QNNAJPHU PDA?KIL=JUAILHKUOPDENPUłRABQHHPEIASKNGANO 
30 women and 5 men.
AB Leather proudly manufactures a range of products for both men and women
of all age groups including jackets, bags, belts and wallets made from 100% local
material and authentic leather and has currently opened a new production facility
in Goro, Addis Ababa. These products are distributed locally, on demand and
are sold at the company´s showroom. Some of its loyal customers include Wabi
Shoes, Modern Zege and Kidist Mariam Leather and exports to Kenya, Norway
and Sweden. Thus far, AB Leather has participated in international exhibitions
like Origin Africa 2014 in Nairobi, Kenya and the International Textile Fair in
Dubai, UAE in April 2015.
&J NA?KCJEPEKJ KB >=UJAODO D=N@ SKNG =J@ ?KIIEPIAJP PK DECD MQ=HEPU
LNK@Q?PO  ?ANPEł?=PAO D=RA >AAJ =S=N@A@ PK  )A=PDAN BNKI PDA )A=PDAN
Industry Development Institute (LIDI), Federal Micro and Small Enterprises
Development Agency (FeMSEDA) and Ministry of Trade and Industry.

3=NEAPEAOKB=COBNKI)A=PDAN
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ABKA is a company with strong values of serving and giving back to its
community. It focuses on the youth in Ethiopia, especially young girls, believing
that, the future and wellbeing of the nation is in their hands.

ABKA Manufacturing Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Genet Abegaz
Designer & Manager, ABKA Leather
1AHġ 

"I=EHġEJBKĤ=>G=HA=PDAN?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS=>G=HA=PDAN?KI

Accordingly, in Kutaber, Wollo, Amhara Region, ABKA is engaged in supporting
=?=@AIE?=HHU=>HA@>QPłJ=J?E=HHU?D=HHAJCA@UKQJCCENHOPDNKQCDPDALNKREOEKJ
KBI=PANE=HłJ=J?E=HNAOKQN?AO
ABKA also provides summer internships for high school girls to provide them
basic knowledge and skills on enterprise and entrepreneurship development.

ABKA Leather manufactures distinctive line of superior quality leather products
and accessories in various forms of leather goods, which includes handbags,
purses, backpacks, weekender bags, laptop bags, etc. At a workshop located at
Goro, Bole Sub-city in Addis Ababa, products are designed and manufactured
with emphasis on export markets. ABKA exports to Europe and to the Unites
States of America and plans to expand its reach to other global markets, such as
the neighboring countries and Japan.
(OREOEKJEOPKLNK@Q?ADECDMQ=HEPU QJEMQA PNAJ@OAPPEJC=J@B=ODEKJ=>HA
handmade leather products of Ethiopia and delivering that to local as well as
CHK>=HI=NGAPO1DQO (OIEOOEKJEOPK>AEJPANJ=PEKJ=HHUNA?KCJEVA@BKNEPO
highest quality and hand crafted leather products and to be a company that is
environmentally, socially and ethically responsible.
ABKA produces its products using high quality Ethiopian leather of various kinds
(sheep, goat and cow). The company has the capacity to produce minimum 200
hand crafted products per week.
In expanding its export base, ABKA participates in international trade shows, like
it took part at the Copenhagen International Fashion Fair, Denmark and at Magic
0DKSEJ)=O3AC=O 20
ABKA provides training and creates job opportunities; so far, the company
trained 12 youth and young adults (8 female and 4 male) to involve them in
designing and manufacturing best quality leather products.
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with various designers is Japan. In Nairobi, Kenya, in 2014, she was part of Origin
of Africa Fashion Week. She also had the opportunity to be invited to various
international fashion competitions and business trainings.
UJEO!AOECJ
KJP=?Pġ
Aynalem Ayele
,SJAN*=J=CANUJEO!AOECJ
1AHġ 
"I=EHġUJEO@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS=UJEO@AOECJ?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤUJEO@AOECJ
P.O.Box 140, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
With more than 10 years of considerable experience in fashion design, mainly
?KJ?AJPN=PEJCKJ?QHPQN=H@AOECJOEJPACN=PEJC?KJPAILKN=NUOPUHAO UJEO!AOECJ
fashion line has been displayed and presented on various notable fashion
I=C=VEJAO  13 ODKSO =J@ N=@EK LNKCN=IO  OQ?D =O )KO JCAHAO 1EIAO  *U
Fashion Magazine, Maraki Magazine, Fortune Weekly Newspaper, Addis Zemen
+ASOL=LAN "PDEK?D=JJAH+ASOL=LAN 130DKS #*=J@I=JUKPDANO
IKJCPDA@EBBANAJPB=ODEKJHEJAOPD=PUJEO!AOECJLNK@Q?AO HA=PDANLNK@Q?PO
are one of the main product lines, where the company uses unique qualities
KB "PDEKLE=J HA=PDAN &J EPO HA=PDAN LNK@Q?P HEJA  UJEO !AOECJ D=O ?NA=PA@
employment opportunities for 6 young vulnerable women.

In Stockholm, Sweden, in 2013, Aynalem was picked by the Swedish Chamber
of Commerce and was invited for a weeklong trip to display all her fashion lines,
which included her leather product collections, at various fashion schools.
Since its establishment, the company has participated in notable fashion shows
to demonstrate its skills, organized by national beauty contests and designer
schools. In addition, Aynalem has participated in major fashion show contests
=J@D=O>AAJ=S=N@A@>AEJCPDAļAOP!AOECJAN
In Washington, DC, in 2012, Aynalem was picked by the U.S. State Department
PKL=NPE?EL=PA=PPDABNE?=J4KIAJO"JPNALNAJAQNODEL-NKCN=IĠ4"- =J
initiative established by the former Secretary of State, Hilary Clinton. She was
the only designer picked from Ethiopia for the 2012 AWEP program. She had
R=NEKQOPN=EJEJCO=J@D=@PDAKLLKNPQJEPUPKIAAPJKP=>HA@AOECJANO OQ?D=Oġ
1KNUQN?D=J@!E=JA3KJ#QNOPAJ>ANCUJ=HAI=HOKD=@PDADKJKNKBIAAPEJC
Hilary Clinton and creating her a handbag as a gift, where her participation at the
AWEP 2012 had extensive trainings and tours in LA, DC, NY and Ohio.
UJEO!AOECJATLKNPOEPOHA=PDANLNK@Q?POPKPDA20=J@&P=HU SEPD=NA?AJPLH=J
of opening shops in the US.

1DA?KIL=JUKSJANUJ=HAIOEILA??=>HAB=ODEKJ@AOECJAND=O>AAJJKPE?A@
by the international community, which has given her the opportunity to be
invited and travel to various countries and had the opportunity to meet amazing
international designers, received entrepreneurship trainings and showcased her
leather product collections. Aynalem had the honor to design a custom handbag
to the previous US Secretary of State, Hilary Clinton.
Aynalem had extensive trainings in leather production. While residing in Milan,
Italy for 8 years, the owner Aynalem had the chance to get the exposure in
the fashion industry before she took the formal training in Ethiopia. In Berlin,
Germany, in 2018, she participated at the Berlin Fashion Week. In Tokyo, Japan,
in 2016, her handbags were noticed by a Japanese designer and had a chance to
create a luxury line of bags using highland sheep leather for Japan market display
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BOQA LEATHER

,.)A=PDAN
KJP=?Pġ
Hiwot Tsegaye
Co-Founder & Manager
1AHġ 

"I=EHġ>KM=HA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS>KM=HA=PDAN?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤ,.HA=PDANI=JQB=?PQNEJC
1AHACN=IġĤ>KM=HA=PDANLNK@Q?PO

,.S=OAOP=>HEODA@EJ>UPSKL=NPJANOSEPDPDA=EIKB?=L=?EP=PEJC
women in low income families engaging them in leather products manufacturing.
The partners, a mother and a daughter, being accomplished women themselves,
AOP=>HEODA@ ,. PK AJOQNA PD=P KPDAN SKIAJ CAP PDA ?D=J?A PK >A
economically empowered.
1DA ?KIL=JUO J=IA ,. EO = J=PQN=H I=NG KJ KTAJO  ?KSO  DKNOAO =J@
ARAJEJDQI=JOBKNADA=@O PD=PODKSOOLA?E=HOECJI=NG SDANAPDKOA?NA=PQNAO
=NA E@AJPEłA@ SEPD GJKSJ PK PDA LQ>HE? &J PDA HK?=H =NA=  SDANA KJA KB PDA
partners was born with such a sign. Fortunate enough, one of the partners has
got such a sign on her face. This mark shows beauty of nature and identity. In the
O=IAS=U =HHPDALNK@Q?POKB,.DKH@OLA?E=HBA=PQNAOSDE?D?NA=PAOAJOA
of difference and natural beauty.
1DA?KIL=JUOREOEKJEOPK>A?KIA=SKNH@?H=OO=J@>N=J@A@MQ=HEPUI=JQB=?PQNAN
KB DECD AJ@  HA=PDAN LNK@Q?PO 1DQO  ,.O IEOOEKJ EO PK LNK@Q?A HA=PDAN
products with higher class and values, in using the state of the art technology
and expertise through innovation and creativity targeting international and high
end domestic markets
,.O K>FA?PERAO BK?QO EJ LNK@Q?EJC DECD ?H=OO HA=PDAN >=CO  F=?GAPO PD=P
exceed customer expectations, through contemporary and modern designs
promote Ethiopian cultural distinctiveness to the world and empower women
and low income families through the provision of skills trainings and availing
employment opportunities.
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Entoto Beth Artisan
KJP=?Pġ
Bethlehem Berhane
Founder & Owner, Entoto Beth Artisan
1AHġ 
 
"I=EHġAJPKPK>APD=NPEO=JOĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSAJPKPK>APD=NPEO=J?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤ"JPKPK>APD=NPEO=J
&JOP=CN=IġĤAJPKPK>APD=NPEO=JO
1NEL@REOKNġ"JPKPKAPDNPEO=JO

Entoto Beth Artisan has display corners and sales outlets within Addis Ababa
at Bole International Airport, Hilton Hotel and its own gallery at Bole. The
company is also under process to open an additional selling outlet within Sky
Light International Hotel, Addis Ababa.
Beyond providing full time employment opportunities to women living with
%&3&!O "JPKPK APD D=O ?NA=PA@ OQOP=EJ=>HA I=NGAP =J@ LNKRE@EJC FK>
opportunities for plenty of raw material suppliers, scrap metals, etc., mainly
those living in the rural areas of Ethiopia.

Entoto Beth Artisan is a Fair-Trade Ethiopian social business that is a member of
the World Fair Trade Organization. It was established in 2012 and is dedicated
PKNAOPKNEJCPDA%&3&!0EJBA?PA@?KIIQJEPUKJ"JPKPK*KQJP=EJ>UKBBANEJC
jobs.
The business began with the inspiration and help of its partnering NGO BCDA
(Beza Entoto Outreach), where Entoto Beth Artisan has continued to work
closely with BCDA to transform the community on Mountain Entoto.
Entoto Beth Artisan being socially responsible, is spearheading to do its level
best in responding to some of the societal problems especially the double
@EO?NEIEJ=PEKJ=C=EJOPSKIAJ L=NPE?QH=NHUPDKOASKIAJHEREJCSEPD%&3&!O 
through the provision of skills training, empowering and employing those
women, being role model to others in following its footsteps.
4EPDEPOQHPEI=PABK?QOKBOQLLKNPEJCSKIAJHEREJCSEPD%&3&!O "JPKPKAPD
Artisan trained 25 women in modern leather products manufacturing, where
this time, those trained women are manufacturing products targeting the export
market.
1DA?KIL=JUOCK=HEOJKPKJHUPKLNK@Q?AMQ=HEPULNK@Q?PO >QPIKNAEILKNP=JPHU
to make a difference in the lives of its artisans and their community.
The products manufactured are exported targeting internationally fair-trade
KNC=JEV=PEKJO OQ?D =O 1AJ 1DKQO=J@ 3EHH=CAO  /=RAJ )EHU  ID=NE?(E@OKNC 
Karama & Sankofa.
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Kabana Leather
KJP=?Pġ
Semhal Guesh
CEO, KABANA Leather
1AHġ 
"I=EHġG=>=J=HA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSG=>=J=HA=PDAN?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤG=>=J=HA=PDAN
1SEPPANġĤG=>=J=HA=PDAN
&JOP=CN=IġĤODKLG=>=J=HA=PDAN

(=>=J=)A=PDAN łNOP?KJ?ALPQ=HEVA@EJQJERANOEPU D=OJKSCNKSJPKLNK@Q?A
a variety of creative designs & quality products ranging from wallets, belts,
purses, laptop bags, travel bags, sandal & shoes to the international market. The
company has the capacity of producing 400 leather bags per day.
Kabana Leather owned by a female designer Semhal an Architect by profession,
employed a total of 135 employees, out of which 105 of them are women.
Kabana Leather currently has a manufacturing base in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
and the company is working in parallel on job creation, training and economic
empowerment of women.
The company exports to South Africa, Rwanda, United States, Germany and
Sweden. New products are added to its existing line of products such as facial
scrubs, face-masks and shoes.
1DA?KIL=JUOREOEKJEOPK>APDAHA=@EJCHA=PDANI=JQB=?PQNEJC?KIL=JUKJ
the Continent, producing innovative products with creative designs, creating
employment opportunities for women in various parts of Ethiopia throughout
the value chain and contributing towards the economic prosperity of Ethiopia
and Africa as a whole.
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Linu Manufacturing Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Lidia Million
Owner & Creative Director, Linu
Manufacturing Plc.
1AHġ 

"I=EHġHEJQHA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSHEJQHA=PDAN?KI

Linu Manufacturing Plc. was established in 2013 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia by
a designer Lidia Million. Lidia entered the design and manufacturing business
=BPANBASUA=NOKBDANCN=@Q=PEKJBNKI7AS@EPQ#=ODEKJ!AOECJ&JOPEPQPA)E@E=O
company is engaged in designing and manufacturing ethical women and men
leather bags, belts, wallets, jackets and industrial gloves for local as well as export
markets.
Linu Manufacturing Plc. currently has employed, 46 full time employees, out of
which 80% are female. Linu currently has a manufacturing base in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia and is planning to have a distribution center in the USA. In parallel, the
company is working on job creation, targeting on migrants and the returnees,
with a focus to the economic empowerment of women through the provision
of technical skills trainings and hiring them.
After eight months of the start of her business, Lidia started exporting her
leather products to USA, Israel, Spain, South Africa and Kenya.
)EJQO REOEKJ EO PK >A = HA=@EJC HA=PDAN CKK@O I=JQB=?PQNEJC ?KIL=JU KJ PDA
continent, producing innovative and creative designs, creating employment
opportunities for women in various parts of Ethiopia throughout the value chain,
and contributing towards the economic prosperity of Ethiopia, Africa.
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*ANKJ OANRAO =O PDA I=J=CAN KB PDA ?KIL=JU &J PANIO KB BQHłHHEJC EPO OK?E=H
responsibilities, Meron Addis Ababa has offered internships for students and
graduates from vocational schools and also organizes periodic trainings to
enhance the skills and capacity of its current staff.
Meron Addis Ababa
KJP=?Pġ
Meron Seid
Owner & Manager, Meron Addis Ababa
1AHġ 
"I=EHġ@AOECJĤHAAPDEKLE=?KI
ATKPE?=IANĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSIANKJ=@@EO=>=>=?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤHAATIAN
&JOP=CN=IġĤIANKJOAE@

1DKQCDPDA?KIL=JUłNOPOP=NPA@SEPD=BK?QOKJPDAB=ODEKJO=RRU?KJOQIAN
in Addis, it has broadened its target to include foreigners and tourists in the
city as well as catering to the export market abroad. So far, Meron Addis
Ababa has sent its product samples to interested buyers and potential clients
in Switzerland, Turkey, Japan, Norway, Germany, USA, Italy & the UAE. Meron
Addis Ababa intends to establish itself more in the export market and generate
hard currency revenue for the country.

Meron Addis Ababa was established in 2010, by the owner and designer, Meron
Seid in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Born in an artistic family, where her father and
elder brother practice wood craftsmanship, she found around her an ideal air to
grow her artistic vein. Meron Seid started designing at an early age of 13. Since
then she has developed into one of the renowned and promising young talents
in Ethiopia.
,J*=N?D *ANKJSKJPDAļ2+!-6KQJC#AI=HA"JPNALNAJAQNODEL
S=N@"PDEKLE= =P=JARAJPSDANAPDA"PDEKLE=J-NEIA*EJEOPANS=OLNAOAJP
From its inception, the company intended to deliver top quality leather products
to the local and international market. Currently, Meron Addis Ababa is mainly
engaged in designing, manufacturing and distributing leather products of different
types to local as well as international markets. Meron Addis Ababa launched its
branded products at its showroom/workshop in July 2017 in Addis Ababa.
In an effort to promote its products, the company has participated in various
>=V==NO B=ODEKJODKSO=J@PN=@AB=ENOOQ?D=Oļ,NECEJBNE?=EJ+=ENK>E 
Kenya and the International Textile Fair in Dubai, UAE in 2015.
Meron Addis Ababa supplies wide array of products including leather bags,
both for business and fashion wear, leather accessories like wallets, pouches
and leather wear products. The company has a production capacity of 50-60
pouches per day, in addition to 5 travel bags per day. Meron Addis Ababa
currently has employed 48 full time employees (33 women and 15 men).
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MSGANA SHOE

KJP=?Pġ
Mesgana Gebregziabeher
Owner & Manager, Msgana Shoe
1AHġ 
"I=EHġEJBKĤIAOC=J=ODKA?KI
IAOC=J=ODKAĤU=DKK?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSIOC=J=ODKA?KI
#=?A>KKGġDPPLOġSSSB=?A>KKG?KI
Msgana-shoe-1518641998446862/
-,KTġ @@EO>=>= "PDEKLE=

Msgana Shoe established in 2002 E.C. is an enterprise that manufactures
handmade shoes. The company has a capacity to produce 100-150 pairs
of shoes a day. Msgana Shoe offers handmade leather sandals and covered
ODKAOBKNSKIAJ IAJ=J@?DEH@NAJ*OC=J=0DKAEO=B=IEHUKSJA@>QOEJAOO
with great potential and room for expansion. At present, the company has 15
permanent employees, 10 women and 5 men and 12 temporary employees, 8
women 4 men.
The need for quality genuine leather shoes and sandals has made Msgana Shoe
bring a reliable solution. The input materials used for the production of shoes
are all available in Ethiopia. The shoes are made from all types of leather as
well as discarded materials such as leather scraps, tires and discarded clothing,
creating genuine designs and being environmental friendly.
Currently, 8 shops within Addis Ababa are selling Msgana Shoe. There are also
other occasional points of sale such as exhibitions and markets. The company
sells approximately 4,000 pairs of shoes per month, distributing in Addis Ababa
fashion shops, boutiques, supermarkets and stores. The company opened its
łNOP LDUOE?=H OPKNA EJ = I=GAODEBP >QO EJ 'QJA   EJ 0P=@EQI  @@EO >=>=
Msgana Shoe is currently exporting its product to Ireland and Japan.
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OC Design
KJP=?Pġ
Kalkidan Assefa
Owner & Manager, OC Design
1AHġ  

"I=EHġK??NA=PEKJĤCI=EH?KI 
K?P=HKNAĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSK??KHHA?PEKJO?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤK??KHHA?PEKJ
&JOP=CN=IġĤK?;?KHHA?PEKJ

OC Design was jointly established in 2016 by a mother and daughter, summing
up an experience of more than 25 years in the business world and education
>=?GCNKQJ@KBPSK>QOEJAOO?KHHACA@ACNAAO=J@=B=ODEKJ?ANPEł?=PA
1DA?KIL=JUS=OAOP=>HEODA@JKPKJHUSEPD=REOEKJPKOP=NP=LNKłP=>HA=J@
socially responsible business, but a business that can create jobs for young
IKPDANO=J@SKIAJEJCAJAN=HPDNKQCDPN=EJEJC=J@ŃATE>HASKNGEJCDKQNO, 
Design employs 10 permanent employees and all are women.
The company currently produces leather accessories like bags, luggage, belts and
wallets, where in the up-coming future, the company plans to start producing
leather garments and furniture.
OC Design exports to South Africa, Korea and North America. The company
has a wholesale market platform in various other web-based markets and is
currently redesigning its online store (www.occollections.com).
On its production capacity, OC Design has the capacity to produce 3,550 pieces
of ladies bags, 3,300 pieces of laptop bags, 2,900 pieces of belts and 6,000 pieces
of wallets per year.
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KJP=?Pġ
Tigist Seife Haile
Owner & Manager, Root in Style
1AHġ 

"I=EHġNKKPEJOPUHAĤCI=EH?KI
EJBKĤNKKPEJOPUHA?KI
PECEOPOAEBAĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSNKKPEJOPUHA?KI
&JOP=CN=IġSSSEJOP=CN=I?KINKKPEJOPUHA
#=?A>KKGġSSSB=?A>KKG?KINKKPEJOPUHA
ĤNKKPEJOPUHA
)EJGA@EJġSSSHEJGA@EJ?KI1ECEOPOAEBA

Root in Style is a brand conceived with a question thought by the founder
ļSDANA EO KQNO =J@ >KNJ =O MQ=HEPU HA=PDAN =??AOOKNU B=ODEKJ >N=J@ EJ 
focusing on premium quality Ethiopian leather. Root in Style is founded by a
young woman entrepreneur who has more than 4 years experience in the
fashion business with great love and passion for fashion.

messenger bags, women & men laptop bags, women and men belts, women
wallet and coin purses, pillow covers, giveaway materials, leather rags, sandals
& children shoes, decorated leather carpets, leather jewelleries and Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) such as face masks and scrubs.
The purpose of the company is to make Root in Style a leader in the leather
fashion accessory industry from East Africa through providing unique designs and
quality leather products while providing an enhanced service through creating
employment opportunities for unprivileged young women.
Root in Style believes that providing opportunities to unprivileged women,
engaging them in income generating jobs empowers them to change their lives.
Thus, the company recruits young unemployed women, train them in basic
artisanal skills & hire them, contributing its share to employment generation.
Root in Style believes that the contribution of women in the industry being vital,
PDQOODKS?=OAOPDKOASKIAJOLNK@Q?PO=J@=NPEO=JP=HAJPOPKPDASKNH@
The company uses quality imported accessories like zippers, hooks, magnets
=J@KPDAN=??AOOKNEAOSDE?DCERAOPDAłJ=HLNK@Q?PKBPDA?KIL=JUCNA=PHKKG
& durability.

Root in Style has the vision of becoming a leading fashion accessory brand in
the world as a Made in Ethiopia brand. Root in Style believes that its customers
>AJAłPBNKIPDANA=OKJ=>HALNE?A MQ=HEPU=J@S=NN=JPU
Her vision is not only to create an Ethiopian high-end accessory brand; but
make also Root in Style a place for young women to acquire knowledge through
internship and on-the-job trainings to be craftswomen and get empowered to
generate their own income.
1DA?KIL=JUQOAO?=NABQHHUOAHA?PA@MQ=HEPU?KS=J@ODAALłJEODA@HA=PDANPK
manufacture its products. In addition, Root in Style uses hand-woven Habesha
Tilet, African prints, African/Ethiopian traditional prints and other rooted touch
icons to give the design touches African root effect.
The company has 37 both permanent and temporary employees and more than
six subcontractors for the supply of woven and other required materials. 100%
of Root in Style products are manufactured by women artisans.
/KKPEJ0PUHAI=JQB=?PQNAO@EBBANAJPGEJ@OKBLNK@Q?POġPKPA>=CO ?=OQ=H>=CO 
evening clutches, women & men travel/weekender bags, women & men
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be women with disabilities, to weave discarded leather scraps into exquisite
products.
Sabegn
KJP=?Pġ
Elizabeth and Eyerusalem
K#KQJ@ANOġ
1AHġ 


"I=EHġAUANQOĤO=>ACJ?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSO=>ACJ?KI
#=?A>KKGġSSSB=?A>KKG?KIO=>ACJ
&JOP=CN=IġĤO=>ACJ;APDEKLE=
1SEPPANġĤ0=>ACJ;AP

Ethiopian social entrepreneurs and sisters Elizabeth and Eyerusalem are strong
believers in the power of their people to bring about real and tangible changes
in their own lives. And it is this ethos which is at the center of everything that
they are doing at Sabegn. The company has provided employment opportunity
for 53 workers, where 46 of them are women.
Taking employment of women and people from vulnerable communities as one
of its core visions, the company manufactures products ranging from a credit
card wallet, handbags, backpacks, side-bags to a travel bag at reasonable prices,
allowing Sabegn to attend to a variety of customers in retail and wholesale, both
locally and internationally. With a spirit to satisfy needs through collaboration, it
has built a manufacturing and organizational capacity to satisfy low, medium and
high-level leather product demand from different parts of the world.

0=>ACJO?KJ?ALPOPKNA=HHKSORAJ@KNOPKCAP=??AOOPKPDAI=NGAPSEPDRANU
HEPPHA?KOP=J@=HHKSO?QOPKIANOPKłJ@R=NEAPUKBLNK@Q?POSEPD=NA=OKJ=>HA
price at one place, further nurturing the birth and growth of various relationships
between various professionals in different sectors. The company hopes to add
decorative home ware made from leather scraps and shoes to its product line
as well as expand its presence to other locations in Addis Ababa, in the future.
The world is a better place when businesses such as Sabegn invest in communities
that they are based in and of course no matter how successful Sabegn is; it has
nothing to show if its community is still living in poverty. Apart from providing
the space for artists and artisans to connect with the buying audiences, Sabegn
works closely with variety of artists and artisans by providing them with the
much-needed free meeting spaces where they can actively network and develop
potential customers and their skills around the business side of their work.
Sabegn has a vision to become a pioneer and a top leather product producer in
the country and make Ethiopian leather products recognized for its innovation,
MQ=HEPU=J@=BBKN@=>HALNE?AO=HHKRANPDASKNH@1DA?KIL=JUOREOEKJ=OSAHH
embraces nurturing a collaborative space where various creative people in
different sector can present their work and expand their market reach.

Sabegn in addition to producing leather products has opened a concept store
with supportive platform for various local handmade products to be sold
=HKJCOE@A0=>ACJOKSJR=NEAPUHA=PDANLNK@Q?POSEPDEJPDAHK?=H=J@EJPANJ=PEKJ=H
markets. The store currently exports to Denmark, Switzerland, Norway, France
and the USA and works together with 50 and growing vendors that are from the
community of which some are women from vulnerable societies that have been
PN=EJA@EJ@EBBANAJPOA?PKNO>UPDA AJPANBKN??AHAN=PA@4KIAJO"?KJKIE?
Empowerment (CAWEE) which Sabegn is a member.
With the support secured from GIZ, Sabegn and CAWEE are partnering to
implement a project to train 100 vulnerable women, 25 of them expected to
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ųŊƵǶƲ

Shir-Shir Ethiopia
KJP=?Pġ
Hirut Zeleke
Owner & Manager, Shir-Shir Ethiopia
1AHġ 
"I=EHġ0DENODENAPDEKLE=ĤCI=EH?KI
DENQPVAHĤU=DKK?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSODENODENAPDEKLE=?KI
#=?A>KKGġ0DEN0DEN"PDEKLE=
1SEPPANġĤ0DEN0DEN"P

Shir-Shir Ethiopia was founded by Hirut Zeleke in 2000 E.C (2007 G.C) with a
capital of 300USD producing different kinds of leather products such as bags,
purses, coats, jackets handmade using Sheep and Ox skin sourced 100% locally.
The vision of Shir-Shir Ethiopia is to produce modern, simple and affordable
leather products, with a mission to popularize Ethiopian leather products to the
world.
Starting from a one-woman producer, Hirut herself producing, the company has
now 30 permanent employees (21 women and 9 men) in the leather product
line of the company.
In producing different kinds of leather products, Shir-Shir Ethiopia has started
exporting to Japan, Sweden, Spain and the USA, with a plan to expand its
export base to the rest of European countries and other parts of the world.
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MQ=HEłA@ PA?DJE?=H PA=I 1DA ?KIL=JU =HS=UO QLDKH@O EPO ?KNLKN=PA LQNLKOA
KB ļ&JJKR=PEKJ @NERAO PA?DJKHKCU  PA?DJKHKCU =OOQNAO MQ=HEPU  MQ=HEPU SEJO
NALQP=PEKJ

Simeno Leather
KJP=?Pġ
Emebet Alemu
Owner & Manager, Simeno Leather
1AHġ 
"I=EHġOEIAJKHA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSOEIAJKHA=PDAN?KI
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Established in the year 2008 E.C., Simeno Leather has marked its prominence as
łJEODA@HA=PDANLNK@Q?POI=JQB=?PQNANEJ@@EO>=>= "PDEKLE=1DA?KIL=JUO
HA=@EJCłJEODA@HA=PDANLNK@Q?POEJ?HQ@AHA=PDAN >=CO S=HHAPO >AHPO=J@KPDAN
products for women and men.
Simeno Leather is emerging as a quality leather products manufacturing company
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, by bringing forth products that are processed, designed
=J@ łJEODA@ PK IAAP PDA DECDAOP MQ=HEPU HARAHO =J@ OP=J@=N@O .Q=HEPU >AEJC
PDAI=EJ?KJ?ANJOEJ?AEPORANU>ACEJJEJC PDA?KIL=JUOAJPENALNK@Q?PHEJAEO
closely supervised and monitored. Currently Simeno Leather has 10 employees
that are all women.

Simeno Leather strongly believes that a well-developed infrastructure is the back
bone of a company which aspires to be successful. In order to stay competitive
in the market, the company has substantially invested in manufacturing facilities
and state of the art technology. In addition, the company periodically inspects
its machinery so that there is no interruption in the operations and to avoid
compromising the quality of its products.
At Simeno Leather, what makes the company different from other will be
that, the company follows standards of quality required by its customers and
the concerned ones, it is a one-stop destination to get quality genuine leather
products, it has consistency in quality, positive feedback of clients and timely
deliveries of the products, its determination to maintain long lasting relationship
with its customers, its capacity in undertaking bulk orders and providing
satisfactory customized products.
The strategy of Simeno Leather is built on the foundation of its values and will
drive its successful development in the coming years in order to achieve its
long-term vision, to be the pioneer and most respected leather manufacturing
company.

0EIAJK )A=PDANO REOEKJ EO PK >A PDA LEKJAAN =J@ IKOP NAOLA?PA@ HA=PDAN
manufacturing company in Ethiopia, with leading brands and technologies. Thus,
its mission is to attract and attain customers by offering a wide range of welldesigned, functional leather products at reasonable prices so that many people
can be able to afford that.
4EPDOPNE?PMQ=HEPU?KJPNKH AT?AHHAJP=BPANO=HAOOANRE?A=J@PDAļ?QOPKIANłNOP
approach in management, the company has established a very large customer
>=OA 0EIAJK )A=PDANO LNK@Q?PO =NA DECDHU @AI=J@A@ >U = SE@A R=NEAPU KB
customers and the company has received excellent feedbacks about its products.
The company pays attention to attract and cultivate talents through a series
of trainings, where the Simeno Leather this time has highly motivated and
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its stores located overseas in Greece (Athens), USA (California), Switzerland
Ġ+UKJ 0L=EJĠ=N?AHKJ= QOPNE=Ġ3EAJJ= 0EJC=LKNA=J@1=ES=JĠ(=KODEQJC 
Taichung, Pintung City).
SoleRebels
KJP=?Pġ
Bethlehem Tilahun
Owner, SoleRebels
1AHġ 
"I=EHġNKKPO?QHPQNAPENAOĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSOKHANA>AHO?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤOKHA/A>AHO
&JOP=CN=IġĤOKHANA>AHO
1SEPPANġĤOKHANA>AHO

SoleRebels was founded by Bethlehem Tilahun, in Addis Ababa in 2004. The
EJPAJP>ADEJ@EPOEJ?ALPEKJS=OPK?NA=PAOQOP=EJ=>HA=J@>AJAł?E=HAILHKUIAJP
BKN PDKOA KJ?A @AAIA@ ļQJAILHKU=>HA APDHADAI BKQJ@A@ 0KHA/A>AHO =O
= S=U PK >HAJ@ DAN "PDEKLE=J ?KIIQJEPUO ?NA=PERA =NPEO=J P=HAJPO SEPD PDA
PN=@EPEKJ=H ĺ>=N=>=OOK Ġ"PDEKLE=J NA?U?HA@ PENA  ODKA 1DA NAOQHP EO QJEMQAHU
original footwear, driven by the ethos of ethical production, sustainable materials,
and maximum comfort.
SoleRebels is committed to using the most sustainable materials in every aspect
of its production. The materials the company uses is eco-friendly, sourced
directly from nature and carefully crafted to minimize impact. Every pair of
footwear the company produce is hand-crafted in its workshop in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia and ships that to every country in the world. Since its establishment,
SoleRebels, has never used a single traditional shoe box to ship its footwear.
Instead, the company shipped thousands of pairs of shoes in amazing handloomed reusable sacks.

In tandem with its goal of creating jobs, the company has committed itself to
paying competitive and higher salaries than any other company in the industry.
Additionally, SoleRebels also provides onsite doctor checkups for employees
with 100% medical coverage. Though most employees live within walking
distance, transportation is also available.
In accordance with the time tested practice of recycling products, owning to
HEIEPA@=R=EH=>EHEPUKBNAOKQN?AO ļARANUPDEJCEOR=HQA@=J@R=HQ=>HAEOPDAIKPPK
>USDE?D0KHA/A>AHOKLAN=PAO1DANPEO=JO"@Q?=PEKJ#QJ@EO=JKPDANIAPDK@
by which Sole Rebels ensures better quality of life for its employees. Through
PDA BQJ@  ?DEH@NAJ KB PDA =NPEO=JO KN ?HKOA NAH=PERAO  CAP =??AOO PK łJ=J?A BKN
education twice a year. All these initiatives and efforts by Sole Rebels have
?QHIEJ=PA@EJI=GEJCPDA?KIL=JUPDASKNH@OłNOPB=ENPN=@ABKKPSA=N?KIL=JU
In recognition of the hard work put in by the SoleRebels staff as well as
Bethlehem, the company has been featured and commended on various
occasions. To name a few, Bethlehem Tilahun has been named #2 on the
1KL  4KIAJ &J BNE?=O *=JQB=?PQNEJC &J@QOPNU  = OLKPHECDP >U #KN>AO KJ
0KHA/A>AHO=J@APDHADAI=J@#KN>AO*=C=VEJAOLEA?AKJ0KHA/A>AHONKHAEJ
bringing Ethiopian Entrepreneurship to the world and many more recognitions
and awards.

Being the sizable establishment that it is, production of SoleRebels shoes
happens through the collaboration of several teams that supervise and facilitate
the works of the employees. While the founder, Bethlehem does the designing,
there are teams for spinning, weaving, fabric creation, leather cutting, production,
assembly, hand sewing, sole crafting, sole perfection, tech/IT, inspection and
delivery and administration.
SoleRebels exports its products to over 55 countries online, where it also has
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Tiru Design
KJP=?Pġ
Tiruwork Assefa
Owner & Manager, Tiru Leather
1AHġ 

"I=EHġPENQ@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSPENQ@AOECJO?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤPENQ@AOECJ
&JOP=CN=IġĤPENQ@AOECJ

Tiru Design was established in April 18, 2016 with an initial capital of 15,000
"1ļ1ENQEO=JID=NE?SKN@PD=PPN=JOH=PAOPKļ$KK@EJ"JCHEOD1DASKNGEJC
?=LEP=H KB PDA ?KIL=JU D=O NA=?DA@ =NKQJ@   "1 EJ  1D=PO =
staggering increase to see within just two years. The company strives moving
forward with groundbreaking ideas and designs so as to provide its clients with
the best service possible.
1ENQ!AOECJEO@A@E?=PA@PKLNKRE@ADECDMQ=HEPU łNOP?H=OO @QN=>HA ABł?EAJP=J@
effective products. Tiru Design is well organized, having experts in designing and
preparation of leather and apparel products. The company is mainly involved in
the preparation and designing of leather bags, leather belts and leather wallets,
with a capacity of producing over 100 bags per day. Tiru design also prepares
cultural dresses and T-Shirts for both women and men.
The company has 6 permanent (4 women and 2 men) employees and 9
temporary employees (7 women and 2 men) mostly comprised of women and
it soon has a plan to export, starting from Botswana where the company has
already established contacts with potential buyers.
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Eight (8) CAWEE members are
involved in the gemstones and
jewellery sector. Member companies
engaged in this sector are involved
in different product lines, mainly
producing the following kinds of
LNK@Q?POġ
| Producing jewelry using semiprocessed gemstones and
| Scrap metals, recycled bullet
cases, leather and different kinds of
indigenous Ethiopian woods
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Afroportal Gemstone, Lapidary &
Printing Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Addis Hailu
Founder, Owner & Manager, Afroportal
Gemstone, Lapidary & Printing Plc.
1AHġ 
"I=EHġGAJPE?D=ĤCI=EH?KI

Afroportal Gemstone, Lapidary & Printing Plc. was established by Addis Hailu in
2018. The company has specialized in producing and supplying semi-processed
gemstones and hand-crafted jewelry pieces, using local materials targeting the
local and international markets.
The vision of Afroportal Gemstone, Lapidary & Printing Plc. is to provide quality
products that exceed the expectation of customers and create a better working
environment for women, particularly women with disabilities.
Being socially responsible, Afroportal Gemstone, Lapidary & Printing Plc. supports
physically handicapped young women through the provision of skills training
and providing them full time employment opportunities. Afroportal Gemstone,
Lapidary & Printing Plc. this time has 4 permanent employees, all of them young
women with disabilities. The company is preparing itself to enter the export
market.
Afroportal Gemstone, Lapidary & Printing Plc. aspires to be one of the leading
companies in the Ethiopian gemstone and Jewellery market through the supply
of the expected quality products to customers, aggressively planning to work in
promoting Ethiopian gemstones and jewellery.
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The company is so far selling its products at high end domestic markets, with a
recent plan to enter the export market.

OOEO$=HHANU

OOEO $=HHANU PDEO PEIA D=O PSK LANI=JAJP AILHKUAAO  UKQJC SKIAJ  SKNGO
towards the global goals of eradicating poverty, empowering women through
training workshops and personal development, supporting education, cleaning
the environment in poverty stricken communities and contributing its share to
the creation of sustainable development within the country.

KJP=?Pġ
Asegedech (Assi) WoldeMariam
1AHġ 
"I=EHġOOE=@@EOJASĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS=OOEC=HHANU?KI
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

OOEO$=HHANUS=OAOP=>HEODA@KJ EJ@@EO>=>= "PDEKLE=>UPDA#KQJ@AN
Owner Asegedech (Assi) Woldemariam, a Macro Economist/Researcher who
worked at the IMF for 30 years. Assi is also a designer, who was back to her
own country to share the love of Ethiopian Jewelry, traditional clothes, leather
=J@=??AOOKNEAOSEPDPDANAOPKBPDASKNH@OOEOLNK@Q?POEJ?KNLKN=PAPDAHKRA
and passion for fashion, quality and designs.
1DA?KIL=JUP=GAOEJOLEN=PEKJBNKI"PDEKLE=OAJ@KSA@NE?D?QHPQNAO DEOPKNU 
NAHECEKJO=J@PN=@EPEKJOOOEO$=HHANUEOLNK@Q?EJCFASAHNUQOEJCOAIELNK?AOOA@
gemstones, with beads sourced from all over the world targeting the export
market. The products are meticulously united to form a beautiful balance of
?KHKN PATPQNA=J@@EIAJOEKJPD=PI=GASDKARANSA=NOEPHKKG=J@BAAHPANNEł?

OOEO$=HHANU&JPNK@Q?EJCEPO-NK@Q?PO=P=*EJEATDE>EPEKJ PDA#KNIANOP)=@UKB"PDEKLE=3EOEPEJCPDA0P=J@

4EPD=JATPN=KN@EJ=NU?KI>EJ=PEKJKB?KHKN=J@>A=QPEBQHOPKJAO OOEOFASAHHANU
collections are designed to reach everyone. Its special collections are featured in
top fashion magazines in the country and being worn by celebrities. Each piece
EOKJAKB=GEJ@=J@łJEODA@SEPD?H=OLOPD=POP=NP?KJRANO=PEKJO
The company took part at different events, forums and exhibitions organized
at the Embassy of the United States, Embassy of Canada in Addis Ababa,
Gemstones Jewelry & Cotton Cashmere Shows at Radisson Blu Hotel, Addis
Ababa in 2015, trade show at Ethiopian National Museum in 2015 and a fashion
show organized by Origin Africa and Hub of Africa Fashion Weeks in 2014,
2015 and 2016.
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at a Fashion Show Promoting its Jewellery
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In Stockholm, Sweden, in 2013, Aynalem was picked by the Swedish Chamber
of Commerce and was invited for a weeklong trip to display all her fashion lines,
which included her jewelry collections.
UJEO!AOECJ
KJP=?Pġ
Aynalem Ayele
,SJAN*=J=CAN UJEO!AOECJ
1AHġ 
"I=EHġUJEO@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS=UJEO@AOECJ?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤUJEO@AOECJ
P.O.Box 140, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

In Washington, DC, in 2012, Aynalem was picked by the U.S. State Department
PK L=NPE?EL=PA =P PDA BNE?=J 4KIAJO "JPNALNAJAQNODEL -NKCN=I Ġ4"-  =J
initiative established by the former Secretary of State, Hilary Clinton. She was the
only designer picked from Ethiopia for the 2012 AWEP program. She had various
PN=EJEJCO=J@D=@PDAKLLKNPQJEPUPKIAAPJKP=>HA@AOECJANO OQ?D=Oġ1KNUQN?D
=J@!E=JA3KJ#QNOPAJ>ANC
UJEO!AOECJATLKNPOEPOFASAHNULNK@Q?POPKPDA20=J@&P=HU SEPD=NA?AJPLH=J
of opening shops in the US.

With more than 10 years of considerable experience in fashion design, mainly
?KJ?AJPN=PEJCKJ?QHPQN=H@AOECJOEJPACN=PEJC?KJPAILKN=NUOPUHAO UJEO!AOECJ
fashion line has been displayed and presented on various notable fashion magazines,
13ODKSO=J@N=@EKLNKCN=IO OQ?D=O)KOJCAHAO1EIAO *U#=ODEKJ*=C=VEJA 
Maraki Magazine, Fortune Weekly Newspaper, Addis Zemen Newspaper, Ethio?D=JJAH+ASOL=LAN 130DKS #*=J@I=JUKPDANO
IKJCPDA@EBBANAJPB=ODEKJHEJAOPD=PUJEO!AOECJLNK@Q?AO D=J@I=@AFASAHHNEAO
are one of the main product lines, where the company mostly uses semi-processed
CAIOPKJAO PK LNK@Q?A EPO D=J@I=@A FASAHNU &J EPO FASAHNU LNK@Q?P HEJA  UJEO
Design has created employment opportunities for 2 young women, vulnerable
SKIAJPD=PSANARE?PEIOOATQ=HREKHAJ?A
1DA ?KIL=JU KSJAN UJ=HAIO EILA??=>HA B=ODEKJ @AOECJAN D=O >AAJ JKPE?A@
by the international community, which has given her the opportunity to be
invited and travel to various countries and had the opportunity to meet amazing
international designers, received entrepreneurship trainings and showcased her
jewelry product collections.
Aynalem had extensive trainings in jewelry production. While residing in Milan,
Italy for 8 years, the owner Aynalem had the chance to get the exposure in the
fashion industry before she took the formal training in Ethiopia. In Berlin, Germany,
in 2018, she participated at the Berlin Fashion Week. In Nairobi, Kenya, in 2014,
she was part of Origin of Africa Fashion Week. She also had the opportunity to be
invited to various international fashion competitions and business trainings.
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1,300 women and more than 700 of their children, leave a lifetime of prostitution
at a 90% success rate. Success from EWAR means that upon completion of the
one-year program, women go on to lead their lives free of prostitution, never
returning to the streets.
Ellilta Products
KJP=?Pġ
Emnet Mersha
General Manager, Ellilta Products
1AHġ 
"I=EHġAIJAPĤAHHEHP=LNK@Q?PO?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSAHHEHP=LNK@Q?PO?KI
P.O. Box 21898, Code 1000
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Ellilta Products was established in 2012, as a business wing to support Ellilta
Women At Risk (EWAR) & set up to create safe and fair workspace for vulnerable
women involved in the sex trade. EWAR is a social enterprise diligently working to
scale down the rate of young women and girls turning to prostitution for various
reasons. The main vision of the organization is to renew the hope of women who
are entrapped in the sex industry.
In the past 8 years, Ellilta Products (EPs) focused in producing scarves & jewelry
BKNATLKNP I=EJHUPKPDA+KNPDIANE?=JI=NGAPHHPDALNKłPOPD=P"-OI=GAO 
directly goes to support EWAR, making rehabilitation services available for many
more women trapped in the sex trade.
&J PDA  UA=NO OPN=PACE? LH=J KB "-O  ATL=J@EJC EPO >QOEJAOO PK NA=?D PDA HK?=H
market is a critical strategy that the organization has chosen to follow. EPs has
been providing lunch for Bingham International School staff since 2018 with an
excellent quality food, drinks and café service and has opened bakery in Adama
1KSJ ,NKIE=/ACEKJ PKOLA?Eł?=HHUOQLLKNPPDANAD=>EHEP=PEKJ?AJPANEJ@=I=
Town (Nazareth).

Ellilta works with both the women and their children so the generational cycle of
prostitution can be broken so a new generation of Ethiopian young people are
no longer bound by the trauma of sexual exploitation. This holistic alternative
transforms individual lives, families and communities. Its products are made by
these women who were once involved in a life of prostitution.
The vision of EWAR is empowering women at risk to thrive not just survive. The
mission of the organization focuses on love, accept and reach out to women
in prostitution with a view to building community through relationships and
improving their quality of life and challenging all the concerned ones about the
issues that these women face through effective advocacy and education programs.
EWAR is committed in promoting ethical Fair Trade, in sourcing products with
a commitment to improve the social and economic conditions of marginalized
producers and suppliers.
EWAR is mainly involved in the production of jewellery, where the different
inputs are locally sourced, designed and handmade. The material in producing
jewellery includes leather, recycled bullet cases and different kinds of indigenous
Ethiopian woods.
Beyond the production of jewellery, EWAR also produces scarves made of locally
sourced cotton, hand-dyed and hand-crafted. The scarves and jewelleries are
designed by its artisan, the women of Ellilta, where each product carries the story
of a woman who was once at risk on the street of Ethiopia but has a new path in
life. Each purchase supports the livelihood of former sex workers who have now
started down a new path in life
Ellilta exports its products to different countries, currently exporting to Canada,
the United States of America and in different European countries.

Currently EP has provided full time employment opportunities for 46 people,
where 40 of them are women. Ellilta has a production capacity of 10,000 pieces
of Jewellry per month.
"4/ODA=@KBł?AEOHK?=PA@EJ@@EO>=>= SEPD>N=J?DKBł?AOEJ =DEN!=N 
Amhara Region and Adama, Oromia Region. EWAR has been able to help over
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Those products of Entoto Beth Artisan are exported to international for fairPN=@AKNC=JEV=PEKJOOQ?D=O1AJ1DKQO=J@3EHH=CAO /=RAJ )EHU ID=NE?(E@OKNC 
Karama & Sankofa.
Entoto Beth Artisan
KJP=?Pġ
Bethlehem Berhane
Founder & Owner, Entoto Beth Artisan
1AHġ 
 
 
"I=EHġAJPKPK>APD=NPEO=JOĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSAJPKPK>APD=NPEO=J?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤ"JPKPK>APD=NPEO=J
&JOP=CN=IġĤAJPKPK>APD=NPEO=JO
1NEL@REOKNġ"JPKPKAPDNPEO=JO

Entoto Beth Artisan has display corners and sales outlets at Bole International
Airport, Hilton Hotel and its own gallery in Bole, Addis Ababa. It is also under
process to open an additional selling outlet in Sky Light International Hotel, Addis
Ababa. Additionally, the company has been creating sustainable market and
providing job opportunities for plenty of raw material suppliers in the countryside.
Entoto Beth Artisan being socially responsible, is spearheading to do its level
best in responding to some of the societal problems especially the double
@EO?NEIEJ=PEKJ =C=EJOP SKIAJ  L=NPE?QH=NHU PDKOA SKIAJ HEREJC SEPD %&3&!O 
through the provision of skills training, empowering and employing those women,
being role model to others in following its footsteps.

Entoto Beth Artisan is a Fair-Trade Ethiopian social business that is a member of
the World Fair Trade Organization. It was established in 2012 and is dedicated to
NAOPKNEJCPDA%&3&!0EJBA?PA@?KIIQJEPUKJ"JPKPK*KQJP=EJ>UKBBANEJCFK>O
The business began with the inspiration and help of its partnering NGO BCDA
(Beza Entoto Outreach). Entoto Beth Artisan has continued working closely with
BCDA to transform the community on Mountain Entoto.
Its women artisans craft unique jewelry such as necklaces, bracelets, and earrings
that combine contemporary western design concepts with ancient cultural beads
and different leather product. The jewellries are hand-crafted from local recycled
I=PANE=HO "JPKPK APD NPEO=JO CK=H EO JKP KJHU PK LNK@Q?A MQ=HEPU LNK@Q?PO 
but more importantly to make a difference in the lives of its artisans and their
community.
1KAILHKU=J@A?KJKIE?=HHUAILKSANIKNASKIAJ PDA?KIL=JUD=O@ERANOEłA@
its product lines like, leather goods and hand-woven products. In working on the
new product lines, the company has created permanent job opportunities for
about 250 women employees. Among the 250 employees, 25 women living with
%&3&!O SANA NA?NQEPA@ >U "JPKPK APD NPEO=J =J@ SANA LNKRE@A@ PA?DJE?=H
skills training in hand-weaving. Those trainees are employed by the company since
April, 2019 and this time producing different kinds of hand-woven products for
local as well as export markets.
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Lila Products
KJP=?Pġ
Gelila Shewaye
Owner & Manager, Lila Products
1AHġ 

"I=EHġCAHEH=ĤHEH=LNK@Q?PO?KI
HEH=LNK@Q?POĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSHEH=LNK@Q?PO?KI
#=?A>KKGġĤHEH=LNK@Q?PO
&JOP=CN=IġĤHEH=LNK@Q?PO

Lila Products has been legally incorporated by the responsible government agency
of Ethiopia as Lila Products in 2014. The company is a social enterprise that strives
to empower low income households of its community through training, skill
transfer and providing job opportunities in its business operations.
Lila products started its operations in developing creative jewelry and rugs from
paper, clay and bullet cases. The company has 10 employees; 7 female and 3 male
employees. Lila Products aspires and works to make a difference in the lives of
artisans and their communities while producing quality products.
Over the past years its products have been sold both locally and internationally to
the USA and Canada, gaining a growing popularity.
Lila Products is broadly categorized as a handicraft company. Handicrafts refer to
products made by hand, with the help of simple hand tools instead of machines.
Handicrafts are artistic representation of a particular culture or ethnic tradition.
Handicraft products include objects of utility and decoration.
Lila Products have a line of original products and wants to develop a line that is
unique and new to the market so that customers would feel the excitement of
every new design. Lila Products works through harnessing the skills of the women
and allowing them to tie in their own creativity and unique culture.
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Lolite Jewelry & Gemstones
Trade & Export Plc.

and value addition of the newly found Opal from Wello, Amhara Region of
Ethiopia. Being a young company in the business, Lolite Jewelry & Gemstones
Trade & Export Plc. has four young women employees.

KJP=?Pġ
Blen Yenealem
Co-Owner & Manager, Lolite Jewelry &
Gemstones Trade & Export Plc.
1AHġ 
"I=EHġEJBKĤHKHEPFASAHNU?KI
I=J=CANĤHKHEPFASAHNU?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSHKHEPFASAHNU?KI
#=?A>KKGġDPPLOġSSSB=?A>KKG?KI)KHEPA
gemstone-ethiopia-122455431451666

Lolite Jewelry & Gemstones Trade & Export Plc. was established by Blen Yenealem
and Yenealem Getachew in October 2015. Lolite Jewelry & Gemstones Trade &
Export Plc is a growing company that specializes in the sale of Ethiopian Opals and
other gemstones to local and international markets.
The company works with a number of local miners, micro and small business
operators in Baher Dar, Amhara Region, one of the Regional towns of Ethiopia,
which is highly endowed with the natural resources of precious stones.
The company supplies high quality Opals and other gems to the international
market at competitive prices, it has also worked on adding value to the semiprocessed gemstones in producing jewellery.
Lolite Jewelry & Gemstones Trade & Export Plc. is planning to establish wide
networks across the world including the United States of America and China; the
owners and the staff of the company are doing all their levels best in up-grading
PDA?KIL=JUOLNK@Q?ANOLNKBAOOEKJ=HOGEHHOPK>A=>HAPKIAAPPDANAMQENAIAJPO
of the highly competitive international market.
Lolite Jewelry & Gemstones Trade & Export Plc. specializes in the sales of different
Opal products which are originally from Ethiopia. Through time, the company has
a plan to design different jewellry like rings, bracelets and many more. The available
variety of the gemstones and its existing jewelry designs makes the company the
best choice available in the market.
Lolite Jewelry & Gemstones Trade & Export Plc. is mainly known for the production
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potential buyers, where its major potential buyers are from Canada. In promoting
its high end domestic market, MGHH also sells its products within Addis Ababa in
its own gallery, based at a prime place around Sarbet, Addis Ababa.
On its production capacity, MGHH this time has a the capacity of producing eight
hundred (800) pieces of semi-processed gemstones and a capacity of producing
one thousand eighty (1,080) pieces of complete jewellery per month.
MGHH
KJP=?Pġ
Haregewoin Haile
Owner & Manager, MGHH
1AHġ 
"I=EHġD=NACĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSICDDCAIFASAHNU?KI

*$%% S=O łNOP ?KJ?AERA@ >U PDA E@A= KB DAHLEJC LDUOE?=HHU ?D=HHAJCA@ UKQJC
women, empowering them with the required skills so that they get sustainable,
reliable and secured monthly payment for a job well done. The ambition to help
the physically challenged young women arose from the Founder and Director
of the company Haregewoin Haile, as she spent most of her life living around a
community where lots of women are stigmatized for the various disabilities they
have.
On the year 2017, the company started off by providing technical skills training
to two young women, to be able to produce exotic jewellery and hiring them
=O EPO łNOP LANI=JAJP AILHKUAAO 1DEO PEIA *$%%  ?KJPEJQEJC >AEJC OK?E=HHU
NAOLKJOE>HA  D=O łRA AILHKUAAO  RQHJAN=>HA UKQJC SKIAJ SEPD @EO=>EHEPEAO 1DA
company has its plan in expanding and diversifying its product lines.
With the ultimate purpose of expanding its exporting value added jewellery
products, using semi-processed gemstones, with the major aim of supporting
the community in creating employment opportunities to young women with
disabilities.
In its plan to train thirty (30) more young women with disabilities and creating
employment opportunities to those trained young women, the company is
targeting the export market, where it is striving to work towards producing quality
products meeting the expectations of the export market.
MGHH, targeting the export market has sent its sample products to different
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One (1) CAWEE member is involved
in furniture manufacturing sector.
The member company in this sector
is involved in different product lines,
mainly producing the following kinds of
LNK@Q?POġ
|-NK@Q?EJC%KIA ,Bł?A %KPAH 
Hospital, Education & Institution
Furniture,

FURNITURE
MANUFACTURING
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| Producing Foam & Mattresses.
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KJP=?Pġ
Amele Gidey
Owner and Manager, Technostyle
Furniture Center
1AHġ 
 
 
*K>ġ 
#=Tġ 
P.O. Box 159, Addis Ababa
"I=EHġEJBKNĤPA?DJKOPUHACNKQL?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSPA?DJKOPUHACNKQL?KI

According to its three-year strategic plan, Technostyle Industrial Group will
increase its capacity by 70%, its workforce by eight hundred and its market share
by 30%. It will also continue its import substitution and contribute towards the
CNKSPDKBPDAJ=PEKJ=HA?KJKIUEJ=HECJIAJPSEPDPDA?KQJPNUOEJ@QOPNE=HEV=PEKJ
strategy. The company aims to export 30-40% of the products in the next 2 years,
as part of its expansion goals.
Overall, Technostyle Industrial Group is fast growing, having recently acquired
12,000 M2 unit of land intended for the manufacture of the metallic line. The
vision of the organization is to be the Leading Furniture manufacturer and supplier
in Eastern and Central Africa by 2025.
ļ"5 ") 1, " 1%" +2*"/ ,+" #2/+&12/" *+2# 12/"/ +!
!&01/&21"/&+"01"/+ "+1/)#/& 6

Technostyle Industrial Group is a Private Limited Company made up of two
independent businesses namely Technostyle and Technostyle Furniture Centre. The
company was established in 1997 with only four employees to import and distribute
KBł?ABQNJEPQNAEJ"PDEKLE=
Technostyle Industrial Group has grown over the past years into a large-scale
state of the art furniture manufacturing industry located in Legatfo, Oromia Region
occupying about 72,000m2 of land, supporting over four hundred (400) employees
both locals and expats and equipped with modern technology for its operations.
1A?DJKOPUHA&J@QOPNE=H$NKQLD=OPDABKHHKSEJC@EOPEJ?POPN=PACE?>QOEJAOOQJEPOġ
•

,Bł?A#QNJEPQNA

•

Chair Line,

•

Educational & Institutional Furniture,

•

Home & Hotel Furniture,

•

Hospital Furniture (Metal Line),

•

Foam & Mattress.

Having started as an import business currently manufacturing its own products,
1A?DJKOPUHA &J@QOPNEAO $NKQL D=O OQ??AOOBQHHU SKNGA@ SEPD $KRANJIAJP KBł?AO 
Banks, Insurance Companies, NGOs and Private institutions that make majority of
its client base.
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Seventeen (17) CAWEE members
are involved in the services sector.
Member companies involved in this
sector are involved in providing
different kinds of services, the major
KJAOEJ?HQ@APDABKHHKSEJCġ
| Tourism,
| Printing,
| Travel and Events,

SERVICES

| Consultancy & Trainings (Human
Resources, Transformational
Leadership, Law & Attorney,
Architectural & Engineering Services,
etc.)
| Eye Clinic and Optical Services,
| Agrifood Laboratory Services,
| Interior Design.
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management, where trainings in those mentioned area ranges from one week
to six months.
Byogenic Beauty Spot Skin Care
Training Center
KJP=?Pġ
Mulumebet Gebreselassie
CEO/Founder of Byogenic Beauty Spot
Skin Care Training Center
1AHġ  
Linkden; www.linkedin.com/in/
mulu-iori/47774633
4A>OEPAġSSS>UKCAJE??KI
OGULAġIQHQEKNE

1N=EJAAO=NAAR=HQ=PA@>=OA@KJOPQ@AJPOLANBKNI=J?AKBCNKQLSKNG LNKFA?P
SKNG =J@ LNAOAJP=PEKJ KB EJ@ERE@Q=H =OOECJIAJPO  =LLNAJPE?AODEL =J@ łJ=H
AT=IEJ=PEKJO1DAPN=EJEJCLNKCN=IEO?KILKOA@KBI=EJ?KQNOAOĠEJ?H=OOPN=EJEJC
theory, on-the-job training & apprenticeship); supportive courses (English, Biology
& Chemistry) and common courses (professional image, business communication
skills, ethics, customer service & small business management). Participants that
?KILHAPAPDAPN=EJEJCLNKCN=I=NALNKRE@A@?ANPEł?=PAOĢ?ANPEł?=PEKJ=??NA@EPA@
by Addis Ababa City Administration Education Bureau.
Byogenic Beauty Spot Skin Care Training Center has currently provided full time
employment opportunities for six workers (4 women and 2 men).

Byogenic Beauty Spot Skin Care Training Center, established
EJ   EO PDA łNOP OGEJ ?=NA O?DKKH EJ PDA ?KQJPNU HK?=PA@ =P
Megenagna Seleshi Sehen Building 6th Floor. In Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia.
The reason of opening Byogenic Beauty Spot Skin Care Training
Center was to give more opportunities for those who would
like to become professional skin care specialist in Facial, Massage,
Nail Care and Waxing. The response to this action of opening
the center was overwhelmingly positive. The Training Center
OP=NPA@@AHERANEJCEPOłNOPPN=EJEJCEJRKHREJCPN=EJAAO SDANA=HH
of them were young women. To date, the Training Center is very
proud of training over 5, 000 professionals, 98% of them young
women. that were able to generate sustainable income to help
themselves and their families.
The Center has its criteria in selecting trainees, where the main
NAMQENAIAJPSEHH>ABNKI$N=@AOPDPK  =OLANPDAJAS
education policy of the Ethiopian Government are eligible for
?ANPEł?=PAHARAHLNKBAOOEKJ=HPN=EJEJCLNKCN=I
Byogenic Beauty Spot Skin Care Training Center provides
@EBBANAJP GEJ@O KB PN=EJEJCO EJ PDA =NA=O KBġ B=?E=H  I=OO=CA 
manicure/pedicure, wax/threading, eyelash extension and spa
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Byogenic Spa
KJP=?Pġ
Mulumebet Iori Gebreselassie
CEO, Byogenic Spa & Training Centre
1AHġ 
"I=EHġIQHQEKNEĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS>UKCAJE??KI
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
*QHQAIA>AP&KNE$0AHH=OOEAEO=LEKJAANEJPDAłAH@KBOGEJ?=NA=J@SAHHJAOOEJ
Ethiopia, founding the Byogenic Spa business 27 years ago in 1993 and then going
on to train over 5,000 Ethiopian women and men as skin care professionals at the
Byogenic Training Centre. All those trained have managed to get employed in the
many successful spa and skin care businesses across the country and abroad. Her
passion for skin care and wellness began as a young girl and she went on to pursue
DANOPQ@EAOEJOGEJ?=NAEJPDA20=PPDA DNEOPEJA3=HIU0?DKKHKB"OPDAPE?O=J@
Skin Care as well as in The Netherlands. She also has graduated from Addis Ababa
University School of Commerce in Secretarial Science and Accounting.
She has been passionate in economically empowering young women in providing
them opportunities within her businesses from the beginning, as her passion of
giving back. In her desire to uplift vulnerable women and facilitate for them to not
only take care of their skin and overall wellbeing, but also to be part of an industry
PD=P?=J=HHKSPDAIPKC=EJłJ=J?E=HBNAA@KI EJ@ALAJ@AJ?A=J@AMQ=HL=U SDE?D
has continued driving her vision.

As her client base grew, her name become a household name and without using
any professional marketing, through word-of-mouth Muluemebet kept on gaining
client and she was forced to add more stores and open a training centre where
she was able to train more women. Today, Muluemebet has two stores and a
PN=EJEJC?AJPNASDANAKRANłRAPDKQO=J@UKQJCSKIAJ =BASIAJ =NAPN=EJA@=J@
employed by the growing beauty industries. Besides creating job opportunities for
these young women, the training Centre has also supported these young women
PK JQNPQNA  >QEH@ PDAEN OAHB?KJł@AJ?A  LANOKJ=H @ARAHKLIAJP =J@ AJPANLNEOA
development skills.
Byogenic Spa has currently provided employment opportunities to 50 people
(40 women & 10 men) and the Training Centre has provided employment
opportunities to 6 people (4 women & 2 men). In total, those two companies
have provided employment opportunities to 56 people (44 women and 12 men).
Apart from establishing Byogenic Spa & the Training Centre, Muluemebet is also
the Co-founder of GMM Garment Plc. which was established in 2004 by Three
Ethiopian Women Professionals. The company has employed 400 young girls.
O = RE>N=JP =J@ =J KQPCKEJC LANOKJ  0DA EO PDA ?QNNAJP 3E?A -NAOE@AJP KB =J
NGO called The Sara Cannizzaro Child Minder Association which helps mothers
=J@PDAEN?DEH@NAJEJOLA?Eł?=HHUP=EHKNA@LNKCN=IO =7KJA D=EN-ANOKJPKPDA
)EKJO HQ>&JPANJ=PEKJ=HKB$NA=PAN@@EO>=>= BKNIAN3E?A-NAOE@AJPKB4"-
(African Women Entrepreneur Program) Ethiopia Chapter and member of AWIB
(Association of Women in Boldness).
AEJC=DQI=JEP=NE=J *QHQAIA>APEOOQLLKNPEJCKNC=JEV=PEKJOOQ?D=O ,QN#=PDANO
Kitchen, Alem Children and Saint Giuseppe Centre.

Muluemebet started her Spa business with a single store and with few employees;
however, her business grew rapidly where she needed to have more skilled labour
to meet the demand of her services. As the beauty service was new, it was very
@EBł?QHPPKłJ@OGEHHA@H=>KQNPD=P?=JIAAPPDAATLA?PA@OP=J@=N@1DANABKNA PK
łHHPDEOC=L ODAPN=EJA@I=JUUKQJCSKIAJIAJ=J@AHAR=PAPDAENOGEHHPD=PS=O
able to meet the desired standard and in a very short time the trained workers
were able to help her provide services to her growing client base.
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KJP=?Pġ
Kalkidan Belete
1AHġ 
 
 
"I=EHġG>AHAPAĤ>HAOOH=>KN=PKNU?KI
EJBKĤ>HAOOH=>KN=PKNU?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS>HAOOH=>KN=PKNU?KI
Dessie Road, Legetafo
P.o.Box 1949 code 1110
Oromia Region, Ethiopia

.Q=HEPU*=J=CAIAJP=J@$*-?KQNOAOHAOO=HOKLNKRE@AOP=EHKNI=@APN=EJEJCO
for factories especially for those planning to establish an in-house laboratory and
implement HACCP. Depending on the need, Bless Laboratory provides gap
assessment studies for food and beverage manufacturing companies.
Bless is delegated by the Ethiopian Standards Agency to certify Food and Beverage
LNK@Q?PO ?KJBKNIEJC PK +=PEKJ=H OP=J@=N@O OAP >U PDA CAJ?U 1DA ?KIL=JUO
?ANPEł?=PEKJ@AL=NPIAJPD=O?ANPEłA@@NEJGEJCS=PAN A@E>HAKEHO=J@L=OPAQNEVA@
milk which is in process. Its inspection department serves the exporters, NGOS
and local food manufacturers.
Bless Laboratory is ready to provide quality assurance of food & beverage service
to the community, build easily accessible service in quality test on all edible
products, serve the continental quality infrastructure development process and
thereby contribute to the African economic development.

HAOO CNE #KK@ )=>KN=PKNU EO PDA łNOP LNER=PA CNE BKK@ H=>KN=PKNU EJ "PDEKLE=
established in 2011 to provide food testing, shelf life study, inspection and product
?ANPEł?=PEKJOANRE?AOBKN=HHEJLQPO=J@LNK@Q?PO=HKJCPDA=CNELNK@Q?PR=HQA?D=EJ
=O=?KIIAN?E=HBKK@H=>KN=PKNUHAOO)=>KN=PKNUS=OłNOP=??NA@EPA@SEPD&0,
17025 by SANAS of South Africa and now by Ethiopian National Accreditation
,Bł?AĠ"+, 
The Laboratory is equipped with state of the art equipment (such as HPLC,
$ *0*0 =J@PKIE?>OKNLPEKJ =J@OP=BBA@SEPDDECDHUMQ=HEłA@LNKBAOOEKJ=HO
SDKSANAPN=EJA@EJ"PDEKLE==J@"QNKLA1DA?KIL=JUOPAOPEJCOANRE?AEJ?HQ@AO
all Chemical and Microbiological analysis.
HAOOCNE#KK@)=>KN=PKNUPAOPOLAOPE?E@AO IEJAN=HO=J@DA=RUIAP=HO =Ń=PKTEJO
=J@ K?D=N=PKTEJO  OQC=N LNKłHA KJ DKJAU =J@ >ARAN=CAO  REP=IEJO  JQPNEPEKJ=H
composition, all proximate analysis, lab tests on spoilage and pathogenic
microorganisms like Salmonella, Enterobacteriacea, E. Sakasakii, Total Plate count,
Yeasts & Molds and much more. This Laboratory is the only laboratory in Ethiopia
PD=PEO?=L=>HA=J@KBBANEJCBQHHN=JCAKB=Ń=PKTEJPAOPO ODAHBHEBAOPQ@U DA=RUIAP=HO
=J@LAOPE?E@ANAOE@QA=J=HUOEO1DA?KIL=JUP=GAOLNKł?EAJ?UPAOPO=J@PDANAOQHPO
are up to international lab standards, constantly widening its scope in order to
OANRAPDAI=NGAP=J@łHHPDAC=LEJPDAL=NPE?QH=NłAH@PDA?KIL=JUEOEJRKHRA@EJ
Bless Agri Food Laboratory is currently in the process of starting GMO tests, BOD
tests, campylobacter spp and bacterial tests on cosmetics.
Furthermore, the company provides food safety training on ISO 22000, Total
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that are hired on event-to-event basis to ensure that the overhead which is passed
on to its clients is kept to an absolute minimum. Other than the creative, planning
and management processes, every business activity is outsourced to reputable
L=NPJANO =J@ ?KIL=JEAO SDE?D =HHKSO PDA ?KIL=JU PK >A ŃATE>HA EJ OAHA?PEJC
vendors, ensuring exceptional value for money.
Brand Travel Services Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Arsema Yigrem
Manager, Brand Travel Plc. & Brand Event
Organizing
1AHġ 
"I=EHġ=NOAI=Ĥ>N=J@APDEK?KI
4A>OEPAġSSS>N=J@APDEK?KI
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Brand Travel Services Plc. was established in 2011. The company commits its full
resources to the successful completion of every trip that it plans, thus developed
reputation for its services excellence earned every day by providing the very best
in value and profession.

For every meeting or conference that the company manages, dedicated
administrative assistants will be there until completion to manage communication
SEPDL=NPE?EL=JPO=J@KNC=JEVANO OAJ@KQPEJREP=PEKJO=J@NA?KN@/03-=J@?KJ@Q?P
onsite delegate registration, facilitate international and domestic airline reservation
=J@PE?GAPEJC ?KKN@EJ=PAłAH@REOEPO=J@PN=?G=PPAJ@=J?A@QNEJC?KJBANAJ?AO#KN
meetings and conferences where delegates are coming from abroad, its sister
company, Brand Travel Services Plc., will avail an agent on site that will assist with
airline reservation, ticketing, and providing schedule information as needed for the
duration of the meeting.
In both its two companies, Brand Travel Services Plc. and Brand Event Organizing,
have employed seven people, six women and one man.

Brand Travel Services Plc. has broad knowledge of the travel industry. The
?KIL=JUOOANRE?AOEJ?HQ@Aġ>KKGEJC PE?GAPEJCEPEJAN=NU?KJOQHP=PEKJ=NN=JCEJC
all-inclusive holiday packages travel related information, like visa and vaccine
requirement, airport facilities; transit regulations, supplementary services - online
?DA?GEJNAMQAOPŃEANLNKCN=INACEOPN=PEKJ=J@IEHA=CAPN=?GEJCĢ@AHERANEJCPE?GAP
and collecting payment when the need arises. Brand Travel Services Plc. working
DKQNOEO*KJ@=UPK#NE@=UBNKIġ=IġLI 0=PQN@=UBNKIġ=IġLI
The company also has a duty person who can be reached at any time 24/7 for
emergencies.
In its sister company, Brand Event Organizing, it provides exceptional services
for conference, training or special event needs. Brand Events is a local event
organizing company that provides a one-stop service for event planning and
organizing needs, focusing on customers visions and always keeping in mind as its
JQI>ANKJALNEKNEPUġQJ?KILNKIEOEJC?QOPKIANO=PEOB=?PEKJ
Brand Event Organizing works with its clients to create practical, cost-effective,
manageable and result-oriented events and the company is involved all the way
ensuring that everything goes according to plan. Its business model depends on a
skeleton crew of permanent staff, and a large number of on-call staff and assistants
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?=PANPDAKLPE?=HJAA@OKBEPO?QOPKIANOKB=HH=CAO!=HE=0LA?E=HEVA@"UA HEJE?O
optical workshop is equipped with complete and state of the art devices such as
A@CEJC=J@?QPPEJCI=?DEJAOBKN=DECDAJ@łJEODEJCKBHAJOAO=J@BN=IAO
With the increasing cases of preventable blindness in the country, Dalia Specialized
Eye Clinic has started responding to the call of serving the community with the
core mission of controlling blindness through ethical and high-quality preventive
and curative eye care services to all its patients.
Dalia Specialized Eye Clinic
KJP=?Pġ
Dalia Ahmed
Manager, Dalia Specialized Eye Clinic
1AHġ 
"I=EHġ@=HQ=DIA@ĤCI=EH?KI

Dalia Specialized Eye Clinic is one of the few eye care facilities in Ethiopia with
very high standards when it comes to service, ethics and quality. The company
constantly monitors and assesses the performance of its doctors, consultants, staff
=OSAHH=OPDAABł?=?UKB=HHEPOIA@E?=HAMQELIAJP=J@@ARE?AOPKAJOQNAPD=PPDA
utmost eye healthcare is maintained and rendered to its patients.
The company regularly consults its surgeons to update and gain the views of those
professionals on the latest technology, protocols and modern treatments in the
łAH@KBKLDPD=HIKHKCU!=HE=0LA?E=HEVA@"UA HEJE?OPNKJCHU>AHEARAOPD=P=CKK@
vision is imperatively essential to enjoy a better quality of life. And with that, the
HEJE?OI=EJATEOPAJ?AEOPKOANRAEPOHARAH>AOPEJ=?DEAREJCAT?AHHAJ?AEJAUA?=NA
O = BQHHŃA@CA@ OLA?E=HPU ?HEJE?  EP EO !=HE= 0LA?E=HEVA@ "UA HEJE?O =EI PK I=GA
all its sub-specialty services safer and more accurate with better results and
OSEBPNA?KRANUHHPDA?KIL=JUOKLDPD=HIE?AMQELIAJPEOSAHHI=EJP=EJA@=J@
calibrated ensuring quality diagnosis.
With its pool of well experienced local and foreign specialist ophthalmologists
who have common goal to work, serve and collaborate together, the company is
?KJł@AJPPD=PPDA>ECC=LEJPDAAUADA=HPD?=NAEJ"PDEKLE=EOLNKLANHU=@@NAOOA@
!=HE=0LA?E=HEVA@"UA HEJE?D=OIQHPEOQ>OLA?E=HPUOANRE?AO SDE?DEJ?HQ@AO 3EPNAK
retina subspecialty, Glaucoma subspecialty, Pediatric & Strabismus subspecialty
and Comprehensive ophthalmology.
Furthermore, the Clinic has various collections of frames, lenses and spectacles to
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LNARAJPEKJ =J@ NAOLKJOA LKHE?U  =JPE$30% K@A KB KJ@Q?P  $/* BKN
$334 OQNRERKNOĢ $3  HA=@ANODEL  IAJPKNODEL =J@ DQI=J NECDPO PN=EJEJC
manuals, checklists and indicators; Design strategy and action plans; develop a
memorandum of article and memorandum of association.
%A>NAP>=DKUNAłJA KJOQHP=J?U
Services
KJP=?Pġ
Hebret Abahoy
*=J=CEJC!ENA?PKN %A>NAP>=DKUNAłJA
Consultancy Services
1AHġ 
"I=EHġDA>NAP=>=DKUĤCI=EH?KI
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

| Legal Consultancy: Consultation on Ethiopian law and representation before
the Federal Court; Consult on international, regional, national policies and legal
BN=IASKNGOSEPD=JAILD=OEOKJSKIAJ=J@?DEH@NAJONECDPO
Since its establishment, HAACS has rendered different kinds of services to different
organization including the World Bank, USAID, Ethiopian Women Lawyers
Association, CAWEE, Dashen Brewery, Ministry of Finance, CARE Ethiopian Girl
Effect Limited and Cuso International.

Hebret Abahoy is an Ethiopian entrepreneur currently managing the organization,
%A>NAP >=DKU NAłJA KJOQHP=J?U 0ANRE?AO Ġ% 0  PD=P ODA BKQJ@A@ EJ
2013, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
%A>NAPEO=JATLANPKJ$AJ@AN=OA@3EKHAJ?AĠ$3 3EKHAJ?AC=EJOP4KIAJ
Ġ34 =J@)=S KJOQHP=JP SEPDNE?DATLANEAJ?AEJJ=PEKJ=HH=SO CAJ@AN $3 
leadership and mentorship. She served for over 15 years as a public prosecutor,
gender and low expert at the Ministry of Justice.
%A>NAP =HOK SKNGA@ =O = CAJ@AN =@REOKN =P  !&3,   =J EJPANJ=PEKJ=H
organization, rendering business leadership training to women in the agribusiness
sector in the country.
Her company HAACS is devoted to the contribution of the protection of human
rights and gender equality in Ethiopia and aboard through the provision of quality
services.
% 0OOANRE?AN=JCAOBNKIġ
| Research and Assessment:,JCAJ@AN $334 OK?E=H=J@HAC=HI=PPANOĢ
policies, strategies, programs and projects; project evaluation and gap assessment.
| Capacity Building: 1N=EJEJCOKJCAJ@AN $334 DQI=JNECDPO SKIAJ=J@
?DEH@NAJONECDP HA=@ANODEL =OOANPERAJAOO=J@IAJPKNODELPK@EBBANAJPP=NCAP
groups of different organizations.
| Preparation of Documents: $AJ@AN I=EJOPNA=IEJC CQE@AHEJA  $30%
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Addis Ababa, which is home to four million people, has had a long history of
a messy transport system. Cases of passengers scrambling for scarce public
commuter taxis during rush hours are common, hence forcing some people to
seek for taxi hire services. The service that RIDE started providing was a very
timely response to the transport problem Addis Ababa faces.
Hybrid Designs Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Samrawit Fikru
CEO, RIDE (Hybrid Designs)
1AHġ 
"I=EHġO=IN=SEPĤDU>NE@@AOECJOLH??KI
4A>OEPAġSSSNE@A?KI
OGULAġO=IN=SEPłGNQ
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Africa is rich in its natural resources and is blessed with energetic young population
NA=@U PK SKNG =J@ LNKOLAN /&!" OPNERAO PK FKEJ BNE?=O OQOP=EJ=>HA LNKOLANEPU
by mobilizing jobs and promoting institutionalizations through digitization with
innovative solutions.

Hybrid Designs Plc. is a revolutionary technology company that aspires to
EILHAIAJP OEILHA  EJJKR=PERA =J@ ABł?EAJ?U AJD=J?EJC PA?DJKHKCE?=H OUOPAIO EJ
BNE?=/&!"OPA=IOLENEPEO@ARKPA@PKAJ=>HEJCBNE?=QOAEPONAOKQN?AOABł?EAJPHU
PDNKQCDPA?DJKHKCE?=HOKHQPEKJO1DA?KIL=JUOŃ=CODELOANRE?A/&!"EO>KNJEJ
"PDEKLE=PKB=?EHEP=PAJ=PQNAOCEBPPKDQI=JEPU IK>EHEPU
Samrawit Fikru, Co-founder of Ride, 29-year-old computer programmer has
created Hybrid Design, company in Ethiopia behind the most popular taxi app in
PDA?KQJPNU /&!" "PDEKLE=ORANOEKJKB2>AN
Three years down the road, Hybrid Design is now behind RIDE, a mobile App
=EIA@=PIK@ANJEVEJCPDA?KQJPNUOKQP@=PA@PN=JOLKNPOUOPAI "PDEKLE=ORANOEKJ
of Uber. Samrawit conceived the idea of RIDE app after experiencing a transport
problem when she was hired as a developer in software developing company.
RIDE partakes in this sector to simplify travelling and add safety up to a global
standard. The company has created permanent, temporary and contractual jobs
to more than 25,000 Ethiopians in a very short period of time, which contributes
LKOEPERAHUPKPDAOK?E=H=J@A?KJKIE?SAHH>AEJCKBPDA?KQJPNU/&!"OOQ??AOOEJ
this sector has energized its team to expand digitization of other crucial industries
involved in Fintech, Personal Security and Contact Center Platforms.
"JPNALNAJAQN0=IN=SEPS=O>KNJ=J@N=EOA@EJ@@EO>A>= "PDEKLE=O?=LEP=H?EPU
She is one of the Ethiopian Women that have succeeded in creating a name for
themselves with incredible business acumen and hard work.
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Information Systems Services

Information System Services (ISS)
KJP=?Pġ
Aster Solomon
Information System Services, Co-founder,
Owner & Manager
1AHġ 
"I=EHġEJBKĤEOOAPDEKLE=?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSEOOAPDEKLE=?KI

Information System Services (ISS) is an information systems consultancy founded
in 1996.
A pioneer in Geographic Information System (GIS), providing GIS services and
trainings, ISS provides different trainings on geospatial services to further expand
into Ethiopia. It has trained over 50 local and international organizations in GIS.
Major projects undertaken by ISS includes, establishing a Land Information System
(LIS) in Addis Ababa, establishing a multipurpose LIS for Dire Dawa and Mekelle
and providing a GIS nutrition database to be used by Save the Children and
providing different services to many more.
ISS sells and distributes geospatial goods and services to governments, regional
governments and international organizations. Aster is the Co-founder, Owner
and Manager of ISS.
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company. The company with its team of nine permanent professional staff (6
women and 3 men) & twelve contractual staff ( 2 women and 10 men) has
availed its services to its clients.

INKreadible Printing & Advertising
KJP=?Pġ
Frehiwot G/Micael
Founder & General Manager
INKreadible Printing & Advertising
1AHġ 
"I=EHġEJBKEJGĤCI=EH?KI
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

INKreadible printing and advertising company was established by a passionate and
dedicated team in 2012 with the aim of tasking the industry it serves to a higher
level in bringing the state-of-the-art technology and equipment, which rarely are
available in the current Ethiopian market and also with its passionate team ready
to serve the needs of its valued clients.
With rich work experience in the sector, the company opened its workshop and
KBł?AEJPDADA=NPKB@@EO>=>= EJ>HAJ@EJCEPOPA=IOATLANEAJ?AO=J@L=OOEKJ
with the up-to-date and latest printing machines to uniquely serve its clients.
INKreadible Printing and Advertising aspires to be one of the leading printing and
=@RANPEOEJC?KIL=JU=P=+=PEKJ=HHARAHEJ1DQO PDA?KIL=JUOIEOOEKJEO
OPNEREJCPKLNKRE@AEPO?HEAJPOPDA OANRE?AO=J@LNK@Q?POEJEPO@=UPK@=UP=OGO 
with values focusing on quality, speed delivery, price and customer service.
Looking and working within the current printing industry where clients expectations
in terms of quality and service are not met, the company uniquely has come out
EJłHHEJCPDAATEOPEJCC=LO&+(NA=@E>HU&JQOEJCIK@ANJI=?DEJANUHEGA !=J@23 
INKreadible has aggressively entered the market to meet the expectations of its
clients in the printing, advertising and communications industry.
1DA I=FKN OANRE?AO PD=P &+(NA=@E>HA -NEJPEJC =J@ @RANPEOEJC LNKRE@AO EJ?HQ@Aġ
digital printing, offset printing, silk screen printing, outdoor & indoor signage, point
of sales materials, exhibition display, packaging, Invitations and print management.
INKreadible Printing and Advertising is a human centered printing & advertising
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New English Private School (NEPS)
KJP=?Pġ
Aster Solomon
New English Private School, Co-founder
and General Manager
-DKJAġ 

"I=EHġ=OPANOKHKĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSJALOO?DKKHO?KI

New English Private School (NEPS) was founded in 2004 with the sole mission of
bettering education in Ethiopia.
With small class sizes and a symbiotic educational relationship with ICS, NEPS
D=O>AAJ=>HAPK>A?KIAKJAKB"PDEKLE=OHA=@EJCLNER=PAO?DKKHO&P?QNNAJPHU
has seven different campuses with future plans of expansion. NEPS employs
over 250 people providing services to 1500 students. NEPS has an impressive
99% university acceptance rate. NEPS prides itself on giving merit scholarships to
female students every year.
It is run by its General Manager/Co-founder, Aster, and operated by Mr. Kelemu
Sinke, who is the co-founder and husband of Aster.
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=@RANPEOA =J@ łJ@ I=NGAPO BKN "PDEKLE=J ?QHPQN=H ?HKPDEJC  EJ =@@EJC R=HQA EJ
incorporating contemporary and modern designs. In the past years the College
has participated in France, Germany, Switzerland, Washington DC and other
countries by displaying different cultural clothing and event promotion.

Next Fashion Design College
KJP=?Pġ
Sara Mohammed
1AHġ 

"I=EHġJATPB=ODEKJ@AOECJEJOPEPQPAĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSJATPB=ODEKJ@AOECJ?KHHACA?KI

Next Fashion Design College was established in the year 2004 by model and
@AOECJAN0=N=*KD=IIA@1DA KHHACAD=@=IEOOEKJKBłHHEJCPDAC=LKBA@Q?=PEKJ
in fashion designing in Ethiopia.
Next Fashion Design College as a pioneer company in the fashion industry focuses
EJ ?NA=PEJC MQ=HEłA@ @AOECJANO EJ N=EOEJC =S=NAJAOO PK P=GA "PDEKLE=O PN=@EPEKJ=H
clothing to the next level, expanding markets locally and internationally, to
?KJPNE>QPAPKPDA?KQJPNUOA?KJKIU
The College has created a curriculum that will serve the need of aspiring designers
=J@LNKRE@APDAI>KPD>=OE?=J@ATPAJOERAPN=EJEJCEJPDAłAH@KBB=ODEKJ@AOECJ 
pattern making, sketching and stitching. For the past sixteen years, the College
has trained more than three thousand (3,000) regular and extension students in
fashion designing.
The College has developed training program at four levels and has received
NA?KCJEPEKJBKNPD=P )ARAH&PK)ARAH&3PN=EJEJCLNKCN=I BNKIPDA EPU$KRANJIAJP
KB@@EO>=>=1A?DJE?=H=J@3K?=PEKJ=H"@Q?=PEKJ=J@1N=EJEJCĠ13"1 CAJ?U
In broadening its global networks and partnerships in fashion design and in sharing
best practices and experiences, the College has brought lecturers, professionals
from different countries, The Netherlands, India to lecture to the students of the
College and to share their experiences.
The College participates and organizes international fashion shows to promote,
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In collaboration with the Indian Embassy in Ethiopia, Next Fashion Design College
had student exchanges program. The program has allowed over 30 young female
students of Next Fashion Design College to study in one of the Fashion institutes
in India. This annual student exchange program started in 2006, giving young
fashion designers the opportunity to broaden their knowledge and experience in
fashion. The scholarship they received has tremendously changed the lives of the
students. The recipients of the scholarships have been able to learn and develop
their fashion skills along with entrepreneurship, web and graphic design skills. The
recipients of the scholarship after attending their programs in India come back
to Next Fashion Design College to share their knowledge and experience with
currently enrolled students. Majority of these young women are now the most
OQ??AOOBQH SKIAJ EJ PDA ?KQJPNU  EJ BQHłHHEJC =O SAHH PDAEN OK?E=H K>HEC=PEKJO  EJ
creating job opportunities for other young graduates in the industry.
Next Fashion Design College is a socially responsible company. In 2014, the
company hosted over 1,300 (per day) deported Ethiopian women from Saudi
Arabia for 13 days, providing them food and shelter. This plan of hosting those
deportees was designed by Sara Mohammed, the Owner of the College and
the entire Next Fashion Design College staff. From those deported women, 75
of them were granted scholarship at the College, short-term courses that were
?KILHAPA@EJIKJPDOPEIA1DKOAPN=EJA@SKIAJ=NAJKSSKNGEJCEJ@EBBANAJP
garment and textile companies and are able to generate sustainable income for
themselves as well as their families.
In 2015, Next Fashion Design College together with Enterprise Partners, took on
310 under privileged women to train them in soft and hard skills, where getting
EJRKHRA@EJPDAPN=EJEJC PDKOASKIAJSANA=>HAPKłJ@FK>OEIIA@E=PAHU1DEO
project was very successful in economically empowering women and giving them
the opportunity to generate sustainable income to support themselves.
0=N= PDA,SJANKB+ATP#=ODEKJ!AOECJ KHHACA SKJļ4KIAJKB"T?AHHAJ?A
award for the year 2013, where she received this award from the hands of the
former First Lady of Ethiopia, Roman Tesfaye. The College also was able to win
PDA&JPANJ=PEKJ=H0P=NBKN.Q=HEPU4EJJANEJ$AJAR=EJ0=N==OSAHHSKJPDA
2017 Humanitarian Award in Washington DC, USA.
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Next Design Service
KJP=?Pġ
Sara Mohammed
1AHġ 
 
 
 
"I=EHġJATPB=ODEKJ@AOECJEJOPEPQPAĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSJATPB=ODEKJ@AOECJ?KHHACA?KI

ND (Next Design) Service is a direct retailer agent to Ethio Telecom. The company
provides telecom services to end customers at a lower rate. The services ND
provides include;
| Airtime Sales;
| Prepaid and postpaid telephone bill payments and
| Internet bill payments.
ND Service that was established in April, 2020 provides a 10% discount to
corporate entities that currently included private companies, NGOs, Government
KBł?AO AP?
The company is also an agent of Fana Broadcasting Corporate, providing 30%
@EO?KQJPBKN=@RANPEOAIAJPO>NK=@?=OPA@PDNKQCD#=J=13
Currently, Next Design Service has provided full time employment opportunities
to 52 people (40 women and 12 men).
Next Design Service is sister company of Next Fashion Design College and Sara
Garment, where Sara Mohammed is the Owner of those three companies.
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The major services provided include:
| Advice on feasibility of various procurement options,
SB Consult, Consulting Architects
and Engineers

| Advice and assisting the client in preparation of project budget,

KJP=?Pġ
Melbana Seifu Birke
Managing Director
SB Consult, Consulting Architects and
Engineers
1AHġ 
 
"I=EHġIAH>=J=OAEBQĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSO>?KJOQHPAP

| 1AJ@AN@K?QIAJPLNAL=N=PEKJ ŃK=PEJC AR=HQ=PEKJ 

| Preparation of cost estimates at various stages of design,
| Prepare takeoff and payment during construction,
| Preparation of cost report throughout the construction phase,
| Evaluation and give recommendations on all variations and claim,
| Undertake all project closing out services in terms of project payments,
variations, claims etc.
Construction Management

SB Consult is an Architectural and Engineering Design and Construction
Management Firm established in 1982, by the Late Architect Seifu Birke, currently
managed by Melbana Seifu Birke.

| KJPN=?P@IEJEOPN=PEKJOANRE?AOEJ?HQ@EJC>QPJKPHEIEPA@PKġ
•

@IEJEOPN=PEKJKBPDALNKFA?P?KJPN=?PEJ?HQ@EJC>QPJKPHEIEPA@PKġ

SB Consult renders comprehensive professional consultancy services for
N?DEPA?PQN=H=J@"JCEJAANEJC-NKFA?P*=J=CAIAJP !AOECJ .Q=JPEPU0QNRAUEJC 
Construction Supervision and Management of buildings, roads, bridges, airport
facilities and infrastructure development projects. The Firm also has extensive
experience in providing consultancy services in contract management, physical
planning and related development activities.

•

Review and Manage the implementation of the project schedule,

•

Overall management of the project cost.

Services

Design

Project Management

1DA?KIL=JUO@AOECJOANRE?AOEJ?HQ@A
all Architectural, Structural and MEP
Engineering design including but not
HEIEPA@PKBKN=HH@EO?ELHEJAOġ
| Initial Concept and Schematic,
| Preliminary,
| Final Design.

The services undertaken include
management of the time, cost and
quality of projects at each phase
EJ?HQ@EJCġ!AP=EHA@AJCEJAANEJC@AOECJ
and construction management phase
of projects I Initial planning, project
Quantity Surveying
1DA ?KIL=JUO MQ=JPEPU OQNRAUEJC
services cover from pre-design stage
to the completion of construction.
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|/AOE@AJP=J@QPDKN KJPNKH0QLANREOEKJ0ANRE?AOEJ?HQ@A@>QPJKPHEIEPA@PKġ
•

Supervision and inspections of construction to ensure that the works are
executed in a strict conformity with the contract document and drawings,

•

Receive all submittals for technical approval from the Contractor and
approved by the Consultant team,

•

All related construction site consultancy, supervision and control services
until the acceptance of the project at completion and follow up and/or
give response.

The Company’s Team
#KNEPOKBł?A=J@OEPAOQLANREOEKJSKNGO PDA?KIL=JUD=OAILHKUA@LAKLHAEJ
total (10 women & 5 men). The distribution is approximately 70 % professional
and 30% support staff. The professionals employed on a full time basis are
Engineers, Construction Management Professionals, Architects and Management
Professionals.
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KJP=?Pġ
Maedot Assefa
Founder & Manager, Store 251 (Tonjolie
Trading)
1AHġ 
"I=EHġEJBKĤOPKNA?KI
I=OOAB=ĤOPKNA?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSOPKNA?KI
&JOP=CN=IġOPKNA
#=?A>KKGġĤ0PKNA
)EJGA@&Jġ0PKNA
1SEPPANġĤOPKNA;

Store 251‘s inspiration is growing small to large scale designed and made Ethiopian
products by Ethiopian dynamic designers and producers by selling and marketing
their products online through www.store251.com. We believe these products
should be marketed for the international customers in a way that will answer
?QOPKIANOMQAOPEKJONAC=N@EJC=??AOOE>EHEPU HKCEOPE?O PNQOP=J@PN=JOL=NAJ?U
0PKNA  =HOK >AHEARAO PD=P  @AOECJANO =J@ LNK@Q?ANO ODKQH@ DECDHU >AJAłP
BNKIPDAENSKNG>UKSJEJCPDAEN>N=J@O łJ=J?E=HHU=J@>QEH@EJCPDAENKSJHKU=H
customer base.
%HQHÀWVRIZRUNLQJZLWK6WRUH
1. Increasing sales outlet,
2. Reaching all online shoppers anywhere around the globe,
3. Billboard effect for different Ethiopian brand,
4. Getting Real time shoppers rating on products,
5. Competing internationally.

Tonjolie Trading and Store 251(Registered) is a store front name. The company
began its journey as an online store in August 2015 (www.store251.com). The
EJOLEN=PEKJ?=IABNKIPDABKQJ@ANO>=?GCNKQJ@BKNOQOP=EJ=>HA>QOEJAOOL=OOEKJ 
education in Tourism Management and the need to promote local suppliers to
sell their products internationally. Soon the way suppliers and products were
handpicked attracted local market and the company started to supply shops in
&JPANJ=PEKJ=H0P=J@=N@DKPAH=J@?NA=PEJCIKNAI=NGAPBKNHK?=HLNK@Q?ANO&PO=HOK
helping the suppliers to get fair price for their products.

Existing Products of Store 251:
• Leather Bags & Shoes,
• Leather Accessories,
• Jewellery,
• Handmade Cotton Wearable,
• Handmade Home Wear & Décor,

Ethiopia is endowed with a plethora of organic products and deep-rooted wisdom
about countless natural products. We however continue to fail to market and
package our products so that they will attract the attention of buyers. We do not
tell the story behind the product to help customers make the right purchasing
@A?EOEKJO 4A OAA EJ PDA CHK>=H I=NGAP KQN RANU KSJ LNK@Q?PO łJ@EJC >QUANO
after being exported and packed imaginatively, depriving us the ownership of our
produce.

Linkages:

The only way our products can cross borders as Ethiopian origin products is if
SA?=JC=EJ?KJł@AJ?A>USKNGEJCSEPDEJ"PDEKLE==J@@ARAHKLEJCLNK@Q?POBKN
Ethiopians who currently prefer to buy imported product no matter what the
quality is. This store is aimed to change this by building awareness of ethically
designed and locally produced goods.

Within two years, the number of customers and the number of suppliers (more
than 20 Ethiopian designers and producers) that wants to sell their products through
0PKNA>A?=IAH=NCANPD=JPDA?KIL=JUO?=L=?EPU=J@EPOP=NPA@HKKGEJCBKN=
wide space where the company can fully share its vision. The company currently
has 3 permanent employees (2 women and 1 man) and works with two freelance
women supporting the company in photography and marketing.

Other than the home-grown market the company also would like to attract the
international community working and travelling to Addis Ababa. Addis Ababa
being the hub for conference and events, the Store will arrange programs to
invite African designers to host their collections and in so doing, create additional
tourism potential focusing on fashion and shopping.
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Services

• Organic Ethiopian Tea, Coffee and Food Products.
• Members of CAWEE and
• Logistics Partners DHL & FedEx.

The vision of Store 251 is to create a space where Ethiopian-African high-quality
well-made products of sustainable businesses to be shopped in one stop. Supplier
requests also came from neighboring African countries since they have witnessed
our potential of being located in the capital city of Africa.

Services
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Technostyle Interior Design
KJP=?Pġ
Amele Gidey
Owner, Technostyle Interior Design
1AHġ 
 
 
*K>ġ 
#=Tġ 
"I=EHġEJBKNĤPA?DJKOPUHACNKQL?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSPA?DJKOPUHACNKQL?KI

Technostyle Interior Design and branding offers a professional, modern, innovative
=J@ ?NA=PERA =LLNK=?D PK @AOECJ BQNJEPQNA =J@ ?HEAJPO OL=?AO SEPD AILD=OEO KJ
detail, functionality and perfection.
With advanced software and a highly creative team with unsurmountable
experience, the company tries to push the boundaries of what can be done opting
to ask why not! Nothing is impossible and the most complex of problems can be
solved with the simplest of solutions
In working on interior design and branding, Technostyle Interior Design creates
I=OPANLH=JO=J@@AOECJOBKNBQNJEPQNAN=JCEJCBNKINAOE@AJPE=H PKKBł?AO=J@DKPAHO
The company advices, designs, supervises and offers project management services
BNKIOP=NPPKłJEOD&P=HOK@KAO?KJ?ALPOBKN>N=J@EJCPDNKQCDNAJ@ANEJCO4EPDEPO
highly creative team, the company has highly trained designers that will give clients
exactly what they want and more.
1A?DJKOPUHA &JPANEKN !AOECJ @AOECJO ?QOPKIEVA@ BQNJEPQNA =O LAN KQN ?HEAJPO
needs and goes beyond their expectations. The company uses renderings and
visualizations that are very important in expressing designs to clients, helps with
marketing, advertising, design competitions and the overall design process of more
complex needs.
,J OKIA KB PDA LNKFA?PO KRAN PDA UA=NO SEPD 1A?DJKOPUHA &JPANEKN !AOECJO
experience and referrals, the company has built its name by working with renowned
businesses such as different banks, insurance companies, NGOs, Government
KBł?AO=J@LNER=PA?KIL=JEAO=HEGA
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The Mosaic Hotel
KJP=?Pġ
Mirafe Kelemu, General Manager
1AHġ 
"I=EHġNAOANR=PEKJOĤPDAIKO=E?AP?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSPDAIKO=E?DKPAHAP?KI

The Mosaic Hotel is a luxurious hotel with 78 rooms, found right in the heart of
Addis Ababa. It has ample parking, a rarity in the city.
It has a garden that can host up to 2000 people, all while being in Bole Medhanialem.
Inaugurated in 2015 by Former First Lady of Ethiopia, H.E. Roman Tesfaye, The
Mosaic prides itself on inclusivity in the workforce. It employs and actively seeks
out people with disabilities, with numerous deaf wait staff. It is the only hotel in
Ethiopia to do so. It also gives priority for females on the recruitment process,
especially at managerial positions.
Aster Solomon is the owner and Director of The Mosaic Hotel. It is managed by
Mrs. Miraf Kelemu.
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Womens Empowerment

Tours and Safaris (established routes
or tailor-made as per requirements)
Wellness Tour

Responsible Tourism
Travel Ethiopia Plc

&JPACNEPU=J@%KJAOPUO

KJP=?Pġ
Samrawit Moges
Managing Director, Travel Ethiopia Plc.
1AHġ 
 
 
#=Tġ 
"I=EHġEJBKĤPN=RAHAPDEKLE=?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSPN=RAHAPDEKLE=?KI
-,KTġ @@EO>=>= ""PDEKLE=

Flexibility and Accountability

Samrawit Moges has directed tours throughout the country since 1981 and
established Travel Ethiopia Plc. in 1994, herewith rewarded as the 2018 Top
Ethiopian Woman in Tourism.
1N=RAH"PDEKLE=OEJJANREOEKJEOPKEJ?NA=OAHK?=HFK>OEJPDA?KIIQJEPU=J@IKOP
importantly to support women in the hospitality industry. Samrawit is ultimately
establishing projects whereby the women in the community can become more
A@Q?=PA@=J@EJ@ALAJ@AJP1N=RAH"PDEKLE=O?KJPEJQKQOIKRAIAJPEJSKIAJO
empowerment has become an example for others in the tourism sector by being
PDAłNOPPKQN=CAJ?UPKDENALANI=JAJPBAI=HACQE@AO
1N=RAH"PDEKLE=OREOEKJEOPK>APDAIKOPOKQCDP=BPANPN=RAH=CAJ?UEJ"PDEKLE= 
providing reliable services to all sectors of the business community and individuals;
HK?=H =O SAHH =O EJPANJ=PEKJ=H  1DQO  PDA ?KIL=JUO IEOOEKJ EO PK LNKRE@A DECD
standard service to its clients, allowing them to have a unique Ethiopian experience;
its intact culture, integrity and dedication of its competent staff.
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Services

Competitive Rates
Innovative and Interactive Itineraries
Real Experiences and Adventure

Hotel and lodge booking
Camping equipment and car rental
International and domestic air ticket
booking and itinerary planning
Meet and assist services and airport
transfers
Processing of visas

0=IN=SEPO?KIIEPIAJPPKPDA@ARAHKLIAJPKBPDAHK?=H?KIIQJEPUEOI=JEBAOPA@
through the establishment of Bilen Lodge in Afar Region. Bilen Lodge has created
employment opportunities to local residents in Afar, teaching women to empower
themselves and become independent.
In addition, Travel Ethiopia is an Eco-conscious company that implements the ban
of plastic usage. As a member of the responsible tourism network, Travel Ethiopia
also tries to minimize negative, social, economic and environmental impacts
=J@CAJAN=PAOA?KJKIE?>AJAłPOBKNHK?=H?KIIQJEPEAO1DA?KIL=JU=HOKD=O
different initiatives to minimize damages to the environment and wildlife. This
allows its clients to travel responsibly, without the worry of causing destruction to
local cultures, environments and economies.
Travel Ethiopia has a team of experienced and dedicated staff. The guides are
DECDHUMQ=HEłA@=J@IQHPEHEJCQ=H SDEHAPDA?KKN@EJ=PKNOD=RAATPAJOERAGJKSHA@CA
KBPDA?KQJPNU1N=RAH"PDEKLE==HOKD=O=IK@ANJŃAAPBKNNAIKPANACEKJO=J@
camping gears which adds to its smooth tour operation. This allows Travel Ethiopia
to provide its visitors with a wonderful trip at a competitive rate. The main activity
of Travel Ethiopia is to guide and organize tours and safaris for local and foreign
visitors within Ethiopia, including sightseeing and educational trips on historic sites,
APDJE?EPEAO BKHGHKNA B=QJ==J@ŃKN==J@O?EAJPEł?NAOA=N?DPNELOLANBKNIA@>UPDA
specialized staff members of the company.

Services
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Two EB Management Solutions Plc.
KJP=?Pġ
Enye Bemir
General Manager, TWO EB Management
Solutions Plc.
1AHġ 
"I=EHġPSKA>I=J=CAIAJPOKHQPEKJĤCI=EH?KI
4A>OEPAġSSSPSKA>I=J=CAIAJP?KI
0GULAġAJUA>AIEN
#=?A>KKGġPSKA>I=J=CAIAJPOKHQPEKJO
1SEPPANġPSKA>I=J=CAIAJP
)EJGA@&JġAJUA>AIEN

Two EB Management Solutions Plc. is a private limited organization established
by three shareholders to promote and enhance individual and organizational
performance capacity toward the attainment of personal and organizational goals.
Two EB is one of the leading Leadership, Human Resource and Management
consultant and trainer in Ethiopia, where it closely works in collaborations and
L=NPJANODELOSEPDHK?=H=J@BKNAECJ?KJOQHP=JPO1DA?KIL=JUO$AJAN=H*=J=CAN 
"JUAAIEN=J@PDA?KIL=JUO?KJOQHP=JPOD=RALN=?PE?=HATLANEAJ?AEJQJ@ANP=GEJC
consultancy, training and coaching services in leadership development, basic
management skills, human resource management, personal and organizational
development services for NGOs, public enterprises, the private sector and other
organizations.
1SK"=EIOPK>APDAIKOPNAOLA?PA@=J@LNABANA@I=J=CAIAJP?KJOQHP=J?UłNI
=J@PN=EJAN>U?KJOEOPAJPHU@AHERANEJCABł?AJPOANRE?AO=J@AT?AA@EJC?QOPKIANO
expectations. The company works on that by helping its customers succeed,
in providing its customers tailor made, innovative and cost effective solutions.
1DQO PDA?KIL=JUEOSKNGEJCPKS=N@OATL=J@EJCEPONA=?DEJPDAOLA?Eł?=NA=OKB
management consultancy and training to develop strong customer base.
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Members
Contact
Details
| Agribusiness
| Textiles/Garment/Hand-weaving
| Leather
| Gemstones and Jewellery
| Furniture Manufacturing
| Services.
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Agribusiness

176
Agribusiness

176

Eden Roasters
(Eden Haile Gebreselassie)


A@AJĤD=EHA=HAI?KI

33

45

AAPO#EJA#KK@OĠ*EON=G+APO=JAP
IEOENJPĤCI=EH?KI


>AAPOPN=@EJCĤCI=EH?KI


7

21

Samore Flower
(Samrawit Moges)

O=IN=SEPIKCAOĤCI=EH?KI


41

Chancho
(Samrawit Moges)
#HKSAN-H?
O=IN=SEPIKCAOĤCI=EH?KI


15

FOOD

Maheder Foods
(Maheder Adimasu)

I=DA@ANBKK@ĤCI=EH?KI


HORTICULTURE

Zebad General
(Emebet Tafesse)

&ILKNP=J@"TLKNP
VA>=@ATLKNPĤCI=EH?KI

5

AGRI-BUSINESS

Aster Bunna
(Aster Mengesha)


=OPAN>QJJ=ĤCI=EH?KI

19

UJEO!AOECJĠUJ=HAIUAHA



UJEO@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI


Bezuayehu Shone
(Bezuayehu Shone)


KBBAA-H=JP=PEKJ   ODKJA?KBBAAĤCI=EH?KI

51

11

Chic Living
(Yetnait Abera)

?DE?HEREJCAPĤCI=EH?KI


Primerose Coffee
(Meseret Workneh)

"TLKNPAN
LNEINKOALH?ĤCI=EH?KI

53

37

Garden Coffee
(BetelhemTilahun)

Ġ/K=OPA@$NKQJ@
 NKKPO?QHPQNAPENAOĤCI=EH?KI

27

*QU="PDEKLE=Ġ0=N=>AN=
IQU=APDEKLE=ĤAPDEKJAPAP








63

Paradise Fashion
(Genet Kebede)

CAJAPĤL=N=@EOAB=ODEKJJAP


67

Yirgalem Addis
(Yirgalem Asfaw)
1ATPEHA#=?PKNU



U=PLH?ĤCI=EH?KI


77

Negist Ethiopia
(Aster Retta)

=OPANNAPP=ĤCI=EH?KI


O=IIUATLĤCI=EH?KI


65

Sara Garment
(Sara Mohammed)
nextfashiondesigninstitute

ĤCI=EH?KI


69

Little Gabies
(Amelsa Yazew)

=IAHO=U=VASĤCI=EH?KI


59

Abugida Fashion
(HiwotGashaw)

>QCE@=B=ODEKJĤCI=EH?KI


49

Trio Craft
(Elisabeth Kassa)


G=OO=AHO=ĤCI=EH?KI

73

6AłGEN!AOECJĠ#EGENPA@@EO
UAłGEN@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI





75

Yordi Design
(Yordanos Abera)


FQ@EUKN@EĤCI=EH?KI

79

Sonia-K Lingeri
(Sonia Ahmed)




O=JEI=HEGĤU=DKKBN


71

AGRI-BUSINESS

To.mo.ca
(Wondwossen Meshesha) wondwossen.meshesha
Ġ/K=OPA@$NKQJ@
 ĤPKIK?=?KBBAA?KI




43

Moplaco
(HeleannaGeorgalis)
Ġ$NAAJ
/K=OPA@ 

$NKQJ@
DAHA=JJ=CAKNC=HEOĤCI=EH?KI


35

Sabea Coffee
(YetnaitAbera)

EJBKĤO=>=A?KBBAA?KI


39
9

!AD=>%KJAUĠ!AD=>*AOłJ



@AD=>?BĤCI=EH?KI


17


=HH=%KJAUĠ!AD=>*AOłJ 


?=HH=DKJAUAPĤCI=EH?KI


13

MILK
PRODUCTS

HONEY

Berkeyee Marr
(Bezuayehu Shone)

ODKJA?KBBAAĤCI=EH?KI


Emebet Milk
(Emebet Mekonen)
=J@*EHG-NK@Q?P
            AI>APS=SEĤCI=EH?KI


FOOD

Hilina Enriched
(Hilina Belete)
#KK@O
 EJBKĤDEHEJ=BKK@OAPD?KI

Ethio-Green
(Rahel Moges)

N=DAHĤAPDEKCNAAJ?KI


23
29
25

TEXTILES/GARMENT/HAND-WEAVING

31


!E=IKJ@
KBBAAĠ!AD=>*AOłJ 


@AD=>?BĤCI=EH?KI

COFFEE

Kotea Coffee
(Muna Fejru)


 IQJ=BAFNQĤCI=EH?KI

Dengel Orthopedic (Meseret Arefayine)

&JOPNQIAJPO


*=JQB=?PQNEJC-H?@@AOP=ĤCI=EH?KI

55


*=ł*=łĠ*=DHAPBASKNG



I=łAPDĤCI=EH?KI

61

UJEO!AOECJĠUJ=HAIUAHA

UJEO@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI


87
91

Kabana Leather
(Semhal Guesh)


G=>=J=HA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI

93

Meron Addis Ababa (MeronSeid)

ATKPE?=IANĤCI=EH?KI


97

AB Leather
(Abaynesh Beyene)

=>HA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI


83

Linu Manufacturing (Lidia Million)
-)
 HEJQHA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI


95

Msgana Shoe
(MesganaGebregziabeher)

*AOC=J=ODKAĤU=DKK?KI


99

LEATHER

Entoto Beth Artisan (Bethlehem Berhane)


AJPKPK>APD=NPEO=JOĤCI=EH?KI

,
!AOECJĠ(=HGE@=JOOAB= K??NA=PEKJĤCI=EH?KI


K?P=HKNAĤCI=EH?KI


101

ABKA Leather

(Genet Abegaz)


i nfoĤ = > G = H A =t h er . c o m

85

,.)A=PDANĠ%ESKP1OAC=UA




>KM=HA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI

89

OOEO$=HHANUĠOOACA@A?D4I=NE=I


 =OOE=@@EOJASĤCI=EH?KI
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UJEO!AOECJĠUJ=HAIUAHA
=UJEO@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI
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Entoto Beth Artisan (Bethlehem Birhane)





AJPKPK>APD=NPEO=JOĤCI=EH?KI

125

GEMSTONES &
JEWELLERY

TEXTILES/GARMENT

57

Ellilta Products
(Emnet Mersha)


AIJAPĤAHHEHP=LNK@Q?PO?KI

123

Afroportal Gemstones(Addis Hailu)


(AJPE?D=ĤCI=EH?KI

117

Lolite Jewelry
(BlenYenealem)


EJBKĤHKHEPFASAHNU?KI

129

Lila Products
(GelilaShewaye)


CAHEH=ĤHEH=LNK@Q?PO?KI

127

M.G.H.H
(Haregewoin Haile)


D=NACĤCI=EH?KI

131

FURNITURE
MFG

Enku Design
(Enkutatash Kibret)


EJBKĤAJGQO@AOECJ?KI

Technostyle Industrial (Amele Gidey)

$NKQL
EEJBKNĤPA?DJKOPUHACNKQL?KI

135

139

105

Byogenic Beauty Spot (Mulumebet Iori G/selassie)
0GEJ
=NA1N=EJEJC IQHQEKNEĤCI=EH?KI


AJPAN 


0KHA/A>AHOĠAPDHADAI1EH=DQJ
EJBKĤNALQ>HE?KŃA=PDAN?KI


NKKPO?QHPQNAPENAOĤCI=EH?KI


111

Byogenic Spa
(Mulumebet Iori G/selassie)

IQHQEKNEĤCI=EH?KI


141

Information System (Aster Solomon)

0ANRE?AO
 EJBKĤEOOAPDEKLE=?KI

153

Next Fashion Design (Sara Mohammed)
nextfashiondesigninstitute

KHHACA ĤCI=EH?KI





159

Next Design Service (Sara Mohammed )
nextfashiondesigninstitute

 ĤCI=EH?KI


161

Tiru Design
(Tiruwork Assefa)

PENQ@AOECJĤCI=EH?KI


113

/KKPEJ0PUHAĠ1ECEOP0AEBA
NKKPEJOPUHAĤCI=EH?KI


EJBKĤNKKPEJOPUHA?KI


103

Shir-Shir Leather
(Hirut Zeleke)

 0DENODENAPDEKLE=ĤCI=EH?KI


107

Simeno Leather
(Embet Alemu )

OEIAJKHA=PDANĤCI=EH?KI


109

SERVICES

Sabegn
(Eyerusalem Kidane)

AUANQOĤO=>ACJ?KI


1DA*KO=E?%KPAHĠ*EN=BA(AHAIQ

NAOANR=PEKJOĤPDAIKO=E?AP


 ?KI

169

Brand Travel
(ArsemaYigerm)

0ANRE?AO



 =NOAI=Ĥ>N=J@APDEK?KI

145
173

Hebret Abahoy
(HebretAbahoy)

NABUJA
KJOQHP=JP DA>NAP=>=DKUĤCI=EH?KI

149


%U>NE@!AOECJĠ0=IN=SEP#EGNQ
O=IN=SEPĤDU>NE@@AOECJOLH?

Ġ/E@A
 ?KI

151

Travel Ethiopia
(Samrawit Moges)

Ġ1KQNEOI
 O=IN=SEPIKCAOĤCI=EH?KI

171

SB Consulting
(MelbanaSeifu)
Architects and

"JCEJAANO
IAH>=J=OAEBQĤCI=EH?KI

163

Dalia Optics
(Dalia Ahmed)


 @=HQ=DIA@ĤCI=EH?KI

147

Bless Food
(Kalkidan Belete)

)=>KN=PKNU
G>AHAPAĤ>HAOOH=>KN=PKNU?KI

143


&+(NA=@E>HAĠ#NADESKP$*E?D=AH
&JBKEJGĤCI=EH?KI

-NEJPEJC@RANPEOEJC


155

Store 251
(Maedot Assefa)


I=OOAB=ĤOPKNA?KI

165

SERVICES

TWO EB
(Enye Bemir)
Management Solution
twoebmanagementsolution

Ġ
KJOQHP=J?U  ĤCI=EH?KI


1A?JKOPUHAĠIAHA$A@UA
 E J B KĤPA?DJKOPUHACNKQL?KI

&JPANEKN!A?KN
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